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The high school is closed for
vacation of one week.

is

past three years, I kept manufacturing,

Franklin

St., Ellsworth,

from 50c. up.

improving.

O

WBN

on

Tuesday.

pleasant call last Monday.
Capt. Powers, first pilot of the “Priscilla”, one of the Fall river line boats,
was in the city last Wednesday.
Arthur E. Cook, a graduate of The
American

office, has gone

Lewiston to work in
office.

job printing

held at the aldermen’s room in Hancock
hall Friday evening, at 7.30 o’clock.
The senior class of the high school has
decided to have Pullen’s orchestra, of
Bangor, for the class exercises and reception. The colors are yellow and white.

Received,

Just

a

A meeting to arrange for a Fourth of
July celebration has been called, to be

TAKE YOUR TIME

The ladies of t.he Epworth league will
a supper and apron sale at the Methodist vestry this (Wednesday) evening.
Bupper will be served from 6 to 7 o’clock.
have

A

NEW LINE OF

Mrs. C. R. Lougee, of Winterport, is the
guest of her sister, Mrs. I. H. W. Wharff.
Mrs. Lougee will assist in the singing at
the Easter services in the Methodist
church.
\

Myer Uallert entertained

a party of fifthe Nicolin club-house last Friday
evening. The out-of-town guests were
Charles H. Bartlett and Dr. J. K. Phillips,
of Bangor.

teen at

AND

111 Clairs.
Call in and

see

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Whiting returned
a trip to Florida.
They
went down the east coast as far as the
town of Miami, the present terminus of
the railway.

Monday from

and you are more likely to be suited with
It
your selection of WALL PAPER.
takes time to look through our stock, because It la as large a line as is shown In
Hancock county, and the prices are low.
Call and see tor yourself.

them.

Miss Lillian Presby, who has been employed in the Boston office of the Bluehill
Mineral Spring company during the winter, has returned to the office of the company in Ellsworth.

F. A. COOMBS,
41 Main Street,
BOOKSELLER AND STATIONER.

A. f. CUSHMAN & SON,
UNDERTAKERS and EMAALMERS,
l Franklin

;;

st.,
MAINE.

ELLSWORTH,
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Bucksport wants D. F. Tribou, of this
city, to make her a shoe-factory proposi-

tor” will

run

on

ami look in
or.

if you

our

can

”

windows;

spare
in

a

and

Our

IS FOND OF

len’s orchestra

PRETTY JEWELS,
The sensible man looks for the establishment
where lie can get the l*e-t jewelry for the lea^t
money. The jewelry I offer is not only “best”,
but it is also new. New in manufacture anil
It won’t co-t you a cent to look
new in design.
at what 1 have.

summer

E.

F.

ROBINSON.

Established ISST.

Shade* of Tan.

FIRST
NATIONAL RANK

SHOE STORE.

OF ELLSWOKTU.

TorTsale.
Large

Stock of

In

j

$12,500.

SURPLUS,
we

partners

liankliiK houra from !l

Carriages,

Every facility

n.

rn.[to

1p.m.

offered Customers.

Correspondence solicited.

Before May 1.
finishing a few high-class

*

*50,000.

CAPITAL STOCK,

road
We are
The best wheel and axle money can
wagons.
can
art
buy; the best trimming ami painting
Accomplish, at the lowest prices at which
live.
labor can
Wo have all kinds of Chicles, new and
fecond hand, for sale or to let by the day,
week or month.
All kinds of repairing promptly attended to.

Andrew P. Wiswell, President,
S. K. Whiting, Vice President,
Hknhy W. Cushman, Cashier,
DIRECTORS
S. K. Whiting,
A. P. Wiswell,
E. H. 1.kelly,
L. A. Emery,
Lewis Fkiend.
Eugene Hale,

A

S. Xj. IjOXIX) cfc CO.

i

MAIN

STREET,

■

ELLSWORTH,\'ME.

rested last

The King’s Daughters’ fair this year
will be known as a “Literary Bazaar’’.
The booths will be decorated to represent
books. The bazaar will be held two evenings, April 27 and 28, at Hancock hall.
On the second evening the “Chronothanatoletron” will be exhibited. This machine with the long name has been exhibited once before in Ellsworth, some
ten years ago, and there have been many
requests to repeat it.
The lawn at Mrs. Cordelia Lord’s property, at the corner of Franklin and Pine
streets, is each year one of the handsomest in Ellsworth, and the particular
pride of its custodian, Fred H. Lord, who
never tires of pushing the lawn mower.
But if the lawn continues to grow this
year as it has commenced, he will work
harder than ever. He was displaying at
the post-office Monday a blade of grass
from his lawn which measured at least
seven inches.
of the duties of the county treasis to seal the weights and measures
of town sealers. For this purpose he is
provided with a complete set of weights
The law provides that
and measures.
these shall be approved, or sealed, by the
State Treasurer, at least once in ten years.
County treasurer Tapley found that the
county weights had not been sealed in
twenty years, and bo sent them to the
State treasurer. They have been returned
properly sealed, and County Treasurer
Tapley is now prepared to seal town
One

urer

American

master.

The family of John W. Tripp lias moved
to liar Harbor, where Mr. Tripp has been
employed for some time. Their departure
is regretted
by many friends. Miss

Georgia Tripp

will be

particularly

missed

in the musical and social circles of Ellsworth.

John Harden, who died at Bar Harbor
last

Wednesday, aged eighty-three

years,

Postmaster 11. H. Harden and A. P. Harden, of this city. He
was a native of Trenton.
He had never
married. The remains were brought to
Ellsworth for interment at Woodbine
uncle of

cemetery.
E. F. Redman has rented the store in
Fellows’ building, and will move
from his present location
on
Water
street as soon as the bridge is passable.
He has rented the store temporarily, but
the Odd

See

our

pacers.

will be for both trotters and
The Haute races will not be held

in each

but the classes most favored

all and

Gilbert iscmntw.

August. Mr. Pierce is said to have paid
$5,000 for ttie grand-dam of “Dewlips.”
Mr. Hodgkins’purchase is the “Lass of
Canton,” dam “Crisp,” who will be two
August 14. Both heifers nave
American Jersey Cattle club register
No finer looking heifers are to be found
in Maine. One is a clear orange in color,
the other a clear lemon.
Another distinguished member of Ellsworth’s family of
thoroughbred Jerseys is C. H. Emery’s
years old

an

registered bull, “King of Ellsworth,”
“Lady Southboro,” sire “Carnot’s
Beau.”
The “King of Ellsworth” was
presented to Mr. Emery some time ago by
J. Montgomery Sears.
He will be three
dam

years old in October.
The Police Muddle.
In pursuance of the order passed by the
aldermen at the meeting last week, Mayor
Davis has succeeded in making a settlement in
the Holmes and Silvy cases
against the city. The present city government is convinced of the legality of
these claims, and the settlement was
made in order to avoid further and unnecessary costs of court.
The three cases brought against the
city by Edward T. Finn, Timothy Donovan and Jeremiah
Hurley will probably
be heard at this term of court. D. E.
Hurley and L. B. Deasy appear for the
plaintiffs; Hale & Hamlin for defendant.
Council for the city desires to have the
cases heard at this term, or if council for
plaintiffs refuse to waive Judge Peters’
interests as a tax-payer in Ellsworth,
defendant would ask for change of venue,
which would doubtless be allowed. It is
evident that Judge Peters does not wish
the city to be put to further inconvenience and expense on account of these
cases, and he suggests that rather than a
change of venue, Judge Haskell, who is
now
holding a term of court in Bath,
which will probably adjourn this week,
could come to Ellsworth next week to
hear these police cases.
But there is another way out of t he difficulty, and this it is thought will be
taken by mutual agreement of counsel.
xl in

to

jjiupuncu

of the

lukc

uui

mu

eviueucc

111

before Judge Peters for
his ruling, and then to report to the
law, all three cases to abide the decision
of the law court. This will probably be
done.
The cases would doubtless go to the law
court on appeal, no matter what disposition was made of them in the lower
one

cases

court.

Damages on “Helen G. Moseley”.
Capt. Allan Holt’s schooner, the “Helen
G. Moseley”, which w’as run down Feb. 8
by the steamer “Highlands” and towed
to Cadiz, Spain, is now being repaired
there. It is expected she will be ready to
sail by the middle of April. She will go
Barbadoes in search of

Absolutely. Pure.
Celebrated for Its great leavening strength
and heatbfillness.
Assures the food against
alum and all forms of adulteration common to
t ie cheap brands, royal baking bowoEB
CO., REW YORK.
Gale Meetings.
The executive committee on the Gale
meetings met Monday afternoon to perfect arrangements.
It was decided to
hold a series of union prayer meetings
preparatory to the 29th.
The first service will be held at the
Baptist church next Tuesday evening,
continuing Wednesday at the Congregational church; Thursday at Free Baptist
church; Friday, Falls Hillside, transferred to Union hall; Sunday, April 25,
grand union service at Congregational
church; April 27, at Methodist church,
And last session, April 28, at Congregational church.
The public is cordially
invited to attend these meetings.
Franklin Boys in Trouble.
Joseph L«ighton, aged twenty-two, and
Edward Leighton, aged twenty, both ot
Franklin, are serving sentences of thirty
days each in the Bangor jail for malicious
mischief. The boyB were seen by some
railroad employees to place iron bolts on
the Maine Central

Tuesday night

tracks

ol last

near

Milford

week.
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REMEDIES
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Prescription t
department upon wnlcn we pnuu I'
ourselves.
We do not slight (I
such prescriptions simply because the medicines are to be glv- t )
en to domestic animals.
Drugs a |
and chemicals of doubtful quailg)
ty are not “good enough” at our ! |
store. This is why you should
bring ns your prescriptions for *
*
Condition Powders, Liniments,
Poultry medicines, Hog Cholera ^ :
i'
remedies, Dog remedies, etc.

('

Isa feature of

('

()
v

(}

our

charter.
||
A very satisfactory
settlement was a f
made with the owneis of the steamer for
gj
!I
damages to the “Moseley”, the company
paying nearly |6,000 to the owners of the
^
schooner. Although this did not fully ^:
cover the loss caused by the damage
to t'
the vessel and the subsequent abandonment of her charter, it was considered a
[ > PARCHER, DRUGGIST,
(I
very fair price.
The delay in the repairs to the vessel <'
(
Main St., Ellsworth.
was caused by the timber having to be
•%%%%%%%%!>%%%%%%%%>
Bhipped from Huelva and the workmen
at Cadiz not being supplied with the
COMING EVENTS.
modern appliances for doing the work.
The repairs, however, are being done
Monday, April 19, at Hancock hall—
under the supervision of the agent of the
Concert and ball of city hose company.
American Shipmasters’ association.
Tuesday and Wednesday, April 27 and
28, at Hancock hall—Annual fair of
CHURCH NOTES.
to

a

^

11

J

UNITARIAN.

Sunday, April 18, Easter Sunday—Morningservice with sermon by pastor at 10.30.
Subject: “The Naturalness of the Easter
Hope.” Sunday school meets in the
vestry at the close of morning service.
A vesper service will t)e held in the church
at 4 o’clock. This service closes promptly

King’s Daughters’ society.
Wednesday, April 14, at Methodist
vestry—Apron sale and supper by Epworth league.
Supper from 6 to 7;
tickets, 15 cents.

Zltmrrtisrmnits.

is largely musical. The
pastor will give a short address. Subject:
“Attaining Unto the Resurrection.” All
tracks are
cordially welcomed to these services.
places.
CONGREGATION A L.

town,
sections where the various
are located will be put on in those
The plHii will doubtless receive every encouragement from Ellsworth horsemen,
though sb yet the officers of the Hancock
county fair association have received no
official information of the plan.
in the

In mentioning in the report of the city
meeting last week the petition from
Principal

Moore

asKing

irom

assisiauce

at 5 o’clock and

(Wednesday) evening at 7.30, in
vestry, instead of the usual prayermeeting service, there will be a sermon by
the pastor ap) ropriate to Passion week.
This

the

On

.Sunday morning, at

evening, at 7,

a

10.30, annual

Phillips Brooks service.
METHODIST.

a high school library, the
The general topic fur the Epworth
appeared that M r. Moore had al- league prayer meeting for April i&
ready secured pledges for $300. The board “Parables in Proverbs”. The subject for
voted an appropriation of $50, providing next Tuesday
evening is “The Adder and
From the
Mr. Moore would secure $350.
Cup”. Mrs. A. P. Echenagucia,

the

city

toward

statement

is in receipt of a refrom Willis A. Joy, formerly
of Ellsworth, in the form of an annual
statement of the business done at the
post-office at Grand Forks, N. D., of
which thriving city Mr. Joy is postThe

was an

a change
our

will furnish music.

membrance

1 wo
Tati* and Jilack.
new
Two
and
new Toe*

Inconsequence of
cash,

a

ing by past experience, a very pleasant
evening may be anticipated. The party
Pulwill be given at Odd Fellows hall.

GIRL

and A PRETTY

spring
goods have just arrived;
the very latest styles in

offer ut cost, lor

last

The Village Improvement society party
takes place next Tuesday evening. Judg-

few

SHOES for EASTER.

WALSH’S

as

Lamoine Point

winter spent
most profitably in study and discussion
of current events and literary topics, held
its closing meeting for the season with
Miss Arvilla Thomas. The club will meet
for reorganization in October.

moments, come
examine our

!

route

same

The Woman’s club, after

MOMENT !

■

the

Harbor to

anil \\ ent Gouldsboro.

A

When the electric
the hall will shine.

weights.
The Bangor horsemen are still pushing
Mr. Tribou has been consulted
tion.
the proposed Eastern Maine trotting cirand signifies his willingness to discuss
cuit, and plans are assuming definite
the matter with the business men of
The tracks to be included, as
shape.
Bucksport.
mentioned last week, are
Ellsworth,
Capt. Benjamin R. Arey, jr., has sold the Bluehill, Bangor, Oldtown, Orono and
little steamboat “Hector” to the Goulds- Monroe. The races to be given will be
boro Improvement company. The “Hecfrom a three-minute class to the free-foryear—from Bar

“STOP

on,

Charles Garland, aged thirteen, was arSunday, charged with stealing
|3 from his brother. When arraigned before Judge John A. Peters, jr., in the
municipal court he pleaded not guilty,
but later made a confession.
Judge
Peters imposed a sentence of fourteen
days’ imprisonment in the county jail,
but this being the boy’s first offense, the
mittimus was suspended on his promise
to behave himself.

Miss Heten M. Smith, of the Bar Harbor Record, made The American a

BYRN.

Moore.

day.

ing

LOW PRICES.

FURNISHINGS at EQUALLY

MEN'S

R.

The Misses Call and Connick opened
their millinery rooms in the Joy build-

Ellsworth

in

Frank

lights are turned

being present.

evening.

to

Everything

bridge is completed, and is now being used by foot
passengers, the sidewalk of the old bridge
having been removed. The bridge will
not be open to teams until Thursday
afternoon, before which time Civil Engineer Parker Spofford, of
Bucksport, will
inspect it in the interest of the city.
Hancock hall is greatly improved by
the repairs that are being made there,
and which are now nearly completed.
The painting and decorating have been
done by Tinker Bros.
The new floor of
the stage is completed.
The carpenter
work was done by P. H. Stratton and
the

There was no meeting of the board of
trade Monday evening, a quorum not

The sociable of the Rebekahs and Odd
Fellows takes place this (Wednesday)

pair.

driveway of

Mrs. Mary McCarthy, after a long and
useful life in this city, died last Friday
in the eighty-second year of her age. She
was the widow of Charles
McCarthy, who
died about two years ago. She leaves
four children—Dennis McCarthy, Mrs.
Julia Burke and Miss Ellen McCarthy, of
this city, and Mrs. Mary Campbell, of
Roslindale, Mass. Funeral services were
held at St. Joseph’s Catholic church Sun-

bridge.

aiul NECKWEAR.

up.

as

Sheriff Hooper’s wife was the first
to cross the new Main street

FANCY SHIRTS
from

reported

woman

Me.

5c. per

now

The W. C. T. U. will meet at the home
of Mrs. I. M. Grant to-day, April 15, at
2 p. m.

al-

MEN’S STOCKINGS,

WORKING PANTS,

Eastei

an

John A. Scott has been home from
Bowdoin college for a short vacation.

near at hand.
Result: At this time find
ways with the idea that better bueiness waa
myself with double the stock of finished product on hand which I usually carry.
Conclusion: Wanted, a chance to exchange this stock for someone's Money, and in
Open and Top Buggiee, Road Wagons, Punts, Express and Grocery Wagona, Cabriolets, Surreys and Buckboards can suit tbe roost fastidious. A fair percentage cash
payment down will insure satisfactory time on tbe balance and at right prices.

B*p»nd°8aiearoom,

ex-

A. W. Cushman has been quite ill, but

etc.

Next Monday evening is the date of the
of City hose company, No. 2, which will take place at
Hancock hall. The concert will consist
of vocal music by the Apollo quartette,
of Bangor, and instrumental music by
Monaghan’s orchestra of six pieces. The
firemen will serve a regular supper.
annual concert and ball

The

The literature club will meet with Mrs.
W. H. Titus Friday evening.

IN

Robes, Whips, Mats,

Harnesses. Blankets,
During the business depression of

Foster—Apprentice

Charles E. Hatch, national bank
aminer, is in the city.

HENRY E. DAYIS,
Sleigh and Buckboard Manufacturer,

Carriage,

THIS VVKKK

NTx

Miss Carrie Cunningham is in Portland,

MAINE.

ELLSWORTH,

3I I

K F Robinson—Jeweler.
R
wanted.
F A Coombs—stationery.
Mis»<*f«;ull
Connick—Millinery.
Lloyd H Hlagins—'Wagon for sale.
W R Parker Clothing Co—Clothing.
Boston
H .J Colvin—Excursions.
C

APPROVED COLLATERAL.
C.

UTIM

meat.

ANI>

C.

A l>\ I

Ropton
Iinngor Stcamnhlp Co—Three trlj»#
week.
Arthur Shute & Co—Oxen for pale.
Itconre spillcr Not ires of foreclosure.
K .1 Walsh—Shoe store.
A W Cushman A Son—Furniture.
Rluehill Steamboat Line—Spring arrange

niny decide to locate there permanently.
The store is hardly large enough for his
needs, and in order to reduce his stock lie
has been selling off goods at cost.

Windows for Sound Arguments.

this

it

needed

to

secure

for

pledges

more, which, however, is not
statement
raised

$300

that

Mr.

a

The

fact.

had

Moore

Moore

was

already

error; what he said in
that he hoped he would

be able to raise that amount.

As

a

mat-

of fact he has so far secured $125.
This explanation is made in order that no
friends of the school, under the impression that only $50 more is needed,
ter

shall be deterred
cent is needed.

from

giving.

Every

The stock of tine cattle in the vicinity
of Ellsworth received two notable additions this week—two heifers of royal
blood. These cows of high degree were

purchased

from the estate of the late mil-

lionaire cattle fancier, Henry L. Pierce,
of Boston, whose herd at
Ponkapog,
Mass., was considered one of the finest in
that state. The heifers were purchased
by C. H. Emery, of this city, for John A.
Peters, jr., and Lewis W. Hodgkins. Mr.
Peters secures “Dewlips,' dam “Bombozet,” who will be two years old ii*
Straw

Mattings

at

lO cts. per

BAPTIST.

Preaching service

at 10.30 by the pastor.
Text 1 Cor. 15:20. Sunday school meets
at 111 o’clock; Junior Endeavor at 4 p. m.
Y. P. S. C. E. every Sunday at 6. Subject
for April 18:
“Different Kinds of Death
and the Conquest of Them.” Leader,
Albert K. Smith. Preaching service at 7
o’clock. Subject: “The Fact and the
Results of the Resurrection.” All are invited to these services.

Special Passlontlde Service.
Passion week will be observed at the
Congregational church by a special service

Wednesday evening

at 7.30.

Ilymn, “The True Test”.Whittier
Hymn, “Man of Sorrows”.Dwight
Responsive reading, “The Cross.”
Hymn, “O ChrLt of Cod.”.Ray Palmer
Scripture lesson, The Crucifixion Scene.
Prayer.
Hymn, “The Wondrous Cross”.Isaac Watts
Si-rinon, “The Lamb Slain.”

Prayer.

Benediction.

Have

you

seen

the Ge.

Ging-

hams at

at

C.

leader.

only $50

was an

his petition

yard
WALSHS SHOE STORE.

Mr.

would appear that

L.

IWORANCS.

C.

L. MORANC'S?

TO BE SMARTLY DRESSED
Does not mean to be expensively dressed.
A little money goes a long way, where
This
good taste and judgment are used.
wo stand ready at all times to exemplify
asliuudreds can testify.
Do wo count
noX among our patrons? If not, kindly
lay aside your prejudice, if any exist, and
come in and look over our stock, investigate the goods, view them in every light,
make your own comparisons ns to qualities a ml prices. This done and ten to one
we

snail make you

a

customer.

Very respectfully,
LEWIS FRIEND & CO.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.
Topic For the Week I’>f innlne April IS.
Comment l»y Rrv. >. 11. Doyle*
Torn
conqu* "t

Mrs. Platt Talks About

speak cf three different kinds • i death, and also tell ns how
each may be conquer*, d. Th« so are ph\ sjcal. spiritual and eternal death, and
these forms of death and their conquest
arc the study before us.
1. Physical death and its conquest.
We all know what physical death is—
the separation of the soul from the body,
leaving the body a lifeless, inanimate
form.
Physical death came iuto the
world as a r< Milt of Adam's sin. Iu the
day that man sinned God said he should
dia Mau did siu, and that day physical,
spiritual ami eternal death came into
the world that has since held uuivorsal
sway. Enoch and Elijah aloue of all
mankind have passe cl from the present
to the future life without tasting death.
But physical death has been couquercd
by Jesus Christ, and through Him and
Him alone we can conquer it. “Christ,
being raised from the dead, dieth uo
death hath no dominion over
more;
Him." And ne:t only so, but death hath
no dominion over those who trust in
Christ. They uo longer fear it or dread
it, for Christ gives them the victory
ever death.
2. [spiritual death and its conquc-st.
When mau died physically as a consequence of sin, he also died morally and
were

U.UH

J. il»'

M.'t'USlU

.*'|.UUUdi

burn in him at the

same

those of phv.-icul death. He

trespasses

was

HOW

IT

WORKS—MAINE

Such

inter

a w

is not

here

endure;

weather

found

day

on hand, which lasted all day,
all of that night, and all of the next day,
piling the snow in great heaps in all
places where it was not wanted, among
others in many of the houses.

Storm has succeeded

dying

much

so

Hospitality.
Hospitality is a Christian virtue, and
it is one of the most effective modes of
evangelization. Few efforts for the good
of others tire more fitted to be effective
than when Christian men and women
of standing invite to their tables the
young and tho bumble, who see there
the culture and the charm of a Christian
home.—J. ii. fctalker.

trie

considerably too. The cost to the city
for snow
shoveling has been large.
Paths have been shoveled out one day,
only to be drifted full again during the
The drifts are packed so solid
night.
thRt

walk

one can

its first

A mission band has been formed by
Tacoma Lie avorers to do work in the
rescue missions of the city.
The temperance committee of a Kansas Christian Endeavor society has or-

ganized

a

Loyal Temperance legion.

Some Kentucky Christian Endeavorers

on

collect the Sunday eggs of the comto raise money for their church.

munity

A little society of ten members drove
48 miles to attend a recent convention
of the Marshall county (Ills.) Christian
Endeavor nmoD.
The Junior Epworth League of Christian Endeavor of Vancouver, B. C.t supports a native teacher in Japan at an
expense of $50 a year.
All the barber shops and the railroad
stations in Spencer, la., are supplied
with good literature by the Friends’
Chri stiun Endeavor society.

Three “missionary pigs’’ are being
retired by an Atkins (Ark.) Christian
Endeavor society. The proceeds of their
sale will be devoted to missions.

without dan-

them

ger of slumping, and in
teams have gone over them

many

places

safely.

There

have been many day- when
out of doors, and when it

no

was

one

would

have

been ut the risk of life to have undertaken t< i ve gone half a mile outside
of the town.
The winter has been v< ry hard upon the
railroads, and upon those who are einloyed on them. T

engineer belonging here iiMVe been
or died from injuries ren.-ived w
t he road, t he accidents

tributable t" the
been

sadly

coast

train

this
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kii.ed
■
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queer proceedings in

men here talk much »>“
get beaten at on election al <vnvs
"just wait till 1900" is the cry. A.-

:

rule tin esc
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:
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most

everything
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THE MARKET*.

AND

Because of the many storms,and t he very
bad condition of all roads from here to
the country, business has been very hard,
and money never so hard to collect as for
the past six months. The wheat crop was
very small, owing
and wet
spring,

mainly

to

very late

a

and
unusually wet
weather in summer, which caused much
rust in many places. The price was low,

|

found

until many of the farmers had been comto sell, and the advance in price in

of

thirty-six places

a

regular

elec-

then that town is called

a

“dry"

incorporated villages

and

cities, the

license (not less than $500)
into the city treasury, is a powerful
inducement to have that source of rev-

been about

help pay the expenses of the govof the city or village.
I was very glad to see by the last American that Mayor Gerry was handsomely
downed by H. E. Davis.
I hope that the

half barrel

administration of the

in any

a

most.

Family provisions here

w

inter have

as follows:
Flour, |2.40 per
sack (we never see flour sold
other way
than in *4 and j4

sacks); butter,

barrel

this

15

cents

pound;
dozen, pork chops,
a

pound;

a

mutton

chops and roast, 12b, cents; sirloin steak,
12cents; pork sausage, 10 cents; hay, |3
to f4 a ton, and poor at that; oats, 15 cents
bushel.

a

question
much

of

more

coal at

flO

a

fuel

has

been

a

source

of

With
expense than usual.
ton, and maple wood at £(i a

cord, it costs something to keep warm,
when it is thirty-tive degrees below zero.
This has been a bard winter for many
farmers, who have to haul their wood

j eighteen

twenty-five miles; and
they can get three cords a
to

think if
into their vard they

are

who
week

doing very well.

MINNESOTA POLITICS.

The election an d inauguration of McKinley and Hobart are now matters of
history. Our state and city helped on the
good work all they could. One of the results of the voting, so far as this state is
concerned, was tlie adoption of an a mend
ment to the state constitution, requiring
voters

to

have

taken

out

their final

naturalization papers, which makes very
many of the former voters the trouble of

becoming full-Hedged
I'nited States.
had

declared

citizens

Heretofore
his

any

of
one

the
who

intention to become

a

Citizen was entitled to vote and hold
office. The new amendment is likely to

‘•Going into

a

decline.”

How often <.!•>

expression. What does u
mean? It means that people are losing
flesh, growing thin, wasting.
we

hear

The

this

way

improve

to

the

correct

this condition is to
The condition

digestion.

arises from on inability to eat and digest
food. In fact food does more harm than
good because it ferments and putrefies in
the stomach, developing poisonous substances which when absorbed cause various disorders.
What is required is that the stomach be
made to perform it duties. The Shaker
Digestive Cordial is a food already digested and a digester of foods as well. It
will make the stomach healthy. Get a
book from the druggist and read about it.

new mayor will be
great improvement upon the last.
DON’T GO WEST TO FARM!

not

to

liking,
advantages
our

go
in

r.

Queen Wilhelmina’s first ball is thus
pleasantly described by a representative
of

German paper as quoted by a Berlin
correspondent: “The great ballroom in
the royal castle at S’Gravenhenge was
bathed in a flood of light, in which

where

Maine
will, but the
are very great, and more than
outweigh
those found in other places.
Money here is had only for a short
time in the fall, for there are but few
that have anything left when the wheat
is sold.
This will
no
doubt change
when the country gets older, and the
we

!

Wilhelmina'!* First Ball.

think now, as I did several years ago,
that Maine is as good a place for the
farmer as any other place I know.
Many
are

!•

a

CrvirL'li il

1 ,>•<

<

I.

r.

#1

nml

silken roles studded with items. Only
very few of the invited guests had remained at home, fir th- y stood like a

living wall, leaving only

v. it*

.g

t.i* .'.y i
Ala.-

*

the worst case of Itching Piles there
was.
Can you afford to suffer tortures

when

a

Doan’s

.-imple, never failing remedy is at hand/
Ointment never fails.—•Adei.

People trho advertise only occasionally
overlook the fact that most persons have
short memories.

n,i

;,,,l"'

1 1‘f
>1' tin,
th«W vl.k

I|la,

kl,|„,.“

often tiles to quiet this ery for relief hv
-mother
ing it under a pla-tcr or deadening it w in
w,
,a‘
linent.
The di-ea-e I- there just the same and if
Von
want to eure it perfectly and
..

permanently

Dr. Hobbs

use

Sparagus Kidney
Pills,
the very
and root

Thev go to
seat
..f .i1(k
trouble, and they stop the pain by euri
disease.
After Years of MiHering Cured l»y

||o)>|>9

Kidney Fills.

Sparagus

Randolph, Me.
Having suffered for a number of years from
kidney troubles, and after u-lng three 1 >*<\oa of
Hobbs Sparagus Kidney rills, am .-atl-ihd
of
their ability to do as you sav, rurr. I *-hoer
fully add my testimonial after finding nivscjf

free from all troubles. Thank- for the
-ame
and may many Ikj cured quickly h\ \r t-rv
o.V. Tihukits J
valuable remedy.
Hours KKMKDV co., I’kophs
Chicago

Dr. Hobbs Pills.

For Sale By
DRUGGIST,

D. WIGGIN.

S.

I

Main SI., Kll.wrirth, Mr*.

Baggage Insurance, 1
GRANTED

IS

jttteitraitrc

(Company,
Of
5tock

THE

BY

ilttitm Jtlrtvinc

Limited,

Liverpool, England.

Company.

Incorporated In isr>3.

UNITED STATES

BRANCH,
New York.

51 Wall Street,

I0NES 4 WHITLOCK. ^ina-T«rs .md

At*

.-

i

UNITED STATES BRANCH STATEMENT
December 31,

INOis.

ASSETS.
Stocks and Bond~ market value,
Cash in Hank and Office.
I

r

f

f Collection.

3*

ill

<air...ring
pt U«e lit.

lh

U. )

All other claims,

strong* r,
cln ape r.

i.a re

willing

uutiuuk.—

BOSTON OFFICE,
20 KILBY :
JOHN C. PAIGE, General
Agent

to

BA(](iA(iL and Personal Property INv| k!ANCE against ail the dangers of |«>s* in
dent to truvcl, being in hotels or assay from
home.
Can be procured of TICKET AtiLMS
Maine Central, Boston
Maine, and other
Railroad*.

work and

Statist i*-s < f lif" insurance show that
in the la.* t 25 y< ars tlieav* rage woman’s
life has in -leased from about 42 years
to nearly 46, or more than 8 per cent.
man

suffrage gains supporters

and ev* n the conservative Bay
State w ill Surprise the mossbacks sometime.— Warren (Mass.) Herald.

Now settles for hall or library have
tapestry backs with mahogany seats and
frames.

Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens has gone South
in the interest of the National W. C. T.
l\
She will attend the convention in
Georgia, Ala., and speak in several other
southern states.

precedent established by
the new administration in omitting wine
from its tirst state dinner, no one can say
In face of the

that

C5’Why'»,a>

flWM
U U |n|

:-

:

by t a k i ng
shares in the Ellsworth. Loan
and Building Association
y

Column.

k

Unliking.

con-

stantly,

111. <£. <E. 11.

|l"l

v

It is s ..d i! at English servant girls
are bring r.v-; iy di.-pia* d in London
byfc?w\t..-h ;• <; N< rw< in girls, who
are
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w
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money

|

build?

The cost

ment will

be

than

more
n o w

you will

clear

borrow

c a n

enough

little, if

but

Al

^

P|

run

o u

are
>'
i n g for

(about

12

your home

own

to

of this invest-

A 14f

payrent, and in time

years)

’]

free and

For partic- II

temperance sentiment is not growing, and growing in the direction which
will count the most. President and Mrs.
McKinley will he respected for the stand

II P
ft
O Ivl C

j

U

ulars, inquire
I
H. W. Cushman, Sec’)', or of any
of the directors.
Shares, $i per
only
month. A. YY. King, President.
own

they have taken in this matter not
by the temperance people of their
and
other
nations, hut by men and
women
everywhere, who admire and
honor a man of principle—a man who,
with the eyes of the world upon him,
dares to defy custom and conventionality
true to “his own self’’.
We
believe that were the question one wholly
within the province of the President to
regulate, intoxicants would he barred
from diplomatic dinners as well as from
those given to his own countrymen.

of

Hancock County Savic^ Ml,

j

L

ELLSWORTH, ME.

and to be

All

can

that when they get an
furnished room at the

see

(ABSOLUTELY FIRE PROOF..
stea

tel

com

the

75c.

Day,
RLXFORD,

to

stop when

(

|_,

^^*t

JAMES F.

tl*i»

I," 1ST;?.

May
by

are

taxation.

law

exempt

tr

DAVIS, President.
C. HCRRILL, Treasurer.

CHARLES

ItOAltll Ol
dAMKS F. Davis,
A. F. IllKNHAM,

l»IKK( TOKS:
John F. Wiim hmh,
\. 15. CoOLIlMiL.
<_'. lU'KKILL.

< HAKI.LS

Bank hour-

daily,

from

fa. m. to

Profrsaionnl

f
1
(

F.

12

m.

(Tarts.

BURNHAM,
ATTORNEY

$3A WT°
cor.

AND

Luit.ntii

\

(

/

visiting

BOSTON.
r»fertnce.
»i—*

ltuKineuM

Deposits in this bunk

city, for only

a

the II<.ILL

)

elegautly

Hotel Rexford
with

Commenced

Deposits draw interest tr*>m the flr-t
March, dune, September and December.

2tfarrt:srmrnts.

out^for

^

r<-

COl'NSKLLOH

AT

LAW.

ANo pro-eeutii.g Htt- rney f..r all cla-- 1
pensions aguin-t tin* Lulled .state-.
Bu-ine-.« solicited.
Maine
Ellsworth,

JOHN

K

HUNKER, JR.,

Insurance.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

GEO. H. GRANT

BAR IIAHBOK AND BLI KHILL, MK.

WHITES ALL

KINDS OF

OFFICES

Bar Harbor offices:

1

AT

7 and

s

Mt.

Bluehill ofliee open Saturdays.

JJR.

J

Desertl’Dck.

II. GRKKLY,

i > e n 'i' i s t.
At the lowest rates, in
the very best
compan-

ies. and pays his losses
quicker than any other
agent in Hancock Co.
OFFICES AT

Ellsworth

cure

J

>ni ■) ,i

,s"

p pularitv of

suiiiitgists
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j

pro-'

Car

(V.ndurtnrmKngi'*
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'r*.
lir-vrry II,il.|,.
l:
, „u
n,c '"Mr,
an- I
ri*•
ravel
if no n, w1111
~|
quarter ol tinlr tla 11Tl„ rival,,
""
ll"' KWr.fya ||„,rt.rnev
km

4

in the Union,
11:» ir electic u
other

<t:.;-s

•

\V<

that

1

n

Total Asset*.

With four fr-<

a narrow space
which led up to the throne. The court /
]
marshal hurried up and down, bogging
farmers, as a elans, are nut r»f Heht
hut
and entreating tlnu to l ave this space
that time is not very near at hand, in
free f. r the qm eus, who would put in
this section.
their up; arance at !i. Fanfares and the
Stay in Maine and be contented, is my shout, 'Hate
majestoiten!’ announced S
advice to all.
H. A. Tripp.
their arrival. A deathlike stillness pre- r
Barnesville, Minn., March 11, 1897.
vailed, only interrupted by the rustling J
of the robes of the deeply eourtesying c
Heading Aloud.
ladies.
The yonng Queen Wilhelmiua
Among the accomplishments which looked lovely. i?ho wore a white silk
1
J
girls may cultivate to advantage, none dress, its only ornament
being two roses V)
surpasses that of reading aloud to tin ; fastened on the left shoulder.
Strings
satisfaction of others. It is singular that of diamonds were interwoven with her
more of us do not acquire this
delightful fair hair, tin ir brilliance vying with ; }
art.
I do not mean that we should betho sparkle of her eyes and the bright L
come elocutionists, or
study to he
joy in her sweet fate, while hundreds
ticient in dramatic effects; I simply ad- crowded up to the throne to have the
vise girls w ho w ish to give
pleasure to honor of an introduction.
their families and friends to
practise tin
“The young queen glanced down at
art of reading
intelligently, in a clear and
distinct voice, pronouncing their word* the moving crowd below her, who were
plainly, giving each sentence its full crushed up into a very small space. The
meaning, and being careful not t<» drop band struck
up a quadrille d'houneur.
the voice too suddenly at the end of a
paragraph. It is so ‘natural to let the Queen Wilhelmiua rose and danced this
voice fail too much ami too far at the set in tho most graceful rnauuer with
close of a paragraph, that those who wish
the Russian embassador, Kidder do
H> be heard make a
point of learning how Struve. Count du
Mouceau, chief of the
use the
:
rising inflection not to the
which implies interrogation, but.
military cabinet, was similarly honored. ;
j degree
Then hundreds again crowded round tho !
I so to speak, leaving off with tones on the
level, so that the voice carries well across throne seat-, names buzzed
through tho ;
the room.
During vacation you will have oppor- air, followed by softly spoken words b;
tunities to exercise this gift if
the queens and gracious bows. All tlii
you possess
it. Half a dozen girls
may enjoy the was certainly not so easy for the young
same story if one reads aloud while Unqueen us the rhythmical gliding ovei
rest work. The dear auntie whose
sight the
is failing, and who is bidden
parquet floor. Again the crowds all
the
by
doctor to rest her eyes, w ill he very much
crush up together, and through tho narobliged to you if you will read to her an row laii", between fair, dark and bald
hour or more a day at intervals, as she
heads, the queen leaves the room in
and you may find convenient. Harper's
which she for the first time had enjoyed
Hound Table.
that pleasure for which ail young girls
One to five applications of Doan’s Ointment
long—her first ball.”

will

fart
on./

chaiigi.
tv:\;

1

Kidney are peculiarly een-lttve tn ; >,•
jarring of any kind, ai d ii is,, wHl-in-

or

Tim

contour.

I

ever

A California chemist has robbed Castor
Oil of its bad taste.

to

ernment

things

: n.

■

the next year, and no liquor
town,
can be sold without danger of prosecution. Some is sold, I suppose, but the

enue

an.

un<

1

for

part of October, while helping
those who had wheat to sell, failed to
reach many of those who needed it the

11iri

'.;.’

ii**

w

1

tion the question of license is submitted
to the voters, and a majority vote for no

goes

vi

•-

{ue, wit
d in SOU
:
hair.
L
i.„.r I.... t b< ha t v, itli
...
is i:i l:.
1 n■ tar
y, < r the
i
I ii
: y, w liicli is
!'•
only another way of saying the hat w ill
be Ulll noi-iing.
The
j>i• t ui hat” is undoubtedly the
most 1 e.a i.iing c f all. 11m rv one knows
that the a\t:ag
fa<v is pleasanter, if
not actually \ r* 11i* r, in shadow than in
fierce, searching light, and for the same
reason a luce at all inclined to thinness,
or
n* there is undue
prominence of
feature, is far more attractive softened
in outline in the shadow thrown by the
broad brimmed ‘‘picture hat.” Drooping plumes, cither in rich colors or
black, also tend to hide any harshness
of features or crudeness of coloring.
When a hat that is stylish and becoming in a full front view is out of harmony at the sides, additional trimming
under the brim will frequently overcome the difficulty and should be fitted
in place while the hat is on the head.
The thin faced, fluffy haired woman
should avoid close woven wreaths of
flowers or plain bands of velvet and
aigrots on the same ground she would
the puritan turban. Her features are
brought in bold relief and her wavy
tresses made to look untidy. A lie address worn far back on the head is the
only style suitable for faces slender in

returns,

The law is such that if at

pelled

the latter

out

were

fact that in all

s

v

Car

twenty-three
voted for license, and thirteen against it.

license,

is

,„u

f two

that

where there

>!:c.rp in

;.
»: j
ban i;
1
then l»n\va!' <1 f

ormal school at Moorhead, twenty-three
from here, and intended to return
last Friday, but tlitre was n.» train at all,
; caused almost ns much pleasure here a.-*
and her train started at 8.30 SaturdayOur legislathe election of McKinley.
morning an 1 rt acln d here at 1 in the | ture is
yet in session, with no immediate
afternoon, f<. : :■ u ing hi hmd a snow-plow
j prospect of quitting, and many most nonall the way.
1
sensical measures are intr duced by some
Several persons have lost their lives by
t-f the populist members, and gravely adj
out
in
these
one
in
this
being
storms,
city- vocated as being of great advantage to t he
j
found
within
ten
rods
a
of
house.
being
| state.
March 4. at noon, the mereurv stood at
In many towns the spring elections
with
a
hard
wind bloweighteen below,
I
have taken place, or will very soon.
ing, but in tne afternoon it became had the curiosity this morning to look
warmer, and about 3 o'clock it began to
over the returns from quite a number, to
It snowed all night, and all the
snow.
see how they voted upon the question of
next day.
Travel was blocked, and trains
“license” or "no license” of the saloon,
did not run from the West at all.
miles

qualiy

I widi:i ;
If you wear
Ian prim
in
t• hair

me;-

free silver repub’icans, who thought they had power to
lead their constituents as they ph i-, i.
The defeat

:

«

^

Jolted to Death.

The

Growing In England.
It is claimed that woman suffrage “is
not making headway in England.”
The first petition for woman 'suffrage
present* d to parliament, in 1867, was
signed by only 1.499 women. The petition of is73-was signed by 11,000 women. The petition presented to the members of the present parliament was signed by 257,000 women.
The last t ime before this when the
suffrage bill came up in parliament it
This year it
was defeated—175 to 152.
has passed to its second reading-—228
Comm* nting upon the marked !
to 157.
gain in th“ v* te, the well known newspap* r correspondent, Harold Frederic,
says, ‘The question may be one at which
many politi* lans smile, l ut the steadily
incrca>i::.r support it receives cannot bo
denied by any careful student”—Ex-

f

"free silver"

who cry

writing ‘Phyllis,’

xlttocUisrmmtB.

stopped work

1

for awhile and went to attend a tea at
f my most intimate
the home of one
friends. Just as I was going to enter the
drawing room my In st saw me, came
forward, wav. d the footman away anil
himself announced me to the guests us
‘ller grace the duchess.'
“He said this with great solemnity,
and as all of us knew each other well
there was a great deal of laughter and
fun about it. Then somebody took it up
and said that the title well became me,
because I am exactly 5 feet and at that
time was very slender. It was probably
foolish, very frivolous, but wo were
light hearted, ail young together, and a
laugh seemed the very best tiling that
could happen us. So this name was put
on the first shnetsof ‘Phyllis, and these
sheets were sent across the water, where,
funnily enough, I am known by my
title, though in Kngland it is not used
and not recognized."

c-vl
tl.

persistence.

a
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r.

Hat.

«!■«dares that

dee] y.

lung power, and the most

n

a
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hone who

and
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of

A fa^lrnUiil;• liiiilim
large nr sm.ui hats nan l
b* '•nuiii*;; »*t t!:•

as no one

Tto- f-ee silver
t

ja

once a

not

entitled to hold any ofli
juryman, ami it will not hr

trouble,

easy to avoid some
t he near fut ure.

|
I

a cure.

will be

voter

••Her Graoo the Dnchew*
It is probably a question of interest
witii uiuM wutiteu as to bow the late
1
Mrs. llun.uerfe.nl t ok her umsi lie plume
“Dab” » xplains it |
of “The Du- h* ss."
in a convci.-ati< 11 she hud with her.
Mrs. Hungcrfoul said:
“Many y- ..is au-», just at tho time I
was

------

cause some

being ibr- "y attalk
Train «ervi«o has |

snow.

two a
week, and so-met in es a day
My oldest daughter has bet n attending

all

Endeavor

see

street, varying irom lour to
twelve feet in height, and it has settled
or

eggs, 20 cents and up a
pork roast, 10 cents

■

cannot

you

The main street in Barnesville runs
north and south. There is at the present time a drift along the whole length

lives

_

1‘aragraphs.
Denmark lias lately formed
Christian Endeavor society.

that

Hysteria.

purpose than l^vilia iv rink hams \cg-etable ComIf vou do not understand vour svmntoms. write to
Mrs. Pinkham. Lvnn. Mass., and she will give you honest,
expert advice, free of charge.
Mils. Levi F. Pi.att, Womleysburg, Pa., had
a terrible
experience with the illness we have
just described. Here is her own description of
her sufferings:
I thought I could not be so benefited by anything and keep it to myself. 1 had hysteria
(caused by womb trouble) in its worst form. I
was awfully nervous,
low-spirited and melancholy, and everything imaginable.
The moment 1 was alone I would cry from
hour to hour: I did not care whether I lived
I told niv husband I believed Lydia
or died.
E. Pinkham’s Ve_:<’uMe Compound would do
I took it and am now well and
me good.
strong, and getting s:.niter. I have more
color in my face than I have li.nl lor a \«. nr auu a wan. ILcase accept my
I hope all who read this and who suffer from nervousness of this
thanks.
kind will do as I Lave done and be cured.*’
▲wimiig

pound; it will work

out.

A Continuous Benediction.

Kc war (led.

inter,

w

street, you can see that on
those days it is better to be inside than

Everywhc re in civilized society those
who rise highest in the scale of being
are the philanthropists, the humanitari-

Be

all

the

across

BUSINESS

Mi all

storm

and much of the time the weather has
been “way down” below zero, thirty
When
degrees not being uncommon.
you add this to a strong wind, and snow

>

e

regular

a

“blizzard”

He' w as away
He could not
return to tied. He was alive to sin and
dead to God. He was alive to unrightBut
eousness and dead to holiness.
through C Li 1st s; Ritual death may also
“He that hcareth My
be overcome.
word,” s..ys Christ, “and L-elitveth on
Him that a: Mo hath everlasting life
and shall rn t come into condemnation,
but is i.
d from death unto life.”
“But G
who is rich in mercy,” says
Paul, "ter 11: ; great love win : with 11
loved ns, even whin we ware dead in
sins, hath qwi'.onod ns t' godii r w itli
Christ.r-p.: .;ual death l.os also been
overcome i y ,1. sus e bust. and through
>
Him we
may overcome ir.
8. Eternal in arh and :ts coroncst.
The nir-r
vful consi'qucnce of sin is
eternal death, not etei
cessation oi
rtial separata n from G -1
life, lui
and pa: l-l
at for -iu.
Ed rual di :nh
is awiui, ,.:.a we may well tiiank God
that we n,
have the victory over it
through J-.-is Christ. This is the precious nuth of the Bibie. Through Christ
God gives r.s eternal life instead of
etorr
■...
“God so lowd tin-world
that 1. gave Ibis only begotten Bon, that
whosoever L Iicveth in Him should not
perish,', ut sio ul.ihave everlasting life.
“G> d hath given to us eternal lile, and
this life is in His Bon.
Bible Headings.—Gen. ii, 17; Ps.
niii, 1-4: Isa. i, 1-18; ix, 2; Math, xxv,
46; Jr hn iii, 10; v, 24; viii, 51; Rem. vi,
11; viii, lt'-u; Epp_ ii, 1-22; v, 14; Col.
ii, 10-15; I Thess. iv, 1G-1S; I Tim. v,
6; I John iii, 14, 15; v, 1-12; II Pet.
ii, 17 ; Rev. iii, 1-5.

That we may be truly prepared to
welcome Him, in death or in judgment,
let us l rstir ourselves, and also ask fervently H,." mighty aid. L» r the enthusiasm for um lul work possess us, and the
flames of w< r.-hip rise from faithful and
hearts, t' ( < d cur
loving and uue.
Father, ami th« n, havii !_r p’.« nti <,usly
broutl.r forth th fruits of
d works,
we shall by Him be plentoou.-.y r< warded, through Jtsus Christ, our Lord.—
Parish J5uc^< nger.

hail durThanks-

with

us

in the

November

we

lSy5-6.

ing the whole winter of

giving

early

our

than any

was worse

uncom-

very

fell

snow

first of November, ami

and in sins.

Methodist.

and is

I

tenon a nerve or a set of nerves
stipule:
any organ in the body with its due nutriment grows weak, that
organ languishes.
When the nerves become exhausted and <
die, so to speak, the organ fails into tiecay. W hat is to be done? The answer is,
do not allow the weakness to
progress;
stop the deteriorating process at once !
Do you experience fits of
depression, alternating with restlessness? Are your spirits
so
that
one moment
easily affected,
you laugh
anti the next fall into convulsive
weeping?
Again, do you feel something like a ball rising
in your throat and
threatening to choke you.
all the senses perverted,
morbidly sensitive to
light anti sound, pain in ovary, and pain especially between the shoulders, sometimes loss
of voice and nervous dyspepsia? If so,
you arc
hysterical, your uterine nerves are at fault.
You must do something to restore their time.

GOOD

going through

as we are

common,

fortable to

from God and powerless.

—

A

STATE FOR THE FARMER.

Ut Ulll

They go
about making sacrifices of time, personal comfort and money, so they may
dispense the gifts of costliest kind, not
merely in charity, but in the broad and
noble traits of character that elevate
and enthuse men of lower grade. Exalting their own nature, they, by their
example and life of sacrifice, influence
others to be mindful of those who, by
reason of untoward circumstances or inefficiency on their part, fail to comprehend the true significance of life, and,
but for timely aid, would drag out
a miserable existence.
Philadelphia

LOCAL OPTION AND

WESTERN POLITICS

time as
dead in

ans, the sincere Christians, whose
are a continuous benediction.

Woman’s Nerves.

MINNE-

SOTA AND MAINE WEATHER.

Easter topi
The bcrlj turns

1

BETWEEN

CONTRAST

ferent kinds of death and the
tuem."—1 Lor. xv, iaj-ia. (Au

<

3bbrrtisrmnits.

A SEVERE WINTER.

^TOfficf.

DR

liar Harbor.

Philadelphia Dental College,

Giles* Block. Ellsworth

in

H. W. HAYNES,

DENTIST.

A. I.. DOIGI.ASS,
SUCCESSOR

TO

Tin: I.ATE DU. W. M.

Night calls answered
TELI PHONE

The American

f

♦^"Sandolor for the Poinle** Extraction of Teeth.
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Subscribe for

Graduate of the
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at
I
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The weir men are very busy rebuilding
their weirs for the season.
John O. Nelson, after an absence of
more t han two years in New' York state,
has ret urned here.
Mrs. Eva Mountain,

a

Humor, arrived
Wednesday to spend the

Gilman

Col. W. E. Hadloek

by

summoned

Myron Harwood is here as executor of
the estate of t he late Kev. C. E. Harwood.
He is an ow n brother, as is also Benjamin
T., and not half brothers, as reported.
There were no children by the second
He tells me that it was at
marriage.
Wymore and Fairfield that his brother
preached seven years in Nebraska. Many
letters of sympathy are coming from
many places regretting the death of our
pastor.
April 12.

late

R.

E. T. Hamor has been in Boston the
past week on business connected with the
town.

Brewer is getting out stone to repair and build several bridges in this
Elmer

vicinity.
J.'K. Salisbury aud family, who have
spent the winter in South Paris, are expected home April 15.
Mrs. Betsy Clark, who has spent the

Julia Salisbury died

March

aged eighty-eight years. She leaves one
and three daughters—Mrs. Kirk, of
New York, Mrs. Albert Quimby, of Bangor, and Mrs. Emma Somes, of Sornesville. Mrs. Salisbury was loved by all,
and much sympathy is felt for the family.
B.
April 4.
m.Ml.til.

John Morrison has returned home from
the woods.
Angus Henderson and all of his family

quite

ill but

are now

better.

William i>rew lias returned to bis home
in West Sullivan. His many friends here
sorry to have him go.

Johnson, schooner “Heris going to New
load of stone, ami from

Morning”,

York with a
there be is going to the Bahamas.

April

be-

resident of Lamoine.

began to follow the? sea at the age of
eighteen, and when only twenty-two be-

master mariner.
He continued to
sail in that capacity until the spring of
1880, when he retired from a sea-faring
lit-.
I tie last ten years of his life were
quieiiy spent at ins home in Lamoine,
w it h im-exception of a fevv months absence.
Owing to iti health, ne did not
again engage in active business. J»ut
during this period he served four years as
post master, to the general satisfai tion of
t he patrons of the otliee.
During 18S)G he
was one of the selectmen, and discharged
his duties failhfully and conscientiously.
came

Captain Higgins was married June 10,
1853, to Miss Caroline Hotter, of Whitefield, who survives him. Of the children born to t hem, two are living—Miss
Hhosie E. Higgins, of Lamoine, and
James Higgins, of Minneapolis, Minn.
He united with the Lamoine church
August, 1878. For seven years he held the
office of church treasurer, and was reelected at the annual parish meeting in
He was a trusty official
last.
and will be greatly missed by the church
with which he was so long connected.
Lamoine
He was a member of
the
grange. Though not one of its charter
was inhe
soon
after
it
members,
joined
stituted, and retained his interest in its
work to the end.
For many years Mr.
Higgins belonged to the Masonic fraternity, and at the time of his death was a
member of Lygonia lodge of Ellsworth.
In his life he exemplified the principles
of that ancient order.
The funeral services were attended by
nnny relatives, friends and neighbors.

James L. Higgins has returned to his

The school in tins district is taught; by
llarry L. Springer, of East Lamoine.
Dr. T. J. King, of Boston,-made a visit
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. R. King,
last week. His sister, Miss Marcia, accompanied him home.

to his

Miss

F>.

9.

South HrooksvilI«*.

Hutchings, of Kicker
institute, and Nathan HodgHebron academy. have returned

Gertrude

kins, of
their studies.

to

McFarland’s family, who have
occupied the Farnham cottage during
the winter, have returned to their home
at North Lamoine.
J).

V.

Sylvester Condon is employed as clerk
by Chat to & Condon.
.1. S. Condon is making extensive repairs on bis blacksmith shop.

Capt. Charles Hodgkins is making extensive improvements and additions to
his house. Conspicuous among these are
a tine bay window and piazza.

Haven

Bowden and wife arrived
home last week. Capt. Bowden, who has
for several years commanded the bark
“Clotilde”, of Boston, has decided to

North
Thursday, where she is to teach.
Louise

Bates

went

to

Edward Mason ha* his sloop completed,
week.

and will launch her next

who has been at

a

home

Frank Bates,
short vacation, returned to Portland

on

Thursday.
Robert

eyesight,

Gray,

who

lost

his

to Portland

for

recently

has been taken

treatment.
on the schooner “Commerce”
finished, and she is again ready for

Repairs
are
sea.

The schooner “Adam Bowl by”, Capt.
for Portland last
sailed

Hutc&inson,
Wednesday.
April 10.

Capt.

Isaiah

abandon the sea, and make

2lt>bcrticnncnt0.

home

on

lirmu.
His friends here welcome
decision.
H.
April 12.

terra
this

begin to-day.
Miss Lizzie Walker, of Ellsworth,
visiting relatives here.
Clarence

ville for

a

is

Deslsle is at home from Watervacation.
has moved

his family to

summer.

H. L. Springer and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a son.
Miss

Ranie Bunker, of Franklin,*thas
visiting her sister, Mrs. H. L.

William

F.

Deslsle arrived home Sat-

from Boston, where he has been
One Line of it is Worth a Column of urday
employed during the winter.
Foreign Testimony.
H. W. Weston and wife, of Boston,
Make a mental note of this;
were in town recently viewing the hotel
The endorser is well-known in Ellsproperty “Shore Acres”, which they have
wort h
And all over Hancock county.
lately purchased.
His veracity is unquestioned;
H.
April 12.
You are reading local evidence,
North l.amoiM*.
Investigating home testimony.
Ellsworth news for Ellsworth people;
Delia McFarland has gone to Cornwall,
It is not from Florida or Michigan,
Conn., to visit her brother Helon.
Suspicion can’t lurk around it,
Cora Kersey went to Boston last week
Honesty is its prominent characteristic,
Home endorsement its salient point.
by her cousin, Mrs. Carter,
accompanied
.salesMr. Warren <i. Jordan, travelling
of Mt. Desert.
man for J. T. Crippen, Piano, Organ and
“In the
Sewing Machine dealer, says:
E. F. Young is employed at the corner
Fall of ’96, while making my regular trip
Charles Hodgkins, who is makthrough Hancock county, I brought up by Capt.
in Mariaville with a miserable aching ing quite extensive improvements on his
back. A lady living there suggested that dwelling-house.
1 take Doan’s Kidney Pills saying,‘they
Vira Austin, who spent her vacation
will certainly help you’. 1 took her advice, when I got back to Ellsworth and with her uncle, J. W. McFarland, at
them at Wiggin’s Drugstore.
procured
Gloucester, has returned to her studies at
1 had taken other medicines before for
the same complaint, but the pains and Norlhtield seminary.
aches in my back always returned, someMrs. Lizzie Bragdon was called sudAt this
times much worst than others.
denly to Newburyport on Friday, owing
time, 1 had it about as bad as I ever had.
The jarring of tiie buggy hurt me, and I to the illness of her son’John, who is
could not lean against the back of the there attending school.
seat, my kidneys were so sore. 1 brought
School begins in the several districts in
it on by heavy lifting when delivering in-

The breaking down of lung
tissues by reason of weakness
or disease can only be checked
by a reconstructive remedy.

ANCIER’S

ETROLEUM
EMULSION
is such a remedy. 11 acts directly upon
the lung surfaces, revitalizing, healing
and strengthening. Its wonderful results in Lung Hemorrhage,Consumption, Bronchitis and kindred diseases
are unparalleled.
Unlike Cod-Liver
Oil it disturbs no function and is per-

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and .1 bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes,
in good order and tit for shipping, is 60 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and lit for shipping, i- *;2 pounds.
Of wheat, beets, ruts b.iga turnip.-. and peas, oo
pounds; ol corn,
pound-.; of onions, 52
pounds; of carrots, 1 .uu-di turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of barley and buckwheat, 4s pound-, ot oats, ;>2 pounds, or even
A

iftea

ure as

Lillie McFarland
this morning.
teaches at Partridge Cove, Sadie Coggins
at No. 5, and Emma Austin in this district.
Mrs. Amanda Austin has gone to Bar
It
Harbor to visit her son, L. A. Austin.
she will return improved in
is hoped
health, as she has been very poorly for
town

several months.
Charlie Brawn met with an accident recently, cutting one of his toes nearly off.
This is the second accident within a few
months. The first time he cut off the tips

awfully

polish

Peas:

Improved, per bu (seed).2.50
Creamery per !t>.25
Dairy.18 a .20
Cheese.
Best factory (new) per ll>.12 a. 16
Best dairy (new).15
Dutch (Imported).hi)

2d ets.

Hay.
Best loose, per ton.13 315
Baled.
16 A18
.Straw.
Loose.7 §8
Baled.10 a 12

Potatoes,

.50

Turnips,

.50

CAMPBELL & TRUE

Having bought the stock, fixtures and
accounts formerly owned by Campbell
& True, and leased their store, we are
prepared to furnish all who wish with
goods usually found at a first-class

.10
.10
.12

Rhubarb,

Rice, per lb
Coffee—per lb
.O63.O8
Rio,
.253.30 Pickles, per gal .40y.60
.40
Mocha,
Olives, per qt
.35-3.75
.37 Vinegar—per gal—
.lava,
Pure cider,
.25
Tea-per lb—
.05
.40§.60 Cracked wheat,
•Japan,
.25a.60 Oatmeal, per tb
.05
Oolong,
Sugar—per !t»—
Quaker rolled oats, .05
Coffee—A A
Yellow, C

.uo'-i

.05

B,

-04>a
Molasses—per gal—

ivucKwneat,

meat-market.
We

slaughter-house; our
stock is mostly native, and inspected
before slaughtering, consequently we
can guarantee it healthy and sound.

.uo

«.

.04
Graham,
live meal,
.04
Oil—per gal—
Linseed,
.605-65
.14
Kerosene, per gal
Astral oil,
.15

own our

own

Orders for Slaughtering may be
left at the Store.

I

By giving prompt
ness, and

Prices

12 3 15 Laths—per M—
Pine,
Matched pine,
2.00
1531S
spruce,
Nails, per lb
.043.1*0
Shingles—per M—
2
extra
75
cask
160
Cedar,
Cement, per
2 25 Lime, per cask
clear,
2d .clear,
175
1 05 g 1 10
extra one,
150 Brick, per M
7 311
No. 1,
125 W hite lead, pr tb .05 g.08

making

attention

busi-

our

Low

as

to

more

Possible,

as

new

tit to

ones as see

give

us a

trial.

.75
1 25
Spruce,
1 25
Hemlock,
Provisions.
.15 3.25 Tripe, per lt»
.08
Steak, beef, tb
Fresh pork,
.lug.ll Honeycomb tripe,lit .10
.Os 3.16 Ham, per tb
Lamb,
.123.14
.10
.083.16 Shoulder,
Veal, per tt>
.O83.lt Mutton, per tb .O63.IU
lioa-ts,
Beet', corned, lb .063.08 Poultry—per tb—
.15
.16
Fowl,
tongue,
.08
( hickens,
.20
Salt pork, per tb
.20
Lard, per tb
.073-08
Turkeys,
.10 Phlia capons,
.20
Pigs feet, per tb
.10
Bologna,
.10
Sausage,
.16
Cooked ham, tb
Boneless ham,
.14
Fish.
SaltFresh—
.07 3.10
.12<j.l5
Mackerel,
Hrycod,
.05 3.06
.04 ‘j
Pollock,
Cod,
White halibut, .14 3.16
Mackerel,
.123-15
.05
Halibut tins, .103-12
Haddock,
.05
.20
Halibut heads,
Flounders,doz
.15
Boneless cod, .08 3.10
Lobsters,
.10
Pickerel,
Tongues and
Sa'moii,
.203 25
.OSy.lO
sounds,
.20 Smoked—
Clams, qt
.40
.12
Halibut,
<>>sters, qt
.253.30
Alewlves, string .15
Shad,

ALL

OLD

AT

BK

MUST

ACCOUNTS
TLED

Tin*

too

Y.
__

their

A

qualities:

Did you

hear

ever

Mrs. Walter Small was called to Stonington by the illness and death o( her
mother, Mrs. Sarah Richardson.
Mrs. Pearl Stinson who hns ho.n

v...

I
|

l

1G cents a
I

_

twice

one

20 cents a

!

LANDERS,

Kenduskeag Block,

Salted Peanuts,

Dlidllvll

Bangor,

Adapted to any business
or profession, ruled, with

Contract and ^‘“exTa
Ol'tl

Ol*

throughout.

Requires the least

have it at
horse load.

can
a

Thin small Ad. is crowded!
But our store is more crowded

I

WITH

tirade

High
our

Bicycles.

line of wheels lie-lore

buying.

XSIC/1.LE CO.,
Ellsworth.

OF

SEASON.

THE

of

GALLERT’S.
be

any firm. AH wishing
should avail themselves of this

duplicated by

season

new colorings and designs, suited to
every taste and requirement, including Stripes, Brocades, Moire Velours, changeable and other effects,
grandest collection ever chosen, from 29 cents to
.$1 .d() per yard.

suit, $0.

good

Cloaks, Capes,

moderate prices.
Special Bargains in black
brocade dress skirts, all lined, at $2; also a Reefer

of

as

in Ladies’

at

Tailor-made

homespun

at

$10.

DRAPERIES and CURTAINS.
largest assortment in
the only ones who
city.
carry a complete line in this department. Cretonnes,
Silkalines, drapery nets and drapery fixtures. Over
50 different styles in lace curtains, from 50c. per pair
to $15.
Chenille draperies and upholstery cloths.
As usual, we are
this line in this

for

c.

OUR

showing

the

AVe

are

SMITH,
Ellsworth.

YOUR HORSE
like yourself,
deal

and sleep. W>
grain, but when 11

in

eat

STRAW,

“in it.” The following
TO-DAY’S PRICES:

are

910
910

to
to

9l£
915

To Farmers : We are agents fortheFertll
lzera of the Cumberland Bone Phosphate Co. Il
Is none too early to begin to think about nexi
spring’s work. Call and get descriptive cata
logue and prices.

F.

Street,

GRAY

&

SON,
Ellsworth.

EGIjSWORTH

STEAM

no more superior line in Eastern Maine, and
enough to defy all and every competition. If you
in the Carpet line you miss it if you don't see ours.

•mmrn
must

LAUNDRI

AND BATH ROOMS.

GREAT CARPET DEPARTMENT.
The Best Line in Eastern Maine, consisting of Cotton Chains Carpetings at 25c. and 37Me.
per yard. All-wool Carpetings at 50c. per yard.
Tapestries at 50c. and 75c. Brussels at $1 and
$1.25. Straw Mattings from 12 .'a e. to 35c. per yd.
Floor Oil Cloths, Art Squares, Rugs and Carpet
sundries.

Prices low.

Main St.,

Franklin

Goods

Spring

Spring Goods are arriving daily. Beginning
with to-day, we shall offer some of the most astounding rallies in new Spring Dress Hoods, consisting of the latest novelties.

FRUIT and NUTS.

B.
Me.

Those wanting Sawdust
*1 uni’s l’ond Saw Mill at 25cts.

|

(cost

Dress Skirts and Suits

per lb.
20 c. per lb.

20

Bangor Taffy,

baled,

Room 10

1 lot of Men’s No. 6 Rubber Overs
I. 15) to close at 75cts.

pound.

Straw, baled,

F. A.

shoes, which I haye been selling for
at $1.25.

ELLSWORTH
Franklin St.,

pound,

have

BLANK BOOK MAKING

THEY CAN'T BE BEATEN,

pair.
Men’s

Rutland Savings bank, Rutland, Vt.
Ask t/o’ir local <1 alcr far 11 lust r;i t< <|

I
that you can’t get along without.
I have a mixture for
have other grades.

HAY and

A™rn'

>er

Spring Silks —all

ALAKUMA?

do not
comes to

liam Powers.
has been spending
the winter with his brother, Dr. 11. W.
Small, at Swan's Island, has gone to
Kent’a Hill seminary.

what users say.
Tho Doric boiler that was put into

Ellsworth.

E. G.

AND

1 dozen pairs of Misses’ Russets, Pongola
rip, Square Toe, worth $1.25, to be sold at $1.00

•

my house in October. is a perfect piicJames 11. Haynes, bangor. Ale.
coss.
The Gurney II >t Water lb* ter \\ liich
was recentiy placed in our bank bunding, is giving perfect satisfaction.

improve

Sugar-cane

Powders

hand.

1 case of Women’s Pongola Tip, Button
Roots, E width, Nos. 3 to 7, at 95cts., worth $1.25.

I

we present cannot
purchase a dress for the
great opportunity.

Hay, loose,

who

•THEY STAND UNEQUALLED

M.

D. H. EPPES & SON

and

and Stalks of

Washing

FOR SALE BY 0. R. BURNHAM:

yEfFiciENCY-Durability *"0economy\1

Spring Styles

and

BOOK-BINDING

Bad Horse

have

28 Water Street.

!
|
WATER
/HOT
HEATERS^
1 STEAM BOILERS 1
AND RADIATORS-

we

7 Bars Lenox Soap for 25 cents.

>

the best.

are

“It’a

our

and

on

~r

to

Assortment lino.

Gold,

Soaps

i

k

Spring liousecleaning Is coming and

full line of

Maine.
~

Our Teas and Coffees

THERE IS A CLASS OF PEOPLE

A Drum

a

AltCHElt,

i—

all

“Superlative"
Pillsbury's

.10

Sunset.

Mrs. Olmatead has been quite ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Eaton have gone to
housekeeping with her aiater, Mrs. Wil-

W. S.

twice the money—

Must be beaten to

Crackers of all kinds.

The values

3.50

A Bad Boy,

Fish, Oysters and Clams.

Article Guaranteed.

North Hancock,

Freeman's

.12
.13

Who are Injured by tlifc use of coffee. Recently
there lias been placed In all the grocery stores a
new preparation called GRAIN-O, made of pure
grains, that takes the place of coffee. The most
delicate stomach receives It without distress,
and but few can tell it from coffee. It does not
cost over V as much. Children may drink It
with great benefit. 15cts. and 25 cts. per pack
age. Try it. Ask for GRAIN-O.

Tea, Coffee and Cereals, Postum
and Grain-O.

and General

Eggs

Opening

...

Well, it cuts like cheese, but it
.10
isn’t cheese; it’s a
.125.20 Tamarinds,
.10 Currants,
.08§.12
.08 3.1ft Apples, string
.00 CHOICE CANDY

you’re tired of doing nothing
lazy to do something.”

and Cement.

tested, and

INAUGURATION

SWAP?

NOT

WHY

Fruit.

when

Flour, Grain, Meal, Lime, Hair

Atmcrtiscmcnts.

NO!

“How would you define ‘ennui’?”

Fresh

GOODS,

CANNED

MILK

whose cows have been
found to be healthy.

Every

sell for.

things

Main St.,

Apples, sliced

AND

Sec

that

money

these

.IO3.2O

.10§.14

men

We Need

.15 3-30

Figs,
Dates,
Raisins,
Prunes,

MAINE.

price.

ONCE.

Goods, &c

Canned

6 00
6 00
6 (X)
6 00
6 00

2 00 Clover—per tb—
Red top, per tb
.18
Red,
Lawu seed, per lb
.18
Alsike,
Fresh Fruit.
Lemons, doz
.lft/j.20 Oranges, doz. .30
.2ft 3.30
Bananas,

grog: hies

Street,

same

(iroceries, Provisions,

.303.35

Dried

of

SET-

You Need

ton—

Herdsgrass, bu

mail

East End Union River Bridge.

Blacksmith’s
Flour, Grain and Feed.
.80
Shorts—bag—
Flour—per bb
5 50 5 6 00 Mixed feed, bag
.80
Straights,
St. Louis roller,
Middlings,bag .80 g .110
5 50 36 00
Patents—
6 50
Winter wheat,
6 25
Spring wheat,
Corn meal, per bag .75
Corn, full weight per
.80
bag
Oats, Western, per
.33
bu
Hides ami Tallow.
Hides—per tb—
Tallow—per lb—
.04
Ox,
Rough,
.01*4
.04
Cow,
Tried,
.03>»
.03
ttull,
Calf skins, green
.25 3.50

Apples, pk

By

THE CAMPBELL & TRUE MARKET.

Salmon, stripped
.183.20
.25
Bloaters, doz

Pelts,
Lambskins,

Main

full line of

enrrv a

H. 50, will lie sold

We hope to continue the business relations with all who have patronized
the old stand in t he past, with as many

scoots,

Wood—per cord
Coal—per
3 00 3600
Broken,
l>ry hard,
2 00 33 50
Stove,
Dry soft,
Roundings per load
Egg,
Nut,
1003I 25

1

Earn Produce.

Groceries.

uranuiutcii,

No.

ELLSWORTH,

Dairy Butter,

.103.15

Lettuce

and all kinds of Meat as cheap as any
market in the city lor cash.

box.

a

We

.03
.03
.25

Parsnips,
Carrots,
Spinach, pk
Cucumbers,
Radishes,

Beef, Veal, Lamb,

at

WIGGIN, DRUGGIST,

BUY

Vegetables.
.60
Beets, per bu
.03
Cabbage,
.06
Onions,
Bermuda onions,
.10
.03
Squashes, per fl>
.10
Cranberries, qt
Dandelion greens,pk.40

S. D.

Box,

SAVE THE BABIES!

ilbbcrtiBrmcnts.

laid, per doz.12

and get a cash dividend by using Cash
Purchase Coupons. We sell

SURE RELIEF, OR NO PAY.
a

Casf !

Osgood X- Dresser’s

WIGGINS HEADACHE POWDERS.
12 Powders in

For

-AT-

HE AI )ACIIE.

signs.”

up t he

Ka-dest way to kill a chicken is to break the
egg before It is hatched. Same is true of consumption. I >r. Wood’s Norway I’ine Syrup is
a positive cure for coughs and colds.
Nothing
will cure consumption. Does it pay to neglect
the cold?—Advt.

Putter.

Sfcucrttscmcnts.

when

shall

go out and

M Gen Trafis

druggists.—Advt.

strangers.”

to

__—..-

'HBbrrtisnnrnts.

Hood’s Pills cure liver ills, biliousness, indigestion, headaches. A pleasant laxative. All

the path, for

up

he my ambition,” said the
young man w ho had finished his education
and was ready to lift the cares of business
from the parental shoulders “it shall be
my ambition and my motto to keep the
family name free from stain.” “All right,”
said the old man. “Tell Mike to give you
t he whiting and ammonia, Hnd then you
“It

Improved Yellow F.vc, per bush.2.00
Pea, hand picked, per bu.1.1*0

Cggs.
Fresh

cross

scared

were

we are

12.

Philip Small,

lie’s

Country Produce.

of his fingers.

April

and J guess the angels
they saw him corning

by agreement.

I loans.

came

Fuel.

short

Gregory Eddy

been

Hemorrhage
OF THE LUNGS

RKQARDINQ WEIGHTS AN1> MKASCRE8.

Schools

Springer.

struments and 1 have had it for a number
of years, often so severe that I could not
stoop over or lift anything. I have had
no bother since using Doan’s Kidney Pills,
and I have done as much driving and lifting aH ever 1 did.” Doan’s Kidney Pills
are for sale by all dealers, price 50 cents
per box, sent by mail on receipt of price.
Foster-Mil burn Co., sole agents for the
U.S., Buffalo, N. Y. Remember the name,
Doan’w and take no other.

I.AW

Kant Lamoine.

Seal Harbor for the

O.

his

into her Sundayschool class one morning, her eyes filled
with tears, and looking up into her
teacher’s face, said: “Our dog’s dead,

Wednesday, April 14, I8h7.
MAINE

Minneapolis.
.40
Havana,
.50
Porto Rleo,
N. B. Coolidge visited his daugh-»>0
Syrup,
ter, Mrs. Berry, at liar Harbor last week. Maple syrup, qt .25g.30
I.limiter and Building Materials.
Miss Grace Reynolds, of Waltham, is j
Lumber—per M—
Clapboards—jter M—
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. G. ! Hemlock,
Extra spruce,
24 y26
lOgll
Hemlock hoards, lOgii
17gl8
Spruce, No. 1,
Reynolds.
12ij 16 Clear pine,
35360
Spruce,
Kxtra pine,
Town schools began Monday, ’April 12. j Spruce floor,
15y20
3536O
home in

Classical

William
the

lie

He

31,

son

Capt.

years ago

spoke deserved words of tribute to the
unblemished character of the deceased.

turned to her home in West Franklin.

ald of

Twenty

January

Hull’s Covf

were

years.

came a

|
[

summer.

was

Edward W. Higgins, son of Levi and
Jerusha Higgins, who died at Lamoiiie,
March 22, was born at Otis April 10, 1831.
He was one of a family of thirteen children, of whom live are living. When he
was six years of age Ins parents moved to
Trenton, and there he made his home for

forty

sister of Mrs.
Gloucester

ill.

have been

j

from

telegram yesterday to Boston to see his
brother, Harvey 1>., who is dangerously

South

1

Sweet little Meg

KLLS WORTH M A R KETS.
IN MEMORIAM.

other pages.

Crnnl»«*rrv Isle*.

Mrs.

Lamoiiie.

make prices

There is

we

low

want

anything

(Ladies’ Wrappers.

Ladies’ Cotton Underwear.
Ladies’ Waists.
Hosiery, gloves and underwear, full and complete
lines, cheaper than at any other store.
_-

We Challenge Competition
prices are lower, but, as is well known, the quality of our goods is better.
buy of us better goods for less money than you will have to pay for inferior
goods somewhere else.
Our assortment is the largest, consequently if you trade with us you will get what
You

can

A

LO*

Might tb-y not again0 1 know thor<*
i:i t <• way —thirty live treaties to in*
niotiitied <>r abrogated, retaliation to l»e confronted—but there never yet was an ad valu ing
pathway without a lion. Pluck, courage anti
will generally make him a lamb.”

art*

NT> mi.ITH AL JOURNAL

..

rrm.isiixi*

rill RSI)

E\

\

MORNING

I

pension agencies

will remain ns they miniously licked out of our boot' ns u«ubeen prepared for the morning.
The
.JOYFFT, FAST Kit.
Commissioner Evans also says al; once more we have dodged the barbed
| order of service will be as follows:
i 11 bo Observed by Organ voluntary "Allegretto Vlllereeolo,"
arrow of
that Mr. Cleveland’s order
grip, pneumonia, meningitis, How tin* l>ay
placing
Ellsworth Churches.
Fumngalll
pension examining surgeons under consumption and death, and now hail
1
Easter Sunday, t he joyful church holi- Intr-'durtnry, The Doxology and the Cord’s
t lie gent It* spring ami take « ff our hat to
the civil service rules will be
Prayer
revoked, the Bangor boat. And yet there are day, will be observed with appropriate
i Chorus, "The Day of Itesurrectlon,”
except in the cases of examiners who some men in this
place-at this time who services in the Ellsworth churches next
Max Viigrleh
receive *300 a year or less.
don't sec what on earth they have got to Sunday, consisting in most eases of spec- Uc-ponslve "••rvie**. The (Borins adapted

pcrity.

;vtl, American.

£1,; J,

!i

are.'’

AT

'-WORTH.

six

ir.

n

on

new

justices,

‘7.

Cheap Newspapers.

be due.

the
an

Khin« pontrollerl

our

is

fort, mi

all

carrying

that

Meanwhile

falls

to

01

ing

But this is

returns.

three

in

physicians

only one of
particular

the S mate.

through ignorance

ness, the law is not always strictly observed in other respects. The law re-

or

careless-

which

is

the

ships,
ground on

chief

our

“Before

Tiie clerk writes

is

another marriage certificate
filled out eorreetiy and purporting to rume
from one of the largest towns in Hancock
county hut e\ -euted ity no town or city clerk,
which was pass.-d to a very e-timab’e gosjte!

J

which our registry law is attacked.
He quotes Senator Frye, than whom

:

he says no better authority on American shipping lives, as saying:

me

republican senator, speaking of
regard to the appointment
of Theodore Roosevelt, to be assistant
secretary of the navy being likely to
the talk in

make trouble, said:
“Roosevelt maymake trouble in the navy department,
but if he does it will be in the inter-

s

thirt;.

rs.

over

telle.

arguments

to

im-

should

a

mere

Britain

But while there is no excuse for the
delinquency of justices, ministers, and

i doctors,

it must be admitted that tiie
fault is not wholly theirs. Tiie law
provides a remedy in the shape of a
fine not to exceed 8100 for each of-

Mr. Smith says:
“It is clear that
we cannot run ships as cheaply as

rivals,

even

when we

build

cheaper.

To be able to

therefore,

as

cannot

help

cheaply

them

buy them,

that

of the

be

our

put up

the

point

belongs by a policy similar
Great Britain, which has
of

constant

| slightest attempt
! enforce it.
It is the duty of

He urges

cheapness.”
to

can

only j

where

it

to that of
been

encouragement

to

!

one

citizens, and nothing
expressions of sincere regret
For

foes.

upon this point that Mr.
in his discussion with Mr.
Gladstone in 1890 said:
“It will not
escape Mr. Gladstone’s keen observation that British interests in nav-

wooden walls. In
also the men who

own

:hat were bred
nanned our

are

every hand.
more
than forty

on

:

high qualities of mind and heart, and
his long business career has amply

|

demonstrated that the confidence he
inspired had not been misplaced.

j

Mr. Friend was a

;

f'

| Vest Indies

*

against America from feelings of
rivalry. Its active seamen haveal■eady engrossed an important branch of our
'jurying to the East Indies. Her starred flag is
»ow conspicuous on every sea, and will soon
! lefy our thunder.”
ommerieal

;

Having reached that point, the proactive provision was repealed, an3
oreign ships have enjoyed, as to our
^carrying trade, ever since “free

..

on

niantatlon ro»u»,

were

Sanctus.Emerson
O Salutarls.
Wlegand
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Drummey.
Agnus Del.Emerson
Haec Dies. Kapp
Mrs. E. J. Walsh.

of

in his

of

by

interesting
an

grow from very small
one of the largest and

beginnings
best-appointed

Mr. Cleveland’s order reducing the
number of pension agencies, which
to go into effect on the first of
September, will never go into
effect. Pension-Commissioner Evans
was

next

■

—_

the

shape

Stephen Staples, of Sedgwick, hs
apprentice to John Peters, of Bluehill, “to learn the art or mystery of farmThe term of apprenticeship was
ing".

one

six year-,

a:

apprentice

the end

was

to

apparel—one

the finance committee.

one

The

document

Mayor Strong’s

be shall

a.id

cards, dice

veto.

of

wearing
day,

two

old

or

not

papers,
‘‘well

to

ml

t»t

all houses

or

Lord’s

the apprenand faithfully

readily obey;

times

hi

any

other

unlawful

game

play,

nor

matrimony

con-

tract, during the
rot'MY <;ossu\

suits

for the

for
working days.”
couched in the usual

is

tice being bould
serve

hundred

suitable

terms of such

which time the

receive “one

suitable

and

The Greater New York hill is now a
It was passed Monday over
law.

of

said

places

of

term;

taverns,

gaming

he shall

in the

sung

UNITARIAN CHURCH.

There will be special Easter vespers at
the t’nitarian church in the afternoon at
o clock.

4

1

he

choir

will

consist

Franklin

wants

a

and

game

The order of service will be

as

The mixed train

on

the

Bangor

ever

last

branch

Wednes-

The “Sedgwick” is welcomed back on
She
Bangor and Bar Harbor route.

the

has been

thoroughly

overhauled.

Amherst, following the good example
by other Hancock county towns,
has chosen a woman superintendent of

set

Bucksport opens the base-ball season
early. The first game was played there
April 3. It ended in a “kick” in the fifth
inning, which is quite natural when baseball is played in foot-hall weather.
of Searsport,
vorce

A

Southwest Harbor

man

expressive metaphor

most
roads.

has
for

found

a

muddy

He calls them “The devil’s mortar

beds well worked up”. Many another
mud-smirched town in Maine will answer “Them’s our sentiments”!

and

in

1S65,
a

few

who secured

months ago.

a

di-

He

leaves two children.
;

Nowadays when women are trying to do
everything It 1b not strange that many things
It is not strange that there are
are over-done.
all kinds of physical and mental disturbances.
If the woman who is a doctor, or a lawyer, or a
journalist, or in hu-lness would not try to he a
society women too i: might he different; hut the
woman who knows wheu she lias done a day's
work lias yet to he horn. Usually a woman's
way is to keep doing until she drops. Working In this way has manifold evils. The most
common trouble resulting from over-exertion,
either mentally or physically, is constipation
of the bowels, with all its attendant horrors.
Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets are the most effectual remedy in the market. They work upon
the system easily, naturally. There is no unpleasant nausea after taking them. No griping
—no pain—no di-comfort. They are composed
of materials that go through the system gradually, collecting all impurities and, like the good
little servants that they are, disposing of them

by investigation

that

if

Tn

nlofp

nf

Bucksport is mourning the loss of one
of its greatest attractions—the privilege
of showing visitors through historic and
picturesque old Fort Knox. Hereafter,
in accordance with rules from the war
department, visitors are prohibited from
entering upon government property except by permission of the secretary of
war, and Sergeant Hegyi, of Fort Knox,
has posted notices to that effect.
Our Bass Harbor correspondent moralizes thus: “Once more we have survived
a winter on
this ocean-washed, windswept Maine coast; once more we have
worked up that wood-pile, a small mountain of it, and which a woman will
carry
into the house in three or four aprons
besides
the
ten thousand arms full
full,
we carry in
ourselves; once more we have
survived the unmeasured excitement and
turmoil of a Tremont town meeting, and
fought Southwest Harbor till we got igno-

Risen".F«»ep|ti*l

!' llmven i-

Risen,"

At CALL

A

CON NICK’S

1

WHAT USERS SAY.
The Doric Boiler that wu put into
I
I
perfect sueBangor, Me.
§
I
I
The Gurney Hot Water Heater which
I
£
was recently placedin our Bank Build§
I
lug, is giving perfect satisfaction.
I
Rutland Savings Bank, Rutland, Vt.
I
I
1
Askyour local dealer for Illustrated
How Best to Heat
f
1
Catalogue
1
fl
our Homes.” or write direct to the
■
Gurney Heater Mfg- Co.. 168 Franklin ■
IU 8t.%cor. Congress, Boston, Mass.
Ml

I

I
S

my house lu October, Is a
James H. Haynes,
cess-

Unix

Anthem, "AUeluMa

1

deluliu
Choir.
A

.Wiegand

Beneilletlon.
>rgan post I udo.

<

regular morning service at 10.3)
of the pastor’s sermon will be
1 he Naturalness <»f the Faster
Hope”.

subject

CHI’ Rt

H.

At the

Baptist church the pastor, Hev.
t
S. McLearu, will preach Faster sermons both
morning and evening. The
text in the morning will be 1 Cor. 15:20:
“lint now is Christ risen from the dead,
and become

slept.”

The

pastor's subject

in the

are:

Morning,

10.30

of

even-

Church choir.

offering.
Organ offertory.
Chorus, “The Joyful Tidings”.Davis
Children's choir.
Sermon, "Resurrection,”
Pastor.
was

.--

In A

u: r.

Spring,

of lb L.

si

ATI,

Kua

OF

TIVK

>1 \IM

I»R|

AKTMEXT,

\
March 27. 1*11*7.
h it a petition for
»TI < F. is b. r- 11 v a
the pardon of lo-orgcH. Young, a convict in tie- State prison under sentence for
the crime of
ill with intent to kill, is
now pending before the (iovernor ami
I'mineil, and a hearing thereon will tie granted in
the < 'on in
himber.it Augusta, on Friday,
the _:>d. day of Apii! next at 1 o’clock p. ill.
Byron Boyd,
A

tsTv,

Nr<

Secret

a

state.

^

AII.J

Homes and Fortunes For
Investigate the (.'aribooaml h ot.-na\ Hold
Ft. •!' and t: ..
; Puget S-.m ! and J
C alifornia.
You can go to
j
—

ser-

Notices and

“It

Oak.

on

even-

Results

o’clock;

Spoken for the Master.Kirkpatrick
Children's choir.

Benediction.
Postlude.

In the evening there will be a concert
by the Sunday school. Everybody is in-

vited.

CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH.
At the Congregational church there
will be special services both morning and
evening. A tine musical programme has

xTbbcrtisrtnrnta.

k

j

i

■

Tin:

L

[
i.
T

e v< n ic
wi rum r

>PF.< 1\I.
l.o\\
It \TF.
lull

For

f’

VIS,

one

w a

Paciiie

«

coast,

iianuk.

^

j

excursion In Canadian J
lbi wav
model furl-t i

i-:\r~,r,r i;

IF. d Urmia If.

.1 i'o|.
particulars, address 11
l.<7 Washington street, Boston.

J

1

iLcg.il Xoticcs.
^PHE subscriber, u resident oi Worcester,*
X state of Massachusetts, hereby gives notice that he has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of Nathan H.
Powers, late of Bucksport. in the county of
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
law directs, and that he has appointed F. W.
Gross, of Orland, in said county, his agent
and attorney in the State of Maine. All persons
having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
March 10. a. d. 1897.
William T Emerson.
Notice of

Assignee of Ills Appoiutmriit.
At Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock and
Htate of Maine, the eleventh dav of March
a. d.1897.
HF undersigned hereby gives notice of
his appointment
as
X
assignee of the
of Oscar I). Wentworth, of Eden,
estate
in said county of Hancock, insolvent debtor,
who has been declared an insolvent upon his
own petition, by the court of
insolvency, for
said county of Hancock.
Stephen I.. Kingsley, assignee.

r|'1

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
1ITHKUKA.S George Davenport, of t’astine,
in the countv of Hancock and State of
Maine, bv his mortgage deed dated the eighteenth day of August. ». d. Is77. and recorded
in the Hancock Registry of Deeds, in hook
157. page 474, conveyed t > me, the undersigned, a certain tract or parcel of land situated in Castine aforesaid, and hounded as
follows, to wit:
Beginning at a stake on
Pleasant street; thence southeasterly along
said street one hundred and thirteen feet to
land formerly owned by A. N. Noyes; thence
southwesterly along said Noyes’ land three
hundred and forty-four feet; thence southeasterly along raid Noyes’ laud and land formerly owned by Sewall Perkins one hundred
thence southwesterly
seventy-seven feet;
along the line of the rope-walk lot two hundred sixteen feet to land formerly owned by
Charles K. Tilden:
thence northwesterly
along said Tilden lot three hundred and
twelve feet to a stone wall; thence northeasterly along said wall two hundred and sixteen
feet to land then of Stephen W. Webster:
thence southeasterly along said Webster’s
line twenty feet: thence northeasterly along
said Webster’s line to the first-mentionea
bound. Being the same premises
conveyed to
said Davenport by Alexander G. Perkins by
his deed dated August 18, 1877. And whereas
the condition of said mortgage has been
broken, now therefore, bv reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, I claim ft
foreclosure of said mortgage and give this
notice for that purpose.
Dated this lOtn day of April, a. d. 1897,
George Spillek.
__

The store I now occupy has been
sold and must be vacated. I therefore offer my entire stock of

FURNITURE
AT

Greatly Reduced Prices
before moving to another location.

Everything

marked down, but those who
first will get the benefit of
the best sc-

lections.

i:t /ni

i?»*d
i.

the first fruits of them that

“The Fact and the
ing will be:
of the Resurrection.” The hours
vice

a new and si v fish
to Li i11 H. Hi
Josiah H. Hi no ins,

rash,

\pp’>
..

NOTH K.
that I hereby release
fTAHIS is to give noti
to mv in’m»r son, Howard («. Kohinson,
1
his time d uring t he remainder of his minority. I shall claim none of his earnings nor
pay any debts of his contracting after this
date.
Ji'Lia L Paine.
Ldeii, A pril 2, l*b>7.

At the

IIA IT I ST

yard,

.' A at iff G.

unto t
K. -urreethin,"
W R. Hunt.

Hymn.

the

f-'-

Poultry

\L

a

Quartette.
g

Br.>«»k“i«le

L«

an

Indr.

Prayer.
Response,

come

STAMPS BOUGHT AND SOLD.
fTTHE undersigned will sell or buv old issues

A

ss,

Park
nOl'sK
Lllsu

Dachauer

/HOTWATER HEATERTy
I STEAM BOILERS ]
I AND RADIATORSI

prop r..

< <> N
i'll- ap
lb id \\
Water street,
Liisworth, Maine.

\\r
\\

i.i

Vtt.drdi
P

Northrop “train,
Bla< k Breasted U« d
If

l

▼Efficiency-Durability *-,economy\
f ‘THEYSTAND UNEQUALLED* \

jfor Salt.

High St., K11>worth. Me.

Imt mmowF

asbertisements.

St.

1>LA( K MlNOTb'V
J j aud Pin

Choir.

t

\ capable boy to serve as
H. Filter’s,
Apply at

VPPKFNTH
apprentice

Main

Mmsi.kv,

Scripture r< adiutrAnthem, "The I.or

Goodell,

from him

eclmtftJ.
K

follows:

Organ vcdunt try.
Anthem, "The Lord D

Toledo, O.

Harr i/oh examined the
\/ine of Ladies’ Saifs at
<’. /.. .Marauds

Mary F. Hopkins, Georgia K.
and Mary II. Gordon, sopranos;
Mrs. Dora Hopkins, Mrs. Flora Lewis and
Mrs. J. P. Fldridge, altos; C. H. DrumF. F. Parker, tenors; F. K.
moy and
Hopkins and A. K. Cushman, bassos.

ing. 7 o’clock.
frequent, but in all things and at
The Faster concert which was to have
times he shall carry and behave himbeen held in the evening was given
up,
self as a good and faithful apprentice.”
to the illness of many who were to
Modern readers will find a grim humor owing
have taken part.
in this
intermingling of matrimony
METHODIST CHURCH.
with games of chance; and who will say
Easter will be observed at this church
that the writer of thnt old document ;
in an appropriate manner. There will be
was himself unconscious of tiie delicate
special music by a children’s choir. The
humor in his words?
pastor will give an Easter sermon, and
Mrs. C. K. Lougee, of Winterport, will
I>.
lladlock
Dead.
Harvey
assist the regular choir and sing a solo.
D.
the
well-known
Harvey
lladlock,
Following is the order of service for the
patent lawyer, and formerly a conspicmorning:
uous
member of the Hancock county
bar, died in Boston Tuesday morning, in Organ voluntary.
Anthem, “Raster Once More”.Froelich
the fifty-fourth year of his age.
Children's choir.
Harvey Deming lladlock was a native Apostle’s Creed.
of Cranberry Isles. In 1856 his parents
Prayer.
moved to Bucksport, where he attended Solo, selected,
the East
Maine conference seminary.
Mrs. C. R. I.ougee.
He began the study of law in Bangor, and
Responsive reading.
was admitted to the bar in 1865.
In 1868 “Gloria Patri.”
Scripture reading.
he moved to Boston.
“But Now is Christ Risen”.Vance
He was married to Alexine L.

Down among the islands the fishermen
are getting their weirs ready.

Address,

F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Sold l»v Druggists, TV.
Hall’s Family Pills are the l>est.

Hastings

all

fish

learn that then-1-at least one dreaded disease
science has been aide to cure In all Its
stages, and that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
Is the only positive cure known to the medical
fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment. Hall’s
Catarrh Cure 1- taken Internally, anting directly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system, thereby destroying the foundation of
the disease, and giving the patient strength hy
building up the constitution and assisting naThe proprietors have
ture in doing its work.
that they
so much faith In its curative powers,
offer One Hundred Dollars for any case that ft
Send for list of testimonials.
falls to cure
that

Misses

not

The forwatd drive starts this week.

(ioiinod

of

to

heart of Ellsworth goes out in sympathy, and shares the sorrow caused
by the passing away of a good man.

has ascertained

in

1813, ami binding

indenture dated

Peuney, which caused so much gossip
speculation before and after her
effectually.
Conservative by instinct and by train- death, goes to her husband, Herbert
to whom she willed it. The will
Penney,
ing, he nevertheless kept abreast of has been
sustained. The “professor” gets
the times and lived to see his business
the fl4,000. What will he do with it?
His

of

an

has yet been fixed for the
of the Dingley tariff bill to

the Senate

a

fourthsome

document

dollars in cash,

reporting

in

sent

for

Rose wig vespers will be
evening.

Addre--,

under the last administration.

No date

has

recommendations

Offertory.Ben net
Orchestra and Organ.

Lemuel E. 1). Peters, of Hluehill, sends
an

are

ment in business

In business he was the soul of honor.
word was as good as his bond.

Credo.Emerson

In

cases.

of rare

,rade”. Mr. Smith holds that similar instead of saving money, as Mr.
nethods will again restore our ship- Cleveland claimed, it would cost more
to support the consolidated agencies.
ping interest to its former glory.

****“

the

A son of Maine and of Hancock county
judgaffairs; undemon- is making a good race for commissioner
strative and unobtrusive, he rarely of the District of Columbia.
He is
spoke without weighing well his Chapin Brown, a native of Orland, who
words, and although he seldom held moved to Washington when a young
man.
He still spends his summer vacapublic office, his counsel on public tion in
Maine.
affairs was often sought, and was
That little fortune of Mrs. Anna French
freely given.
man

improvised navy during establishments of its kind in Hancock
;he war for the Union, contributing so
county.
nnch to its successful issue. As a reAs a citizen, Mr. Friend, though formit of that policy the American shipeign-born, was loyal to town, State
ping interest had reached such a point and nation to the highest degree.
,hat in 1827 the London Times de- As a friend and neighbor he was conclared:
genial and true. And to his family,
“The shipping interest, the cradle of our bowed down
by poignant grief, the

lavy, is half ruined. Our commercial monopdo longer exists.
We have closed the
»ly

to

schools.

and customs, he had much to contend
with; but the community’ into which
he had come quickly perceived his

j
rivalry,

In that were bred the
leamen who in our little navy in the
war of 1812 shook Great Britain’s con-

hut

foreigner, an utter stranger, with
meagre knowledge of our language

Blaine,

if defense.

Ells-

years Mr.
Friend had beeii identified with this
city. Coming here in the early ’50s, a

It was

regardless of consistency and regard- I
less of expense.”
Profiting by that example of England, the fathers of this country, by
American
encouraging
shipping
ihrough a system of discriminating
luties, established a similar nursery

Friend,

esteemed

gency has reposed her confidence
ability to protect herself from

greater prothan any other of the great
interests of the United Kingdom.
I
ask his candid admission that it is the
only interest which England has protected steadily
and determinedly,

Krleml.

worth is called upon to part with another of its most worthy and highly-

in her

portion

democrats

got more mixed than
day.

Death of Lewis

heard

get around

can

warden.

In tiie death of Lewis

create and
maintain her great outer line of defense,
upon which in more than one exi-

fidence in her

lias been made to

year of argument.

trade abroad and

less

notorious, we
single instance,
least, wiiere the

its

shipping interest.
England has always appreciated
the
importance of her shipping.
Through it she could promote her

igation flourished with
and have increat ad in

ments

"Easter Dawn".Woodman
Mrs. E. J. Walsh.

third round occurred a rare
case, as both men were completely knocked
out, one receiving a sledge-hammer blow
over the eye, and the other an ugly one on
the top of the cranium.”
The reporter
would have been more up-to-date if he
bad worked a few “Fitzsimmons jabs”
into his report.

Seal Cove, Jame- S. I’..w r- Manset, Melville
Moore; and Itrook-vlile, Joseph G. Walk- r.

or

the State registrar
of vital statistics to enforce the law.
Why does he not do so ’? A few emphatic fines would do more than a

merchant

foreign

yet,

while violation

our

mercantile marine

other reason

no

Prelude.KolMnson
Orchestra and Organ.
Yidl Aqunm.Witska

Kyrie.Emerson

Johnson; Gnat l’oml, Flossie 1’. Finery,
Aurora, Cbark.- 1’. .-il-by, >outli l'enobscot,
Calvin Fe.u-li; Atlantic, Llewellyn It. .lo\ce,
< lark; Seilg\vl<-k,
Cranberr\ IN- itie \
Ralph F. Dority; Amherst, Forest ti. >i|sliy.
West Sullivan. Henry 1*. Gordon North Itr- okville, William l.imeliunu-r; >urry, 1-rank
lin W. M tgan, ( -litre, William 11 Hoilgdoii;
North liuek-poit, Farn-wortli It. .Mar-hall; Gar
Harbor, Fdward G. Itodiek, >argentville. Henry
W. Sargent; Tr.-nio t. I.. W. Rumill; Fatnoiue,
tilviii Coggi.i-; Sul.iv.m, Juliette Simp-on,

politics, is being carried out
in all of the government departments
as fast as the heads of the depart-

evasion of this law is

be able to run our ships, not more
cheaply than foreign ships, but in

spite

feuse,

;

and

rivals I have yet to learn of a
We must in Hancock county at

as

disease.

our

Tiie failure of

few to make returns, impairs tiie
value of the whole, by destroying its

a

one
hundred new
freighters at 25 per cent, less than
their co. t. we could not run them in
the foreign trade.”

our

with tiie law.

ship, say
bagabuy to-day of completeness.

and it is a

we

Great

tiie life of

the democrats for

This

Green’s limiting, Klmer F. SpoflMnl; orhiml,
John Ames; Penobscot, 1». II. Cushman; Seal
Harbor, F. H. Macoinber, Sunset, John It.

the cases of the chiefs of

very careless.”

pliance

this ex

by

were

postmasters
district,
which have already been appointed.
is
This
the Hancock county list:

office

divisions, the
being given better
treatment than they gave republicans.
They are allowed to remain in office,
in a lower position, instead of being
dismissed, as so many republicans

so
no

cent,

Extend

of

diers who were dismissed from

men

1

Andantlno".C

t-o >

a

Gloria.Emerson

class

McKinley’s announced
reinstating all ex-union sol-

wonder who could lie

press upon those whose duty it is to
make returns of vital statistics, tlie
importance of doing so in com-

England’s.

a

away

organ *<tT.•

1
11 inn "Itc-urr* cron" .Tr. hy Neale
musical service of SiTimm, \ li K i«trr Mi*--:»ge.
Hymn "Crown lliiu Lord"..Perronet
unusual excellence has been arranged. ;I Itenedirtlmi.
The choir will be accompanied by Mona- Po-tlude in I>.clarence Eddy
lot he evening, «t 7 o’clock, the Phillips
ghan’s orchestra of four pieces, and or- !
Brooks Easter service will he used.
Miss N. M. Dutton is the organist
gan.
and director. Following is the order of
RIOO Howard IS Km.
services:
The readers of this paper will he pleased to

mass

is

Congressman Miiliken

President

policy

both

contest in which

pers at 7.30.
For the high

sporting editor rewas hot fighting,

batch

department.”

than their

freight ships of like tonnage
and bud ’■ jst only from 10 to 15 per
than

makes in the navy

tireacher wito, douittless looking more closely
fur tiie fee than for the clerk’s signal ure, joined
tiie parties in marriage and sent them on their
\ml Hie same worthy
happy wav rejoicing.
divine, should lie read litis, would doubtless
It should need

“Our

more

carried

and in the

further:

commission rather than omission of
legislation. Mr. Smith takes a differ-

of

only.

glove

way the Eagle's
ports the fight: “It

10

ngui

in one town

of late in cer-

cost

iee
that

knocked out in the third round.

I notice that in all the trouble
periorm a marriage tion.
where this law has not been complied i stirred up by Roosevelt, he has always
with. The clerk of tiie town in ques- 1 had the support of those who believed
tion has received one or more certiti- ' in showing up and reforming wrongcates of marriage, where tiie mar- doing wherever found, and 1 am willriage intentions have been published' ing to stand behind all the trouble lie

nas am

nf

tain qua. : -, rs to urge that the decadent- o’ American shipping is due to

first

yeareigftty

tons

He has been in the,

A

either

gold is :
transpor u.tion.

the greater

and

of the most

one

1

this

North

ent view.
Mis article is written to
show that the difficulty is not due to

Uouldsboro

were not rebuilt,
great many
and, besides, smelts have not been nearly

the

trade 11 per cent,
their lot now.

n common

The
weirs

floor of the Senate on financial and
tariff questions.

nearly *200.000,000 in
1 .annually by us for foreign

It has

taken.

were

little part in the proceedings in the
Senate.
He had been for many years

town, that he is very prompt in mak-

inter-

pent

ner

between

Pleasant, river where last

esting article upon “Our Neglected
that parties desiring to be ests of a better administration of its
Shipping**. The importance of the quires
in marriage, if residing in dif- affairs,
joined
a
commercial
and
monefrom
just as he has made trouble for
subject
ferent towns, must be published in the law-breakers of New York
city,
tary view alone is evidenced by the
fact that whereas at one time Amer- both towns, and no justice or minister wno nau long enjoyeu ponce protecipnn

i«l

1

lying

towns

a

town.

to

1

his age.
Senator Voorhees had been
in poor health for several years, and
for at least two years past had taken

democrat of the committee on finance,
he was the leader of his party on the

In regard to returns of marriages,
Shipping.
Alexander R. Smith, secretary of the justices and ministers are equally
In many cases,
too,
the American Merchant Marine asso- delinquent.
contributed

j

The town clerk reports,
to the credit of one physician in the
must

American

ciation,

!

thankful for.'*

picturesque figures in so plentiful as last s .son, many think.
pub- The fishermen of that vicinity think a law
day recently of ten birth certificates, lic service almost continuously since should be passed for the better protection
which had been collecting for nearly 1S5S. His last important work in the of the fish.
a year.
Another doctor has returned Senate was is assisting the repeal of
Bucksport is developing into a “sporty”
but one or two, when several more the Sherman silver law.
As ranking town, judging from the Eagle's report of
One doctor made returns to him one

The newspaper which has no uniform
rate for advertising space, and is satisfied to take what it can get for it, is a
cheap advertising medium, and the advertiser need expect nothing but cheap
restiffs.—Lawrenceburg (Ind.) Press.

American Renew recently,

Voorhees,
Indiana, died Saturday in Washingin
the seventy-seventh year of
ton,
of

minis-

marriages, births
and deaths within six days, as required by law. Ho cites several instances of gross neglect, which have
come under his personal observation.

from Arthur >u I It van.
music and Easter sermons.
| Scripture reading.
ST. JOSEPH'S CXTHOI.IC CHURCH.
< li'-rus, "Easier Anthem”.IMwyn A. Clare
j
The Milbridge fish warden reports that
I’rayor.
In St. Joseph’s Catholic church, tin*
Uoj*onse hy Choir. "Father, <>, hear u-«,"
only thirty tons of smelts have been ! services will consist of first mass at 7
Handel
caught during the past winter in t lie four o’clock, high mass at 10 o’clock and ves- i Notices and <*flVrlnsr.
be

1'. S. Senator Daniel \V.

the town clerk of

Bu?1r
munleatiori*should T»oaddressed
onier- maiJe payable to Tilt
to ami all u../.a
M’Y
l*i'liL I Mil No Co., EllslLt.N*.'
worth Maine.

15, 1

a

tors and doctors to make returns to

application.

THURSDAY, APRIL

the failure of

garding

■■

«■

means

no

one, comes to us from the clerk of
one of Hancock county’s towns, re-

ear, 75 cr nts for
■"
..tr> f<»r three months.. If
a.'.vunr.
All arrearages are
rate of
per year.
flap**—Are ron-onable, and will

rn

paid

complaint, by

A

HANOM 1 COUNTY PUBLISHING COE. \>. U"ULiNs, Editor aud Manager.

reck..;
Advert
be made

Familiar Complaint.

A

MAINE.

BY THK

f
iHain

v

nrnuiv

k/u vw*«

NOTICK

OF FORECLOSURE.
Castine,

George Davenport, of
in the county of Hancock and State of
WHEREAS
Maine, by his
deed dated August

mortgage
28, a. d. 1878, and recorded in the Hancock
County Regsistry of Deeds in book 160, page
412, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of real estate situate in said
Castine, bounded and described as follows, to
wit: Beginning at a stake on Pleasant street:
thence southeasterly along said street one
hundred and thirteen feet to land formerly
owned by A. N. Noyes; thence southwesterly
along said Noyes’ land three hundred and
forty-four feet; thence southeasterly along
said
Noyes’ land and land formerly owrned by

Sewall Perkins one hundred and seventyseven feet; thence southwesterly along the
line of the rope-walk lot two hundred and
sixteen feet to land formerly owned by
Charles K. Tilden:
thence northwesterly
along said Tilden’s lot three hundred and
twelve feet to a stone wall; thence northeasterly along said wall two hundred and sixteen
feet to laud then of Htephen W. Webster;
thence southeasterly along said Webster’s
line 20 feet; thence northeasterly along said
Webster’s line to the first-mentioned bound.
Being the same premises conveyed to said
Davennort bv Alexander G. Perkins by deed

< n\n<;ks

<;amk laws.

in

and <'arll»oii
Open 'rime
Shortened to Two Months.
Among changes made in the game laws
of Maine by the last legislature are the
follow ing:
The close time on heaver lias been extended for six years.
Mink may be killed around fish hatchtries and feeding stations in close time.

|
s

|

The commissioners

may grant

pounds.
Fishing through the ice in the night
time is prohibited.
Spoon hooks may be used in fishing.
Marketmen having an established place
of business may have not exceeding three
one time in open season to sell at
retail to their local customers, provided
they procure a license from the commissioners, and shall keep a record of
whom they purchase deer, and the date
of such purchase, opeu to inspection by
the commissioners.
No resident shall sell a moose, deer or
caribou to be transported beyond the

deer at

beyond

the

State,

limits

bought

or

or

transport any

the

State, and

such
none

for such

transportation
transported after
being purchased, beyond the State.
Ail those who are engaged in the busibe registered by
ness of guiding must
l, 1S97, paying fee* of yl to the game

shall he

non-residents

by

or

fjuly

fund, and make report to the commis-

sioners when called upon to do

n d.

Having

any jack light,
spear trawl, or net other than a dip net,
in any camp, lodge, or place of resort for
hunters or fishermen is unlawful.
The solid metal bullet cannot be used
in bunting moose, caribou or deer; this
does not apply to the expansive or mushroom bullet, so called.
A bounty of
has been placed on wildin

possession

cats.

The commissioners may,

on

petition

of
the

nr more tax-payers, residents in
vicinity, adopt needful rules and regula-

ten

to
prevent the destruction
spavv ning beds of t rout or salmon.
tions

of

MEN WANTED
over nil V w Kngland to work for us selling
nur-< ry stock,
steady job, pay weekly, ex
pertenee not necessary, exclusive territory, out
lit I rec.
|iply at once.

HOMER N. CHASE & CO.. Auburn, Me.
IOO Main Street.
Mention this paper.

rivers

on

The American is this week enabled to

print

report

the

full.

in

It follows:

PRELIMINARY

RIVER,
IN

EXAMINATION OF UNION
ELLSWORTH,
HANCOCK COUNTY, MAINE.
NEAR THE CITY OF

United States Engineer Office, )
Portland, Me., Jan. 30, 1897. \
General: In accordance with instructions contained in your letter of June 16,
1896, I have the honor of submitting the

following report upon
examination

of

by
June 3,

river

for

the

preliminary
river, provided

the

Union
and

harbor

act

of

1896.

This river was improved in 1871-72 by
the removal of over 75,000 cubic yards of
mill waste, and more than 600 tons of
bowlders, ho as to give a safe and wellmarked channel with

depth

minimum

a

three feet at mean low water, or fifteen
feet at mean high water at a low stage of
t he river, and widt h of about 150 feet, at a

of

§29

cost of

lovingly

The

No

new

at

tliai

time

Plans

map

w

Total number of vessels.
Total registered tonnage.
Total number of entrances and clearances
Total tonnage for all entrances, etc

hen

<!'•

(5,4:17
iisj

47,OM
has been reported to me that the
practice of dumping mill waste in the

but I

apparently delayed any
improvement, has been stopped,
know of no State law forbidding it,
which has

not made to

above

the head of navigation

or

rivers

the trib-

navigable rivers, from which
the trouble now comes.
Union river is not alone in this respect,
for nearly all the rivers in this State on

I

which improvements are under way or
contemplated have been more or less injured from the deposit of mill waste, and
the same rule should be applied to all.
Should Union river be improved, it is
probable that appropriations will be
needed for maintenance. It is impracticable to state what this sum would be,
but it might approximate $10,000 per
In my opinion improvements
suspended on all rivers where

LOAV PRICES
ox

Ladies’ Cotton
UNDERAVEAR.

OutingFlannel
Extra

Quality,
^

per

should be

Draperies
#2.T5
per

pair.

Worth $3.50.

neighbor,

NOTES.

maturing

for

the

very attracdedication and

LESS THAN COST.

1

All New Goods.

April

[

SSlVfl'TT’TT’Q

fV»» additional

County News

see

other pages.

Dr. F. S. Herrick returned Saturday
from Portland.
Miss Lucy Jones, of West Brooksville, is
teaching at Haven.
Miss Musa B. Dollard begins school at
the Corner to-day.

The Bar Harbor high school base-ball
wishes to meet the E. H. S. team
in this city on Saturday, May 22.
School has been closed this week, to
allow those who have made up all their
lessons to rest a little before beginning
the hard work of the spring term, and to
give others a chance to make up back
work. It is no vacation for the teachers.

frog ponds were legislated on as in some
previous sessions.
Max Abram, who has occupied the Gott
store for the past year, is about to move
to Bluehill. We shall miss Max; he is a
genial, good fellow.
There was a special meeting of the lyThe Phillips boys are pushing their
on Wednesday afternoon to disceum
yacht right along. She is expected to be
last
from
business
of
the
suspended
pose
a fast one.
The master builder, George
term. President Frank H. Lowell was in
Tainter, has built some flyers.
the chair. The exercises included music
G. B. A.
April 12.
by Misses Knowlton and Allen; declamations by Misses Campbell, Goggins, Byrn, Sedgwick.
George W. Carter, of Pittsfield, is visitWhiting, Nancy Drummey, Bonsey,
Pratt, Foster; by Messrs. Allen Arm- ing friends in town.
strong, Hamor, Grows, Theodore HigW. H. Stanley and family are all gaingins and Rowe; papers by James Allen, ing in health, after quite a long illness.
Misses Hamor, McKenzie and Dyer; and
Daniel Preston has moved his family
This w’as on the
the regular debate.
from Brooklin into the Emery Dodge
action of the Euro-

Davis and Henry Higgins were appointed
committee to decide on the merits of
the arguments. They favored the negative. The school decided that the affirmairoo

some

for

an
no

ffort will be

he leaves

three

of

are

spared

to

made

make

this

more

successful than any of the preceding
fairs.
Contributions for the tables will be
gratefully received.
Dr. Atwater L. Douglass is having excellent success with his professional work
in Ellsworth.
His liar Harbor friends
are glad to know of this, for liar Harbor
isn’t old enough to have a very long list
of self-made men. Dr.
Douglass’ row has
not been an easy one to hoe, but he
has certainly “got there’’.—Bar Harbor

Record.

The Keeley Institute of the
of the Liquor and Morphine
North Conway, N. II.
Institute.—Advt.

at

East, for the cure
habits, is located

We have

no

branch

for

cine.

£a
Lj
mediIts great cures recorded in truthful,
no

oilier

convincing languageoi

—

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla

Is the best—in (act the One True Blood Purifier.

MOOd

|

j

cure liver ills; easy to
take, easy to operate. 25c.

r,.,,

HillS

S

jFinanctal.

BONDS?

WATER
TOWN OF

\

and

—

the lowest.

are

men

eczema, cures of rheumatism, neuralgia
and weak nerves, cures of dyspepsia, liver
troubles, catarrh cures which prove

MORANC’S.
His Prices

Xu

constitute its m. -t .ititive advertising. Many of these cures are marvelous. They have won the confidence of
the people; have given Hood’s Sarsaparilla the largest sales in the world, and
have made necessary for its manufacture
the greatest laboratory on earth. Hood’s
Sarsaparilla is known by the cures it has
made
cures of scrofula, salt rheum and
women,

When in doubt, buy at

a

years

MACHIAS, ME.,

A large portion of the following births,
$30,000 5 PER CENT. 20 YEARS
marriages and deaths are printed for the
FIRST MORTGAGE GOLD RONDS,
first time in The American. They will Deiinininat inn
each, dm* May 1, 1916.
Th'*
is limited to ? ">0,000. Mortgage
appear next week} or the week after, in
covers all property owned or acquired by the
our contemporaries.
The American is
company.
the only paper printed in the county
oinpatiy lias a twenty years’ contract with
■he town which nearly pays the interest on all
which systematically collects the vital' bond- i--ued.
ThD i- :t particularly choice bond. Price on
statistics of the county; the others sys- !
application.
tematically steal them.
----

__

II1TSOX

ifOGN.

SAl'XI)KltS,

15.

Investment
*'urrv, A

-on'.

a

pril S, to Rev and Mrs

\
COUSINS
KrookMn. \ pril 7. to Mr and Mrs
Ethel Maud.
Emery ('on-ins, a daughter,
At Eanioiiie, April 11, to Mr and Mr.L'dYEY
dames Covey, a son.

EDWARDS —At Salisbury (Dvr, \pril 7. t<>
Robert and Rebeci-a Wood Edwards, a son.
\t Tremont, April
FAIIUI.EY
to Mr and
Mrs William Fahuley, a son.

r»l

Itailronbs

Securities,

Street, Portland, Me.

Exchange

1-2

anb

Steamboats.

Maine Cenlmi
Local Time

Railroad.

Table— Oct.

4, 1896.

,V.

—

>

—

Owen Byrn, J. H. Higgins, E. F. Robinson, C. W. Mason and H. H. Harden.
The remains will be accompanied by his
family, by David Friend’s family, by M.
Gallert and by J. Waterman, of Bangor.
The funeral in Boston will be held on
Friday, and interment will be at Wakefield.

The store of Lewis Friend & Co. will be
until

morning of Saturday,

the

April 17.
so

desire

may

call

at

the

house and view the remains at any time
to-day after 9 a. m.
Wreck on Hucksport lirunch.
mixed freight and passenger train
the Bucksport branch, bound for Ban-

The
on

wrecked near South Orrington
The train
Wednesday afternoon.
consisted of three freight and a combinagor,
last

was

tion

car.

The freight car next the engine left
LT. H. Sherman has moved to his the track, throwing the two freight cars
new home, the “Powers” place.
following it from the rails. One of the
The
B. O. Dollard came from Ellsworth Sat- cars rolled down the embankment.
engine and the passenger and combinaurday. He reports bad travelling.
Fortion cars did not leave the track.
Mrs. Emma Sherman, who has passed
tunately the train was running slowly.
the winter abroad, returned home SaturThe road bed was badly torn up. The acday.
cident is supposed to have been caused by
do
some
slur
our
last
of
session
Why
the breaking of a truck on the first
much?
Not nearly as many
legislature so
frieght-car.

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES.

tipp

brothers:

closed

Victor.

12.

COUNTY NEWS.

of

resolution that the
pean powers in coercing Greece should receive condemnation. Miss Leah Friend
was the affirmative disputant, with Fred
Doyle and Martin Shute on |the opposite
side. Miss Hattie Mason, Miss Winnie

for

David,

Resides his cousin

I

Urooklln.
case

has been

Friends who

Cnion river, as
Congress lias appropriated for its improvement, knowing the conditions, it
has apparently determined the worthiness of the work.
Very respectfully, your obedient serA. N. Damrell,
vant,
Lieutenant-Colonel, Corps of Engineers.
To Brig. Gen. W. P. CRAIQHILL,
Chief of Engineers, U. S. A.

a

Ilalnian,

month, May 25, 2H

_

LADIES’

I. L.

being

arrangement of booths, and

member of the firm, and it is probable,
surviving partners will continue i
the business under the same firm name.
In
1866 Mr.
Friend married Sarah
Ruthharth, of New York. One child was
born to them -Rosa B., wife of Mr. Hal- BELCH Kit—A
E W Belcher,
man. 11 is \\ ife and daughter survive him. j

knew her.

largely attended.

team

,

aH who

Miss Nancy Hooper, of Franklin, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. C. A. Fullerton.
The meetings held in the school-house
Sunday afternoons and evenings are

and tributaries of the same, from which
the deposits are carried into the navi-

yard.

by

Thi.-> is

1

that I he

Mrs.

Chatto, of Bluehill, visited his
sister, Mrs. Hugh Duffy, last week.

are

gable waters.
In the particular

are

for.

cared

Carroll

supplemented by State
laws of similar character covering navigable rivers above the head of navigation
rivers

for

Mrs. Frauk Swett, who has been ill
with lung fever, is convalescent.

it is evident that the work consists in removal of
constantly recurring deposits of mill
waste or other rubbish, ui^il ;the United
States laws in regard to deposits in navi-

gable

Arrangements
elaborate

as

Jm|

Sarsaparilla,

by

annum.

I

name of Lewis Friend &
still the firm name, though a
junior partner, Mr. Friend’s son-in-law,

Co.

be

j

appar-

navigable

ently

cover

were

utaries of

C.

H

United States laws

fancy articles of needle-work
offered for sale, also choicelooked food, home-made candy, ice-cream
Did cake and flowers.

14, aged sixty
been ill since last

had

28.

in favor SXtfJEJ

Cures talk
of Hood’s

BAR HARBOR To BANGOR.
CUNY -At Deer isle, April 1", to Mr and MrM.
M
P. M.
Cliarles F (»ray, a son.
BA R H A RBOR.
10 MO.
3 MO
II \ MoR At Cranberry Isles, \ pril
to MiSorrento.
4 05
ami Mrs ticorge (i II *.mor a -on.
Sullivan.
4 40
EE\CII —At Penobscot, March 30, to Mr and
Nit. Desert Ferry.
11 20
1 00
5 15
Mrs Pearl I.earh, a son.
Waukeag, Sul. Fv. *11 25 *1 10 t5 21
Hancock..'. 11 28 1 15 5 24
MARTIN
\t llam-nek. A pril.7, to Mr and Mrs
M0
5 33
Franklin Road. 'll :ai
Alfred Martin, a daughter.
1 50
1 55
5 47
K BBS WORTH.
M’KINNoN
\t 'dn-ksport, April 1", t
Mr and ( Ell.-worth Falls.
li -4
2 to
5 52
I
Mrs Cowan R Me kinnoii, a son.
1
i. >•; *2 25 to 05
Nicolin
MADDOX -At Ruck-port, April 7, to Mr and ! Green Rake.-12 14 f2 45 |0 14
j and t i m her lands.
Mrs Mvin I* Maddox, a daughter.
12 22
! Bake House
tM 00 t<> 22
and Rev. Henry \V. Conley in the evenPI-71 TI Nt. I I. E— A t Walt ham, \ pril 0, to M r and
Kkitv’.-* Mill. 1 -1 !ii -:t OS *1125
Mr. Friend was a member of Lygonia
ing. There were large audiences at both I
-12 2'
.1 l.-i
II..Mi’ii
li 28
Mrs Albert IV-ttiiigill, a daughter.
lodge of Masons, of Acadia 1?. A. chapter, RnLF—At
: *7
:1 .70
tl 47
I'l’lioh.-ct-t .lunrtlon.
meetings.
Gouldsboro, April 7, to Mr ami Mrs Bangor, Ex. St. 12 55 4 (>5 6 55
and of Bangor council; of Lejok lodge,
II Rolf, a daughter.
<ieorge
! B A NGOR, M C..
1 tit)
I lu
7 00
On account of t he bad traveling there'
I. O.O. F.; of the Ancient Order of
ROBERTS—At IJrooklin, April 2, to Mr and
P. >1
A. M.
will be no mid-week service Hi North j
Mrs B\ ion II Roberts, a -on.
Leon Byron.]
M5.
1 40
United Workmen, of the Royal Arcanum, j
Portland.j 5*.* 20
5 58
s \ UNDER’'
Boston.!
Ellsworth. The preaching service next
\t Surry, April t, to Mr and Mrand of the Ellsworth board of trade. As
Fred K Niunder-, a son.
afternoon
also
will
be
omitted.
i
Sunday
an indication of bis fitness for positions
BANGOR TO BAll HARBOR.
SABINE— \t Aurora, April 1, to Mr and Mrs
The meeting at Hillside Friday evening ! of
M.
i*.
A. M.
trust, it may be mentioned that be; George Sabine, a -on.
Boston.
7 tit).
0 00
Ybl'NG
\t Hancock, March 2), to Mr and Mrs
will be of unusual interest. The general
belli the office of treasurer of Lygonia
P. M.
Arthur L Young, a daughter.
theme touches upon the subject of Pas- (
Portland. 11 00
12 50
lodge for twenty-four consecutive years,
A.
M. A. M.P. M.
sion Week.
A particularly interesting and at times had been treasurer of
every
MAItJtlKI).
t; 45
S 15
4 45
BANGOR.
Rev. lodge of which he was a member.
0 50
programme has been prepared.
8 25 4 50
Ex. St
Bangor,
CLEMENT-BRIDGES—At Penotiscot, April
»; 57
8 35
Penobscot -Junction.
4 57
David L. Yale will preach,and little Bertha
Brief masonic services will be held at
It), hy Rev George M Bailey, Miss f lora M
9 10 5 17
7 17
Holden.
Clement, to Merle II Bridges, both of Penob- Egerv’s Mill. t7 20 f9 15 t5 20
Joy will sing. The ladies’ quartette will the home at 4.30 this afternoon.
Rescot.
Hou-e. t7 23 j9 20 f5 23
Rake*
render some line music.
marks will be made
Judge John B. GREENLAW—EATON-At Deer Isle, April 3, Greet. Lake. t7 33 9 351 t5 31
Redman. The remains will be escorted
17 42 t9 50 f * 39
by Rev .1 S Richards, Miss Velma G Greenlaw, Nicolin
Ellsworth Falls.
7 55 10 10 5 52
of Deer Isle, to Theodore V Eaton, of Little
to the station by the masonic fraternities
MOUTH OK THE RIVER.
EBBS Worth.
8 00 10 35
5 57
Deer Isle.
and others, and then taken to Boston to TRACY—CARROLL—At Mt.
Franklin Road.: s 14 11 00 6 12
Desert, April 10, Hancock.
There was a dance at Eureka hall Wed- be laid beside those of friends who have
8 22 11 28
6 22
hy Rev F W Barker, Miss Viola B Tracy to
Waukeag, Sul. Fy. ?8 25 fll 35 t*» 25
.John Carroll, both of Tremont.
nesday evening.
Mt. Desert Ferry.
8 30 11 45 6 30
gone before. The bearers will be James
THURSTON—POWERS—At Sedgwick, April Sullivan.| 8 50
Chaney Sadler is recovering from a A. McGown, J. T. Cushman, A. W.
12, by Rev E S Drew, Miss Ella M Thurston, Sorrento...
9 20
of Sedgwick, to Capt E R Powers, of Boston.
severe attack of the grip.
BAR HARBOR.
9 55 12 45 7 15
Greely, S. K. Whiting, A. M. Hopkins,

U

and the

lie

K’-g’s

Plain and

will

Joseph,
Creston, Iowa;
j Jacob, of Fort Wayne, Ind.; and Simon,
and 27.
of Oppel, near Breslau, Germany.
Very attractive music lias been preMr. Friend was prominently identified
pared for the Easter service Sunday throughout his life in Ellsworth with its 1
night. The pastor will preach a sermon business and social life. He was largely
appropriate for the occasion.
interested in shipping and real estate; he i
was a director of the First national bank
“Sabbath Observance,” postponed from
from
its establishment; a large owner
last Sunday, will be delivered next Sunday morning. Mr. Hunt will meet bis [ and director in the Union Shoe Manufactbibie class at the close of the service.
uring Ci>., and a director in the Ellsworth
Rev. Salem D. Tow lie, of Bangor, oc- Savings and Loan association. In a small
he was also interested in lumbering
cupied the pulpit last Sunday morning, way

survey need be made.

ISM),

health

kind friend and

programmes at
conference for next

Unsuccessful efforts were made to ob! tain commercial statistics.
They are
in

was a

much luved

tive

is

as

was

CHURCH

apparently
good at this lime. ^I'lie plan for improvement proposed is, in my opinion, a good
one.
The estimated total cost. f-Jo.DO),
is approximately correct. The price per
cubic yard for dredging can be reduced
[ probably one-half, but the number of
! cubic yards that should be removed will
j be nearly or quite double.
submitted

failing

in

faithfully

and

Dunimin
and

My examination, made in 1800, showed
the conditions about a-* reported in 18MJ,
worse.

»nd

j

under the firm

years, and at last consumption
She had been
claimed lier as its victim.

improvement had been completely
destroyed by u new accumulation of

little

Daughters will hold n
iternry bnzur in Hancock hall on Tues1n.v and Wednesd.ay evenings, April 27

Wednesday, April

m.

three years,

some

vey made in 1889

a

a.

Monday.

The

LIFE.

Lewis hriend, for mure limn
forty yearn
a
leading citizen and merchant of 1311*died
worth,
at hi* home at the corner of
Oak and Church
street*, Ellsworth, at 4.15

i• o*«

Dunham had been

390 51.

only perhaps

Sunday.

Mrs. Charles Dunham passed away at
Mrs.
on Friday of last week.

examination made in 1SSS and surshowed that the previ-

An

Orlund

her home

further

CRASH
5

harbors and ordered printed.

at

HIS

LITERARY BAZAR.

ENDED—

MONTHS

Quinn, who has been employed j October.
in New Hampshire tlie past winter,
re-j Lewis
Friend was born in Pruska, Rusturned home Wednesday.
sia Poland, in 1834.
When a young man
Fred Sinclair, of Philadelphia, a former
‘he left his home for
London, where he I
Ellsworth boy, but who has been absent
learned the tailor’s trade. His real name'
for tlit* past sixteen years, is at home on a
was Kopidlovski, and it was while in
Lonshort visit.
don that he took and retained the
EngF. S. Holmes and family, with Mrs. lish
of
his name—Friend.
equivalent
Frank Holmes, jr., were called here last
In 185-1 he came to this
country, landing
week by the illness and death of Mrs. at
Boston, and remaining there about a
Holmes’ sister, Miss Mary A. Tourtelotte.
year. In 1855 he came to Ellsworth with
The Ellsworth Falls sewing circle is his brother Joseph, and they started in
about as an industrious and persevering a business under the firm name of
Joseph
body as is generally found. The net earn- Friend A Co., on Water street, in the
ings for the past year amount to about building now known as the Redman
|445.
building. I,ater they bought and moved
Miss Mary A. Tourtelotte died at the to the building on Main street now occuhome of her sister, Mrs. Charles Giles, on pied by Estey’s variety store. Here the
Tuesday of last week, at the age of sixty. business was conducted through tne variwere held
Funeral services
Thursday, ous changes in partnership until 1893,
when it was removed to its present locaKev. C. S. McLearn officiating.
Miss Bertha Flood has accepted a posi- tion in the Manning block.
When Joseph left for the West, Lewis
tion as teacher in one of the public
schools at Frankfort.
Miss Flood grad- continued the business in his own name
until he took into partnership his cousin
uated from the Castine normal school,
David, who came to Ellsworth in 1864,
class of ’95, and is well qualified to teach.

submitted it

and

!•

CAREER

FOR SIX

—SKETCH OF

Arthur

the secretary of war, through whom,
on March 18 last, it reached the House and

river,

AtujrrU'snnrnts.

:

on

to

probably about the same
they were as follows:

Atmcrtisrmrnts.

9

engineer, lias submitted his report
the preliminary exuninat ion of Union
river to the chief of engineers of the war

referred to tlie committee

grauduioi

USEFUL

HE WAS ILL

and driven by Kennedy
Fullerton dropped dead in the road here

ment

was

LONG AND

A horse owned

on

who in turn has

LOSES
ANOTHER
PROMINEN r CITIZEN.

Lewis
1 lias moved into the house
lately occupied by Mrs. Priscilla Conley.

Col. A. N. Dnmrell, of Port lain!, govern-

department,

r

!■

ous

so.

sold and the proceeds turned into the
Stated reasury for the benefit of the game
fu

|

of 1*

IS DEPOSITED.

WASTE

ELLSWORTH

j

Mrs. F. E. Cottle attended the funeral

ON

iJ&kvtiscincntss.

il)c King's Daughters.
[Tl:i department i-w.nduitd l»v the Nandii I land fire,le of the
kind's Daughters «»f Kllsvi-rtli
M.-:nl.|iiarters at Rooms IJaud Id .Mauling Hloek, Main street, Ellsworth.1
-■

wild

MILL

WHICH

IN

RIVERS

LEWIS FRIEND DEAD. I

Kev. S. |>. Towne was the guest of Mr.
Mrs. M. M. Moore last Sunday.

*225,000—

OPERATIONS

SUSPENDED

BE

SHOULD

Moore is visiting friends

<iouldshoro.

at

COST,

THINKS

ENGINEER

M'»s Florence

K1VER.

TOTAL

ESTIMATED

OF

DREDGING

THE

UNION

permits

to take eels and white fish with eel pots,
traps or nets, under such rules and regulations as they may establish.
The penalty for illegal killing of moose
or caribou is imprisonment not exceeding
four months; no fine.
Close time on moose and caribou is
from Dec. 1 to Oct. 1, n shortening of the
open season of one month.
Close time on white perch the same as
on trout and land-locked salmon, and the
number of pounds of these that may be
taken is the same, viz.:
twenty-five

limits of the

FAVORS

KAMjS.

—.—

J. O. Whitney is in New York this week
on business.

Moose

on

)
\

KMjSWmtTIf

ENGINEER S REPORT.

W. H. Wilson arrived home from BosSaturday. He has been employed in
the post-office there.
ton

On Friday the friends of W. H. Stanley
assembled at his home and fitted his
wood for him. He extends his warmest
thanks to them all.

tStop
BRIDGES—At Penobscot, April 10, Mrs Eliza
betli Bridges, aged 85 years.
DAVIS—At Deer Isle, April 11, Newel R Davis,
aged 2 years, 4 months, 7 days.
DUNHAM—At Ellsworth Falls, April 0, Louisa
T, wife of Charles Dunham, ageu 54 years.
FRIEND
At Ellsworth, April 14, Lewis
Friend, aged 63 years, 2 months, 3 days.
FARRELL—At Tremont, April 5, Foster Farrell, aged 14 years.
FRENCH—At Bucksport, April 7, Mrs Elizabeth French, aged 67 years, 26 days.
GRAY—At Stonlngton, April 4, Oliver Gray,
aged 47 years, 4 months, 14 days.
—

ball, aged 80 years, 4 months, lOdays.
LEACH—At Penobscot, April 6, John \V Leach,
aged 75 years.
LEACH—At Penobscot, April 6,William Leach,
aged 7S years.
MCCARTHY—At Ellsworth, April 9, Mrs Mary
McCarthy, widow of Charles McCarthy, aged
81 years, 9 months.
PETTENGILL— At Lamoine, April 13, Mrs
Phebe P Pettengill, aged so years, 0 months.
PIERCE—At North Sedgwick, April 11, Everett
Pierce, aged 5 years.
YARN CM—At Penobscot, April 7, Benjamin
Yarnum, aged 80 years.

higher

are no

Hepworth’s
hall next Saturday evening, April 17.
Music will be furnished by G. A. Joy’s
orchestra of three pieces.
a

dance at

now

that the

is in

place,

get

new

bridge

but you

at them a little

can

easier.

YOU’LL BE TICKLED
to

Wednesday, March 31
Otronto, Holt, Boston

Sunday, Apr 4

-*

onto that nice

new

at my store.

ARRIVED

Saturday, Apr 10

get

'can get for your money

2

Petrel, Bonsey, Rondout

Srh WpoIott AVtlw'+t

M

BOSTON AND BANCOR

Steamship Company.
Service Increased to Three

Trips

a

Week#

RETURNING.
From

days

at

Boston, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri-

5 00 p

m.

Rockland, Tuesdays, Thursdays ami
Saturdays at about) 5 00 a m, touching at inter
mediate landings.
From

Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
Austin, Gen’l Supt., Boston.

1897!

Hill, Gen’l Mgr., Boston.

BLUEHILL LINE.

1897.

Spring Arrangement.
Three

Trips Per Week.

you learn how much you

SAILED

Sch Nellie Grant, Dodge, Surry
Sch Lulu W Eppes, .Jordan, Portland
SAILED

M. P.

GEORGE F. EVANS,
Gen’l Manager.
BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag’t.

Calvin

bridge—it’s a daisy—but
will be
your feelings
to
the highest
wrought
of
satisfaction
when
point

Ellsworth Port.
ARRIVED

Sch Storm

F. E.

William H.

MARINE LIST.

Friday, Apr

M. P.

notice to Conductor.

Ellsworth, C. F. GREENE, Agent.

E. S. J.

There will be

or

These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Blue to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.
Passengers are requested to procure tickets
before entering the train, and especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
Tickets for All Points South and West
on sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office,

at my store

time.

Bar Harbor.

Sch

signal

Commencing Tuesday, April 13, 1897, steamer
“Mount Desert”, Capt. F. L. Wiuterbotham,
leaves Bar Harbor Tuesdays, Thursdays ami
Saturdays at 1 00 p m, touching at Seal Ifar
hor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor and
Green’s Landing, connecting at Rockland with
steamer “City ot Bangor” tor Boston.

GROCERIES

Mrs. Olive J. Phillips, for many years
proprietress of the Lake house, died
Tuesday of last week, aged seventy-two
years. She had been in failing health for
some

on

2U>bcrtisnitcnta.

Dedham.

house.

j

A.

I>IKI>.

No

charge

at

all

On and after Monday, April 12, one of the
this line will leave Ellsworth every

steamers ot

for

poetry.

Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 6 a. m., for
Bluehill, South Bluehill, Brooklln, Sedgwick,
Deer Isle (Northwest Harbor), 8argentville,
Little Deer Isle, Dark Harbor (fslesboro), arriving In Rockland to connect with steamers

and rail for Boston direct.

*

COUNTY NEWS.

COUNTY NEWS.
Fo- cchli'i

AV»/\s

•:',v

<

src

other

pages.

The American has subscribers at 706
of the 7 16 post-offices in Hancock county;
ers in the county comall the
;
bined do not reach so many. The AMERis

ICAN

only paper printed

th>

not

in

$Y»» additional

Xrtrs

County

see

!>**♦*

K1TTKHY

Martin, of Bluehill, was in
town last Thursday, on business.
J. i‘. Gordon is at present employing
forty men at his quarry in East frankA.

lin.

Ainli«*r«i

Rev. P. B. Smith has decided to build
Daniel Morey, of Rock la ml, is visiting
a house here.
It is expected that he will
his brother William.
on
the
foundation
as
soon
as
the
begin
| Capt. Winslow A. Gray and crew will
frost is out of the ground.
leave town next week.
J. P. Gordon is making ready to try
Dr. C. E. Wasgatt is having his new
and move the “haunted heath” from tlie

Del I a W oods, of Bangor, spent Sunday
in town.
i y has been on the sick list
F. O. S
for the past week.
W. H. Dunham left for Ellsworth to-day
serve as juryman.
Elijah Richardson is making some repairs on his residence.
George O. Anderson starts the “for-

to

ward’’ drive this week.
Mrs. U. S. Jordan and daughter have
Bangor for a few days.

been in

elected

has
The school committee
Mrs. W. J. Johnstan supervisor.

Hollis Rowe has gone to Brewer where
a situation.

he has obtained

is

Master Homer Silsby

visiting his

Bangor.

aunts in

E. R. Giles has recently purchased a
work horse for the bark-yard.
A. N. Jewett hag engaged G. B. Foster
to make

repairs

extensive

on

his

res-

idence.
Miss Gertie Jewett has returned home
an extended visit among friends in
Brewer.

from

Or

town

A

T

on

ATirrh

n

f

Rqnffiir

professional business

wn«

in

day

one

last week.
Mrs. R. W. Chick slipped on the ice a
short time ago and fractured her fore
arm.

She

injury

at

nearly

i*

recovered

from

the

this time.

Claude Clark will
where

for the

ifiove

soon

he

is

his

Rev.

family

Johnston

having

is

his

house

with Amherst
connected
water-works.
He also contemplates extensive improvements on his store and dwelling-house.
Pat.
April 12.

Guy

ar-

S.

Richards

is improving in
leaves

town

on

S.

There

committee

has

not

far as can be ascertained, come to any
conclusion as to where to build the schoolhouse. There are several good lots, but
it cannot seem to decide.

so

they

building

came

home

Msr. E. A.

Frank Bradbury met with an accident
while nmtviiig a Luaat on his qu«rr> a few
days ago. He was standing behind a tree
to which one of t he guys of the derrick
was fastened by a chain.
When the blast

Richardson is

on

Satur-

the sick

!:*»♦.

.*s

A. O. Gross

Rockland

in

was

a

few days

It

last week.
No mail

Friday because

on

The chain around the

knee, inflicting

Bradbury

a severe

below

the

wound.

The warmth of the April sun, and a
dose of ginger tea, started the machinery
of West Franklin's poet, and the following lines, which will be appreciated by
Franklinites, were ground out:
hedirchog had started north, but quickly
turned about,
And with an intellectual look, peculiar to his

The

race,
He said
"Now don’t

forget

carrj the dishes

to

out,
«>r

some one

April
South

else will

surely take your place.”
Ch’e’er.

12.

Deer Die.

Warren has been

C.

grip, but

is

very

ill with

improving.

i

|

Capt.
ton Sat

James

Staples

urday.

George Thomas leaves for his home in
Belfast Monday.

1

P. Spofford goes to Ellsworth next

E.

week to attend court.

W.

Garland,

,•

the public

at

that

library

who, from her

dress

and

thought might
of

one

the

upon the importance of every precaution against tuberculosis.
The report

says:
“Of

all the diseases propagated by infection, tuberculosis is by f«r the most
In this State
destructive.
pulmonary
tuberculosis destroys more Ilian 1,200 lives
The source of tlie infection
every year.
is two-fold, from tuberculous nii.mals to
and
uiHii,
nnot her.

is proper to

fast table.”

|

Charley Pority has opened a blacksmith
|
shop at J. W. Green’s old stand.

use

toothpicks

And thie

was

at the

in

a

sure

come

cows.”

It

Tnrifa.

\\as

of

the custom

break-

of all vessels

last

|

passing

in

out

to

1

want

a

for two. Waiter—Vil ze lady and
gentleman haf table d’hote or a la carte?
Happy Bridegroom (generous to a fault
but weak in French).—Bring us some of
both and put lots of gravy on ’em.
dinner

Arizona Al—Wal, what do you think of
that? Here’s Jim goin’ an gatin’ married! Chloride Charley—Wal, that’s tha
way of the world! Arizona Al—Bight
enough; but look at this, “No cards.”
That’s what comes of marry in’ inter a

pious family.

ZlSmtisniirnta.
news-

ions,

these

and

being

_

Happy Bridegroom—Waiter,

Biliousness

something
knows the

across

human

Many

McClure's Magazine.

to

one

from t hose which are t u m -minus.
children die in their earlier years from
various tubercular diseases tubercular
inflammat ion of the brain, consumption
of the bowels, etc. and it is now assumed
with much probability that the great
majority of these die from infection received in the milk
from tuberculous

by torpid liver, which prevents digestion and permits food to ferment and putrify In
tie* stomach. Then follow dizziness, headache,
H caused

Hood’s

peo-

ple to levy duties according to a fixed
scale, which they adopted and changed
from time to time, even a- much as we do
our own tariff laws, on the merchandise

Portland!

The pulp mill at Gilbertville burned
week, was one of ttie first ever built
Fred Green leaves for Boston Monday. I in Maine.
When Denison A Co. comHe will go on one of the Winthropsteam- menced manufacturing
Mepaper at
boats.
j chauic Falls, some thirty-five or

are

from

“The tuberculous of animals and human consumption are of the same nature.
From domestic animals tlo-re is danger of contracting the disease
by use
of tiesh, ami especially by t lie use of milk

about the tariff. Every one
meaning of the word tariff, but it is not
generally known where it originated.
It is of Moorish origin, and descended
to us from the time when the Moots
occupied a goodly part of Spain. In
t hose days t hey built h f<*rt to guard t he
Strait of Gibraltar, and they called it

apbe

cards

tn

Origin of “TarUT*.
Every day when we open our
\.d t'
.li'i-tt* di-cu

we

a

request for “The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table.” “Holmes' Autocrat do you
want?” politely asked the clerk.
“Oh,
I don’t care whose it is,” was the respouse. “I only wanted to find out if it

from Bos-

arrived

estate of

1 ba

pearance, the clerks
literary, wrote on

of bad

travplinp’.
guy, breaking it.
tree struck Mr.

t

was

woman

here

t he

During the past year Machias did more
building than any other town in Washington county, having erected more than
twenty new dwelling-houses, four large
business blocks, a new church, a new
opera house, besides having a number of
old buildings remodeled. Now the spring
of ’97 opens with the prospect of two
more new business blocks, a
new hotel

day.

toe the mark.

by

owned

was

I'uhereiilosls.

stress

before the close of his term, and being
and
much hurried, sat down at once
wrote to Secretary of War Poinsett, asking for the appointment of his neighbor’s
son.
He knew the boy’s name to be
Ulysses, and inferring that his middle
name was Simpson, so filled in the application and thus it stood when Ulysses
faced the adjutant.
He asked to have it changed, but was
told it was impossible without the consent of the secretary of war.
“Very well,” he said; “1 came here to
enter the military academy, and enter 1
shall. An initial more or less does not
matter.” He was known to the government t hereafter as lT. S. Grant.
Hamilton

H. Young. The loss is $10,000; insurance
$5,000. The furniture was owned by
Charles W. King whose loss is $2,000; no
insurance.

H.

_

trouble

Wednesday.

Mrs. Edward Greenlaw died Saturday.
She had been a great sufferer for a good

Rev. J. S. Richards

is

very narrow escape*; most of the
boarders lost their personal effects.
The

Downs”.

many months.
April 5.

been

James Marshall,
II. I
G.
Ulysses’s
cousin, went to help him carry the new
trunk home.
Ulysses looked at the big
glaring letters. “I won’t hav» that mi,
tic said. "It spells ‘hug ; the boys would
plague me about it.” And he there upon
shifted I is middle name, and became
Ulysses H. Grant, and so he went forth

several

Sunday.
Capt. E. T. Marshall left for Boston
Thursday to join schooner “W. E.

The night crew sawing staves at the
mill commenced work last week. The
mill is sawing heading, a new feature
here. W. McGown is sawing by
the
Ten thousthousand, and is a hustler.
and of staves in ten hours is nothing
unusual.
The crew is a boy crew but

capfrom Lewiston to

on

The minimi report of the State hoard of
health recently issued, lays considerable

between the Maine ! into t he world.
West
He registered at
Hoe’s Hotel,
Eastern Maine State fair
as
on the lit); h
of May,
“U. H.
associations. Both waul to hold their Point,
Grant,” and the same day reported to the
fairs the same week, and neither st
adjutant, George G. Waggaman, deposited
present seems inclined to give in. Eu- forty-eight dollars, and signed bis name
His name as reless an agreement is reached, the profits | Ulysses Hiram Grant.
ported from Washington, however, was
of each fair will be materially lessened.
U. S. Grant, and the error arose in this
The
St.
Croix Exchange, at Calais, way: The lion. Thomas Hamer received
the letter of Jesse (irant only the day
was burned last
There were

Mrs. Joseph Morey died of pneumonia
The funeral took place on
Thursday.

yet,

State Hoard of Health

State and the

Mr. Gordon usually moves
live I cottage painted in colors.
Hon. E. P. Spofford has arrived home
but ghosts are a little harder to
from the council chamber.
conquer.

The locating

secure

$20,000.

setts about

Scott and wife were in Rockland
last week.
S.

summer.

to

Brain trisl will cost t lie Enited
States over $10,000; the bill of the stenoThe Lizzie
grapher alone is $2,200.
Borden trial cost the state of Massachu-

men,

C.
son

J.

made

S.
Hecame l
West Point, Grant

for

Hiram Ulysses or H. Ulysses
The young traveller required a
local
trunk, and Thomas Walker, a
“genius”, was the man to make it. He
did ho, and, to finish it off. he traced on
the cover, in big brass tacks, the initials
hid

The

mill.

Seawall.

Mrs. H. W. Cleveland and
rived from Boston Saturday.

Howard

llow Grant
to the start

((irant.

ital for an electric road
Mechanic Falls ami Oxford.

Monday.

be employed

to

H.

being

An effort is

health.

shop.

West

A. N. Jewett was absent a few days last
week on business in Bangor and Brewer.
He was detained there sometime by meeting an old acquaintance, M. La Grippe.
W. J.

Clarence Morse is getting lumber ready
build an addition to his blacksmith

to Sullivan

Winnowing* of News,
Novelty an<l Nonsense.
A patent lias been granted to P. W.
Sawyer, of Gray, for a railway flag-signal.

Mrs. A. O. Gross is quite ill with the

Han cor-V co" '-';, and has never claimed to
be, but it is the o"ly paper that can properly be caiied a CorntY paper: all the
I'he circularestar mert !y local papers.
tion of'Y'!F American, barring the Bar
>>•
summer list, is larger
Harbo‘
than that of nil the other papers printed
in Hancoc :
unty.

to

Week's

One

Carrie E. Marshall is ill with rheumatic
fever.

grip.
George

I

t'AlilUOT.

TO

Up

Mrs. Willis Haskell arrived here Saturday.

\V«*»1 Franklin.

George

Isle.

Mrs. Libby is ill with the grip.
C. \V. Bryant arrived home last week.

other pagen.

of

ins >mma. nervousness, and,
if 11* *t relieved, bilious fever
or blood poisoning.
Hood's
Pills stimulate the stomach,
rouse the liver, cure le ad i**be. dizziness, constipation. et»\ •j.’i rents. s.-M t.y nil druggists.
The only Pills to take with Mood s Sarsaparilla.

the

Mediterranean. They claimed the right
by virtue of strength, and fur years
netted a rich income.
Harper's Round
Table.

forty

(ftolb Dust.

Dr. II. L. Hart has opened his dental I years ago, they found in the course of
in Gross A Spofford's hall. He is a
fifteen years that they were using up the
graduate of the Philadelphia dental col- available supply of paper stock all too
lege.
rapidly. For h time they made use of
straw. Gut when the feasibility of using
H.
April 12.
wood pulp was established, the Denisons
were among the first to make use of the
ttlueliill.
idea.
Judge Chase was in Bangor last week.

parlors

FT

The funeral of Charles Gray, of StonHenry Spurling has gone to Gloucester, ington, took place Wednesday. He had
Alex McIntosh, an employee
Pension has been re-issued to James
in
the
to join Capt. Harnor, with whom he is
been ill for a long time with consumpR. Long.
mill of the Penobscot Cnemicai Fibre Co.
going south after mackerel.
tion.
5.
Dolly,
April
j
Rev. Mr. Hayes left for a trip through at Great Works, met a horrible death
The friends of George H. Howard are
Thursday afternoon. There was somethe South and West.
to
learn
Stmcrtisnnrnts.
that
his
health
is
pleased
steadily
thing tlie matter with one of the water
F. Eveleth and Miss Nellie Eveleth
J.
and
that
he
has
been able to
improving,
wheels, and McIntosh was sent down
be

out

of

doors

once

or

twice

on

flue

went to

The operetta

given

1 i

iC

of the

thoughts

thrifty

housekeeper naturally
properly turn

and

to

Miss Grace Morris has returned to her
duties in Boston.
Schooner
“Superb”, Capt.
lauded freight here Wednesday.

AND

■

agents of that cele-

brated

New York

facturer, Alfred
and

Peats,

fine

papers, with

Furnished

prices.

in person

plication.

on

ap-

or

by

mail.

Choice lines of

PAINTS and OILS.
for

"Eagle"

the

lead.

We have

a

famous

Romer,

into the wheel pit

for

from

Martin is home from the Bangor
high school for a two weeks’ vacation.

stood

in town last

week

with

cargo of

a

fish.

ground

wick last week.

top

of

fix

it; the

cover

the

w

water

taken
McIntosh

was

the wheel.

the face of

to

crushed.

antiquarian supper will be served
the Baptist chapel Thursday evening

An

from 6.30 to 8

the
on

to

the

heel

and

sup-

caught in the cogs of the wheel and instantly killed. One arm and leg were

John Phillips, who has been at home
for a short visit, returned to New Bruns-

at

off and

posed that he was safe from any injury.
Tilt- v\ >
i\a^
!i ,.t
supj-c-ed lu b
entirely off. The pinions in the wheel
were loose, and while the man was standing on the face of the wheel, it started.
Before he could save himself, he was

ML:.' .lattie Fairbanks, of Boston, is visiting her mother, Mrs. Joshua Candage.
Capt. Robinson, of Outer Long Island,
was

shut

whs

Fred

pieces

McIntosh

and

the

was

head

were

sixty-five

years

of age.
Some
interesting reminiscences of
coasting were told the other day in Bangor. Capt. A. P. Ycazie referred to a man
who had made 4M7 trips to Boston from
Winterport and along the coast of Maine.
He is Capt. George Crockett of the good
schooner “Emma W. Day”. Capt. Crock-

o’clock.

Congregational sociable last week
was entertained
by Misses Carrie and
Cora Dodge, assisted by Mrs. D. W. Bunker.
It was a very enjoyable time.
K.
April 12.
The

Only

from out of town were Miss
Linnie
Hainor and Miss Carrie Wiggin, of West
Eden, and Redman Stover, of Indian
Point.

April

Pross.

5.

Morgan's Bay.
Miss Maud Ray, of Somesville, is visiting at Capt. William Webber’s.
Mrs. Hollis Gray is visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Candage.

Capt. S. Whitcomb Cousins is getting
ready to repair schooner “Gold Hunter”.
Schooner “Cottage”,
Capt.
Harvey
Long, is undergoing repairs at Carter’s
dock.
William Webber is calker; S. W.
Cousins, carpenter.
Messrs. Candage and Leach arrived
from Milbridge Thursday with their
Bchooner, “G. W. Reed”. Neither of them
ever saw Baker’s Island light before, but
they were their own pilots.
Kit.
April 5.
Baker's Island.

The people of this island have been enjoying excellent health all winter, bat
few sets left of now the wave of grip which has swept

the communities near has reached
the island.
Light-keeper Howard Robbins and his wife are ill with the grip.
School closed April 2, Mary A. Carroll
teacher. There have been two terms of
ten weeks each this winter, ninety-eight
days in all. Gerald Stanley and Leona
H. Gilley have not missed one-half a day,
and have made decided improvement in
studies. The school had prepared an entertainment on the evening of the last day
of school, but on account of the illness of
bo

many this

was

postponed.

April 3.

Amy.
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THE
Chic**?0'

What Wore Can be Asked?
on trying it.
largest package—greatest economy.
N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,

your grocer for it, and insist
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yachtsmen are getting an early
Samuel Lowe and Nathan Lowe, of
North Deer Isle, left home March
to
join the yacht “Calypso” in Boston. E.
Burrill Torrey left for New York to go
in yacht “Sapphire”.
Capt. George T.
Lowe and Bradford Torrey went to Boston to go in yacht “Fomosa”.
M. L.
April 5.

HOT WATER

HEATING
APPARATUS.

lludll

-AT-

ELDRIOGE’S.
Crockery H
In

LJERE’S

teen hours.

11
ilburrtisnnrnts.

v

irl**t v.

OPPORTUNITY

BOYS AND GIRLS s«;Sri

MODEL A, 1897

j

FIFTY CENTS

These popular wheels have the patent three-hall
hearings
carry full guarantee of the American Waltham Co
Waltham. Mass.: Western Salesroom i6s Ma lison Street’
Chicago 111 (where the wheels mav he examined at any
the fi.ve Persons sending tiie five
longest lists of
T
KNGI.ISH
words, formed from the six letters in the name
of the popu^r magazine
THK OWL." by MAY 1S
The
Owl
Co.
1897,
will send one of these suPublishing
perb bicycles. Use no letter twice in the same word and
omit proper names and
abbreviations. To enter contest
must
subscribe
for
you
THK OWL" for one year. Price
50 cents. Remit by P. O
Money Order, ortwo-cent
and

and

U*g5:> J®

George Trundy left
yachts.
Stonington were here

their

The select men of

Thursday taking

the

stamps’

valuation.

SICK HEADACHE

F. E. Webb sold a bicycle Thursday to
Miss Susie M. Haskell, of Deer Isle.
John Gross has taken up his lobster
traps and chartered his boat to A. V.
Webb for the summer.
He will go

Positively

cured by theso
Little Pills.

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

yachting.
Willis Crockett, Susan Swett, Winfield
Hatch and wife, who came home to
attend the funeral of their mother, left
for their homes on Monday’s boat.
F. E. W.
April 3.

TRY
GRAIN-0!
Ask
Grocer

TRY GRAIN-0!
to show

your
to-day
you a package of GRAIN'-O, the new food drluk that takes
the place of coffee. The children
may rlrlnk
it without Injury as well as the. adult. All who
try it, like it. GR4.INO ha^ that rich seal
brown of Mocha or Java, but it is made from
pure grains, and the most delicate stomach receives it without distress.
the price of coffee
15c. and 25 cts. per package. Sold by all
grocers.

S’

YOUR

For

Lewis Sullivan and wife are visiting his
parents.
Charlie L. Webb sold his bicycle to W.
B. Smith Thursday.

A

*r-* it

$100 WALTHAM “COMET” BICYCLF,

Oceanville.

Billings Dow’
Monday to join

Jjfts

-AND-

Capt.
Lansil in the schooner “Aurora” in nine-

The

start.

Philadelphia.

GOLD CLARION RANGES

is one of the oldest mariners on the
Penobscot river. He formerly ran on the
packet line between Winterport and Bos-

was the
Lowe last

York,Boston,

Slibtrtiatmcnta.

ett
The Reach (Deer Isle).
Frank S. Torrey, of Brooklin,

guest of Mr. and Mrs.

over

flinco finp

brighter

gone, and we are looking
times and better days.
is

Guy Parker, of the U. S. steamer “En- week.
carrying grain between Portland and
terprise”, is at home on a vacation.
Capt. Nelson Torrey, who was pros- Winterport and Boston. The “Emma W.
Capt. Lunt, of the schooner “George H. trated by the bursting of an artery in his Day” is considered to be one of the fastest
Mills”, is stopping at his home at West right arm last January, is in very feeble sailing vessels that comes into the PenobTremont on account of illness, while health.
scot bay.
J. B. Hat horn, proprietor of
Capt. Charles Stanley, of Manset, goes a
Hathorn’s ship-yard, said that when he
Arthur Campbell has had his new boat
was nineteen years of age he sailed from
trip in the vessel.
hauled down to his wharf preparatory to
Bangor to Boston on schooner “South
Friday evening the Baptist society held putting in the machinery. He expects to Shore” and returned in five days, and
an ice-cream sale at the
went through the three bridges in Boston
have her ready for the season’s business
parsonage. It
harbor.
He said that be also made a trip
was a very pleasant time.
Those present in May.
from Boston to Bangor with
Charles

manu-

have his books of

we

samples,

Ask

Ego.

MmiKet

PAPER
are

Presiding Elder Norton held t he quarterly conference meetings here and at Stoniugton Wednesday, April 7. There was a
general expression of satisfaction with
Mr. Folsom, and it is hoped that he will
remain another year, though he wished
to take leave in the fall to give more time
to his studies. A canvass of the place
was made during the week to see what
was the outlook for the next year’ssalary,
subscriptions being solicited for that
purpose.
April 9.

WALL

We

was

at

struction in the schools.

SPRING
the

"The Three Bears*’

Stonington Tuesday evening,
and was spoken of very highly hy those
Proceeds for musical inattending.

nr i_s

Boston last week.

The ice

days.

PATENTS.

Do the Hood’s

<

~

Sarsaparilla, Royal

Baking Powder, Pears’ Soap
Beecham’s Pills people

stop advertising

to

or

ever

see

whether it “pays”
Not a bit of it.

Caveats, and Trade Marks obtained and a Patent business conducted for Moderate Fees.
Our office Is opposite U. S. Patent Office. We
have no sub-agencies, all business direct, hence
can t ran sac patent business in less time and at
LESS COST than those remote from Washington.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip
tlon. We advise, If patentable or not, free of
r.harire. Our fee not due till patent Is secured.
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certain poor

CONNKLLY.

[Copyright, t 07, by the Author.]
General Ok.* Gecleonoff was a hugoold
His 1
!y was immense, his limbs
man.
were tr< .m minus, and his head—with its
hirsute wealth of grayish hair, big beard
and great mustache—seemed simply vast,
fie was so large that, cv« n at a distance,
people Mt a smsat ion of l>cing jostled if
ho was In sight. When he conversed, the
windows rat. .si; when bo sneezed peoplo
afar off exeluimed ‘‘God bless us!” and
when be snored remote neighbors who
knew not the cause of that awful sound
loaded guns and wit up all night. In
short, nature bad evidently made him to
bo a governor, and the czar, in recognition
of his long and gallant service in the
army, appointed him to ride over the province of Kabarda. He was styled general
because that was bis last rank in the army,
and indeed he looked as if he never had
boon anything else, as If he had lxen born

1

general.

Few if any persons ventured to affirm
Hut General
that Kabarda was not dull.
GedeonolT did not complain of It. He cared
for
social
had
life,
distractions
of
nothing
hU own and probably would have been
contented in any place whore ho could bo
governor. And he was a pretty good gov-

.1

Vinnr

fnr*

“IS UK
t<> do any

ho

A

never

f

FRA IP?”
wont out

of the way

knowinrrly in 1 is ofliwas really kind hearted.

C'al eap.'.oi'y. ai:d
w
that heconfhh d too ini1! only f
« f
fnet.'um n n:< d Boris
]
.:!y in a
l to him
t
too
*’
n w-h aThat, le•••-•ever, is one of
f’ «we t!
’.
T--h rid t’
i-\en
? oily, as th
«” 1 in t! is ir.sfaneo
very
■
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finely.

v

fln.l

flemanded, low
mg

over

always

Ft.

Ft ear, while still bend
“Will you be my wife?”
;.t

THE
WHEN

“MERCY!

••YOU NEED NOT FEAIi A MAN WHO LOVE?
VOD.”
encourage her, he said in tender tones that
could not have been heard farther than
across the street:
“Come in, dear child. My heart always
answers ‘Yes’ to your eyes before your
tongue has time to ask.”
“You are very good to me, dear father,
but X have never before had to come to yon
with anything like this.”
"No, I believe not,” ho replied knowingly, “but some time It comes to every
1

have

The last glorious chords of the triumphal
Eastir matin music floated away over the
heads of the congregation crowding the
church. Worshipers exchanged the “kiss
of peace” and t lie salutation “Christ is,
risen!” Candles lighted at those upon the I
altar spread their flame to others until
every when1 were the twinkling lights. The
priest bestowr d his blessing upon the cakes
offered by the devout. The joyous turbulence prevail d which distinguishes tho
observance o'" this the greatest festival of i
the Greek church.
Threading Bis way through tho throng,
fursing in ? is heart thoso who detained
him at every step with their salutes. Boris
Razin sought Natalia. At length he !
found her, m t before the altar, but near
the door, going out.
“Christ i<- risen!” he proclaimed, placfore her.
ing himself
“He is risen!” she responded, submitting with asMuhh r to his “kiss of peace.”
“Natalia, what is your answer?” he
■

|

MADE

receive p

to ‘ne:

over

as

preservatives

LADIES

CO YOU KNOST

ej:j. s-elix le nsuN’s

Steel | Pennyroyal Treatment
is the original and only FRENCH,

safe and reliabl. care on the marent Ly mail.
ket. Price, fl.nv
Gnnnlr« sold onlv by
Address C. A. FOWLER & CO. Druggists,
Soto Agents. BANGOR. ME.
*

MADE
ME A MAN
AJAX TABLETS

POSITIVELY CURE

A

JLTj JVcrvoua Macaw.•*—Fulling Mem*
ory, Imijotency, Klee;lo«.net*:), etc., caused
by Abuao or other Excesses ana Indiscretions,
T7*cy quickly and aurelu
restore Lost Vitality in old cr young, and
fit a man for study, bm-iness cr nm triage.

Prevent Insanity and

..

if

Consumption

t—
in tune.
Their use shows immediate improvement and effects a CURE where all other fuil
Insist upon having the genuine Ajax Tablets.
They
hnve cured thousands and will cum you. We give a positive written gnarnntee to effect a
n
In
(OVO
Cf-}
each case or refund the money. Price *#*7 w I wiper
package; or six pkges (full treatment) for f2.60. By
<
in
mail,
plain wrapper. nj>on receipt of price. lrcular

,reeAJAX REMEDY CO.,
For Hale In
George A.

7V^Zllu’

Ellsworth, Me., by
Pakchkk, Druggist.

Kellef in Six Hours.
Distressing Kidney and Bladder diseases relieved In nix hours by the "New Great South
American Kidney Cure.” This new remedy
in n great surprise on Hccoui.t vi i(- exceeding
in relieving pain in the bladder,
promptness
kidney*, back and every part of tin* urinary
passages in male and female, it relieves retention of water and pain in passing it almost
immediately. If you want quick relief and cure
this is your remedy. Sold by S. D. WlGGIN,
Druggist, KllBworth, Maine.
T. F. Anthony, ex-Postmastcr of Promise
City, Iowa, uays: "I bought one bottle of
‘Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism, and two doses
of it did me more good than a.... .r.edioino 1 ever
took.” Sold by S. D. Wiggin. druggist, Ellsworth.

Rheumatism Cured in a Day.
"MYSTIC CURE" for Rheumatism and NeuI, action
<«.«\
ralgia radically cures in 1 to
upon the system is remarkable and mysterious.
It removes at once tlie cause, ami ti.Y- disease
immediately disappears. T1 >■ r.i -:
greatly
benefits. 75 cents. Sold by s
J>. Wiogin,
•>

driiiririst.

Ellsworth.
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the support of the poor,during
:ing year,
and has made ample provision lor im.-ir support,
lie therefore forbids ali pei>
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to
on
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without
supplies
any pauper
his written order, he will pay lor no goods so
furnished.
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case

Kaster

refectory
might he, to

selves from tin-

or the dormitory,
their lectures and
the bell being de-

prayers, this usage of
rived from the ancient Romans, who were
summoned to their public baths by these
little t iiitiimalnilator-, and they were used
in their public processions {is well.
Ob- I
serving t hei r gnat eonvenit tier and not i ng
further the gnat earrying power of their |
tones. HUliop Panlinus cone-, ived the idea
of utilizing tin-* u'feetive instrument of
sound ton., iy the monks and the neighboring \vor>hij cps at tin* -brine of St. Felix
of the times lor holding the church serv-

ice.
It seemed to him a more appropriate ns
well as ;i luofi- orderly call t o prayer th.tfi
many of tin rude method-' then in vogue

is

one

of

he movable feasts
d not fixt tl to
• Me
part icular day
-ik
Christmas,

K

j

j

i■.r day mo\es
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.ward or for\\ ;rd a«- >rdiiv.: as
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In tin ; rayt r i ook of the E iglish church
the 1 Towing i given as ;■ »•..!«• i..
Ea-i«-r (lav is always the lir.-t
Ea.sr.-r:
after the full
Sin
!
:• 1 !i>‘ “1st day of
!i.
Upon
H I! t io.m li.ap; >n upon a Sun
am! if t !
’i
r.'
is !u‘Sumlay a:
v."
day lv:
About t!ie y*vir A. 1). 1 As a c -•«!!*,iv.-rs-y
to tlm date of Easier wlii* h ili\ iti* <1
arose a
ail Christendom.
This difference arn-r
originally between the churehos of A-in
t lien so called churches of
Minor anil
the w.
the: inner insisting on k".-pirg
the suae day as the Jews kepi
Ea
Toward the end of the
their Passover.
ceuiury the dRcii-.-ion became so violent
tlait \ i- tor, the hisliop of Home, issued
>he eanon decreeing that “if any
in a;
■■

1

as

governor,
your union

Hoarding House.

motives of economy, as you insinuate, i
but because of their appropriateness to the
from

7

season.

“You rnn’t convince me, madam, that j
THE BAPTISM OF THE BELL,
last Easter's eggs are appropriate this
Easter's dinner.
That’s all I’m kicking among the various branches of tho church,
l’hese included, for instance, private notiabout.”
fication, the strident vociferation of the
town crier, the striking of a hammer on a
Oh v inns.
of metal, the beating of gongs or
‘‘Do you believe, Mr. Jones, that the piece
cymbals, or the 1 lasts of tho trumpet after
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“Believe it?
I know it.
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Was it in Palestine day.
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of his estate, will be held at a court
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Many times have thoughtful godly work and the first Easter bell. of insolvency to be holden it :'. probate
Christians asked themselves this same Though it rests largely on oral tradition, court room in Ellsworth, on the o:,e..mh day
of April, a. d. 18y7, at ten o'clock in the foreand
great is the number who there is much strong presumptive evidence noon.
question,
would lie glad to know the answer.
To to support it. The name of his city, Nola,
Given under my hand the date first above
Wiliuam B. Una,ins,
learn it we must take a look backward for example, is the name given to a small written.
t th
court of
bell attached to tbio neck of a dog, the foot Deputy Sheriff, as Messeugci
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insolvenev for said count v of Hancock.
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bishop of Nola, hut also the abbot of a ity than that which proclaims Bishop bolt driven in the ground \* t h hears north
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flourishing community of monks, monastic Paulinus the discoverer of the church bell. eighty-three degrees and thi;
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E. W. Potter.
handed down to us both by history and In the near future.
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tradition.
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An Easter Controversy.
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And now, my children,
friend and father, 1 give to
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—IIOW IT REVOLUTIONIZED CHURCH

when the candles are lighted and the
priest blcs-vs the cakes. Then and there
In the h<dy presence you will promise to
If you do not, you know
be my wife.
Two men sprang forward and seized
what I shall do.
Boris. Ho howled, but ventured no resist“1 do not.”
From one of his pockets they dragance.
I shall send Feodor Danilov to Siberia.
“1 do not believe you. You cannot. He ged a tract.
General GedeonofT looked it over and
The governor will
Is guilty «if nothing.
rumbled:
Hail. Brutus!’ Aline title;
not condemn him without reason.”
nihilistic
literature if there ever was any;
‘‘The govern-ir! 1 can wind him about
with
it
in possession. Now, Boris,
Reason
sufficient
will
be
caught
my finger.
I’m sure you’ll go to Siberia.”
found.
Tlu* w retched schemer w as overwhelmed.
“1 shall go to the general and tell him
It would do him no good to explain that
all.”
“It would do you no good. I shall sim- he meant to slip that damning little sheet
ply whisper to him that Feodor is a nihil- into Feodor’s poeket to insure his conviction. The question would still remain
ist and slmw >"ine proof I have ready.
Then, pfwit, .nr little brother Feodor will j where he got it, and he feared his purThen that
And it will be you pose would not be approved.
go ti> m! eria for lif*\
who have m nr him there by refusing me.” witchcraft recurred to his memory and
crushed
him.
He
in
The girl biir-t into tears, and he glided
wept
despair, for lie
away, turning back at the door to hiss to knew' himself doomed.
But one pleaded for him. Natalia knelt
her, “Keun iober at Faster matins you
before the governor and prayed.
“Oh,
1'n sinting himself
save or rum Feodor.”
in the governor's study for orders, as was your excellency! He will repent and sin
his daily duty, Boris found there his mas- no more! l’ardon him this lime!”
“No,” answered the old man sternly.
ter ami Mai ia, who frequently served os
“He who 1
tho general's •« mfulential amanuensis. She
rays justice and plots to ruin
another lyjirjurvis even a more infawas writing, and the general made him a
sign to wait a moment. In a few mo- mous wretch than a nihilist. This time I
shall lie sure of sending to .Siberia one who
ments she stopped and gave to the old man
lake him away. There!
lie read it over, ! belongs there,
what she had written,
Now
he is gone, don’t talk about him any
smih d. put it. in an envelope, which he se- j
cured by a great ldob of wax stamped with more. Let me get the taste of him out of
his own seal and then gave it to Boris, | my miml. Come in, Vladimir, and stand
Baying pleasantly, “Keep this carefully there beside Maria. And you, Natalia,
and bring it to me tomorrow after the put yourself by your lover, Feodor, on this
side, that 1 may have you all paired before
Faster matin service.”
**•*••

BEGAN

THE KI1S.ST CHURCH BELL EVER

“I never said anything of the sort. I
She has been lying
that I did not.
And he pointed at Natalia.
about me.
“She has not until just now said a
word."
“I heard you,” interpolated Maria.
“Your excellency is mistaken,” stammered Boris, beginning to feel frightened.
“No. She is not, miscreant!” thundered
i myself heard you.
Your
the general.
words were written down as you uttered
them. Open that envelope which you saw
sealed a minute after you left Natalia and
have had ever since. Read.”
Boris was so terrified that he did not.
even notice several persons entering the
His trembling fingers
room behind him.
tore open the envelope, and he hastily
scanned the sheet it inclosed. “It is witchhe shrieked.
Have
craft!”
“Mercy!
mercy!” and dropped upon his knees.
“Oh, yes! The merciful deserve mercy,”
boomed the general deliberately. “1 shall
not have you knouted, and that is concedBut I think
ing more than you deserve.

mercy!”

EASTER HELLS.
THEY

some er-

vcntor thereof, did all Le could to encourage tlieir adoption.
It was probably not a greet while thereafter that the. custom of baptizing church
bells originated. This process, according
to n high authority, includes “naming,
anointing, sprinkling, rolling, spoilsoria 1
engagements and every initiative accompaniment which marks the admission of ,
rational beings into the gospel. Nut that j
bells, say the advocates of this system, are ;
baptized for the lvmisson of sins, but that

INSPIRING MESSAGES.
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among the good people of Nola in those
placid times and fancy the congregation
of St. Felix, in picturesque garb and sandaled feet, wending their way to their
church, guided by the clanging reverbations of that wondrous bell, which rang
out its Easter roundelay on the plains of
Campania nearly 1,600 years ago. In those
days it must have seemed as marvelous to
them as the telephone did to us.
Truly that was a momentous Easter,
and the excellent prelate’s new departure
was destined to have farreaching consequences. of which his sincere and single
minded soul could never have had the remotest conception.
Without specially intending it he had developed the best method yet discovered for signaling by sound
for long distances, a discovery that could
bo applied to all manner of uses in the
practical affairs of life. From Nola the
use of church bells soon spread over Christendom, and at the beginning of the sev-

■

Tho pen r ''s distractions, to which nl1
u nv ile, w. re.
lusimi 1
he persuadedhimsilfm
nti??e. Asr\> rybndv knows,
tho new
i’ll--ia
; r.; itted to
e n- \vs, ami
a- -ddfirr
publish :T
-v
w* ok 1r»
onetha’
Hr. Peters-rmr
to
of
K;:'
arda pave
burg
much of i?~ s- we to peiemUlo rxj>«*riI’mhrt:
ments.
head of “Kleefricity”
it tang’ “1 w (o m lire a battery with n
shaving mug and a v> rv little flowerpot;”
t
under” A
“howtomakenn zFolian harp with th--..ds in a window,” under
to make crystals of
“how
“Chemistry,”
rock salt;” under “Natural Philosophy,”
“how to balance a fork on the edge of a
wineglass;” under“Magic,” “howto cook
an omelet in a hat,” and so on.
And
the old general amused himself hv doing
All tl iosc thir us. The one that pleased him
most was
how to reproduce Dionysius’
ear.” It cost him a good many rubles to
fix up a pretty little room so that he, at
his desk in another apartment 50 feet
Away, would hear even a whisper in that
rcpr< duction of the fabled chamber of the
Syracusan tyrant. Luckily he kept the
knowledge of his triumph to himself and
the one person who aided him, his charming adopted daughter Maria, the child of
his friend Colonel Karatevnik, who, dying
In his arms on the battlefield, bequeathed
her to his care.
Only one thing troubled the good general—he vehemently suspected his nephew,
Vladimir, and Maria of contemplating
marriage, b> which he would have offered
no objection had they asked his permission
before falling in love with each other, but.
which stirred all his antagonism when he
deemed they had ignored him.
“If such important matters,” he said to
himself, “are to l»e settled in my own
household without my consent or even
knowledge, God knows into what disorder
and riot the rest of the province may plunge
without even a thought of me. It will be
quite forgotten that I am governor.”
And he grew exceedingly impatient, for
the time was short for a certain programme
ho had outlined to himself.
“My dignity,” he reflected, “will not
I must seem
permit me to ask questions.
to discover the situation by accident. Then
I shall be furious and punish them by a
little wholesome terror—she of being sent
to her agonizing cat of an aunt., he of being 8hipp< d off f.ir a year’s journey. But
at our Faster Sunday b ast 1 will forgive
them and announce the lx trotlml.
Yes,
but it is Good Friday already, and I know
of
the
nothing yet
affair—ofliriaily.”
Just then Maria ] oked her pr* tty head
in at the floor of his study, whore ho sat
smoking, and said timidly and Iw.-i'alingly, “May I talk a littl* to you, dear father,
of something j rivate?”
“Aha,” he thought, "tho sweet child
comes to confess.
I shall be good to her.
Now I will not even shako at h< r that
grisly terror, Aunt Anastasia.” Aud, to
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Inf.

set up in its place, and right royally
serve its purpose.
One can easily
imagine the flutter of excitcynent it caused
was

did it

“Never,” she answered so emphatically
that those near bv turned to look at "her.
“Wo go the same way,” he said, with a
ferocious smile;, and placed himself at her
with the governor.”
Bide. “I have busier
They walked to;; ther, he threatening as
•
•«••••
usual, she In silence, wot,(b ring why Fen.
Bor's Karin glbc'd Filthily along the dor did notrppear and fearing he would.
convk r.
; 111 el.. 1 doors, peeping
When tie y i. aeF d the governor's s:ucly,
until h
:d .-ho, a little to his uppre*
si jht of lie. ur.il,
Natalia
uec, followi d him in.
fowing, hv r-ivet.'
*
in a >•
!1
..•« .1 ro-.-.i.
tie:
il
.1
>:T It.'oiled tip at his
be
Softly
s’
"I cl;
Id
1 the door.
?i sa‘ iu ar Iiim.
She oC
p 1 :
looked
riled
“Ch:-: -t i
n !” d( elainied Boris.
'•
“Don’t 1
fri rhtoT 1,” he said,
!"
“He i-= r:
d the general, conp
r a man who
form! ; to t’;o universal eu-: :n of the
grinning. "V'"i nivd !<>!
1 o\< y >u
I do if you will oulv ! e s-nd1
n<
..?
an
day,
gr" .'ling
appendix. “Ami
l»le. 1 have been looking c\cry where for ; Jud.
tf. .!
are about to 1 egin.”
“lu re, y<, r excellence, is the envelope
y«
“I did nn‘ xvi-h to Fee you.”
intr;. t'd to my can?,” Boris reported,
t > foo yon,
dr.
“Very ; r >1 i! lv, 1 ut I chi
iog it t'Tid a fold d paper together
which is mom impmmmp I saw lit to re- from his pock- t. “Ami her*; is a warrant
one'* r. >rc
mind y
f what will happen for your excellency's signature, .authorizif V' .u do not tomorrow give me the unavvor ing the arre.-t of a nihilist conspirator.
I expect.
“His nann ?”
“Von will have no other answer from
Feodor Danilov.”
me than that 1 have already given to you,
“No, no, your excellency! It is a false
neither tomorrow m r any other time.M
chnr- !” cried Natalia in terror, clasping
“Listen to mo, Natalia Uovaiski. You her hands imploringly.
will meet me in the church lx fore the alTiie old governor waved her aside, and
looking piercingly tit the accuser said in a
tone of curious and surprised
interest:
“So you have had the courage to attempt
about
I
am not
your linger?
winding me
aware that any one has done that yet and
fancy I would not like it, particularly to
be wound around a linger so dirty as yours

"XT
sinoe

nr.l.Ta

Ami sho must draw him out.
You nt t ho s;uno time como hero to me.
But have you nothing to say to me on your
own accountr”
sho stammered,
‘‘N-no,”
blushing.
“But I saw Vladimir at the door, and perhaps ho lias something to say.”
Sho ran swiftly away, and tho general
was still chuckling when Vladimir enter* •<!.

nysius’

rrnor.

tinkler which did duty in flu* monastery.
But t’.is was easily accomplished.
The
next problem that vexed the worthy prelate’s mind was where to piano his m\v
contrivance, so that its voice could be
heard from afar.
There was, however, on the roof of the
basilica of St. Felix a sort of cupola known
as a lantern.
It was open on all sides, its
principal purpose being, as its name implies, to give light to the interior of the
itructure on which it rested.
It was In
this lantern that the bishop of Nola yoked
the first church bell.
Most probably it was of the miter class
and looked for all the world liko a good
sized metal bowl with a clapper inside.
Nor was it a largo affair. The fifteenth
century was well advanced before hells of
any considerable dimensions were fashioned.
At any rate the worthy bishop’s bell

1
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Phe Ionicixl puzzled, but wont
on, “A
little girl is very much in 1
low.'
“(Jond! Good!'’ lie responded in nn Affectionate roar. “That is as it should Ikj. I
So 1 would have her.
The more love the !
more ha j pinoss.
But why did not tho!
timid fellow mine along with you? Is ho
at raid
lie had forgotten all about his
programme.
Maria was bewildered.
ITo come along!
Oh, she has not dared to say anything to
him about it! lie would break tho rascal’s
head. Then what might happen to him?”
The governor’s eyes grew very round
And big.
Deliberately hi' laid his big pipe
on the table, scratched his
chin, stared at
her and rumbled, “Whoso head would ho
break?”
“Boris’, of course.”
“Now, why the devil should Vladimir
break Boris’ head?”
“Vladimir! What has he to do with It?”
“Yes, that's what 1 want to know.”
“You did not let mo tell you. It is
about Natalia.
Boris persecutes her, and
she detests him. She loves Feodor Danilov, and Boris swears to send him to Siberia if Natalia does not give him up.”
A dangerous light gleamed In tho
general's eyes, but he only said, with ominous
“.So
ho
will send somebody to
gentleness,
Siberia?”
“Yes. And Feodor, who loves NatAlla
dearly, if he knew how Boris persecutes
and frightens her, would kill him. Having constant access to the house on your
service, Boris makes opportunities daily
for threatening her. Sho wanted to beg
your protection, but feared you would roar
at her and favor Boris.”
“Natalia is a very good girl, and I am
fond of her, hut she is foolish. She was a
pet of my poor wife, who raised her from
childhood and left her to my care.
Is it
likely I would give her to that ugly Tartar laced rascal? Sho should know me
better.
But 1 am curious to hear him.
Tomorrow when he comes at the usual
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Asfoiiows:
4 First Frizes, each of $100 Cash
$ 400.00
20 Second
$100/plfc?il.Bic|ota8*2,000.00
40 Third “
5 25G.,^hcs ^000.00
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The New Kngland State*._
•The Bicycles are the celebrated Pieree Speelal,
1W7 Pattern, mTd by Geo. N. Pierce* Co. of Buffalo, B *stou and New York. FiMed with Hartford
Tires, First Class Nickle Lamp, New Departure
Bell. Standard Cyclometer, ana Hunt Lace Saddle.
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Mrs. Lizzie Pike, of Haverhill, Mass., is
in town, called here by the illness of her
parents, Mr. aud Mrs. William Pettengill.
the
two

the
im-

Zlfitjtrtisnnnitss.

a

may

r

i that makes

|

j

a
an

I

generally.

Pike'sTootbachc

Miss Alice Havey has gone to Winter
Harbor, where she will be employed in
the telephone office.

Saturday,
spring.

Arthur Whitmore left for Stonington
Monday where he will be employed
cutting stone.

Mrs. Myra Rumill baa been very ill with
the grip, but is now recovering.

Drops cure in ooe minute.

Capt. Charles Robinson

pooooaooosaooooooooooooofl

his vessel at Boston.
Miss Julia Kittredge has gone to Yarto attend school.

Broken-down Health

mouth,

\ |

|

engine,

and you must burn
to get the power.
To

it

8

J;

« ■

I

p

p

ii

Atwood’s Bitters begin
right here. They restore

™ai I digestion, regulate
ft bowels, purify the blood.

2

ft

|4
!5
'•

? !

bottle. Avoid Imitations.

Where, oh where is that dramatic entertainment which was to come off about
this time, which was to show off our local
talent, to entertain the crowd and incidentally to rake in some shekels for the
new’ hall?
An

pair

of

twenty of the crews were in
at the church last Sunday even-

fifteen

g|
2

a fine-looking, honest-appearing.
ing set of fellows they were, too. May
God bless the men who sail the mighty
sea.
The brawn and brain and heart of
half this Maine coast is there, on it or
under it.
X. H.
April 12.

large cattle

For Sale.

suitable

for

one

pair

C

COMFORT AND
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(Sent free by mail.j
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Set aside for twenty-four hours a
hottie or common glass filled with urine. ■
sediment or settling indicates an on.
healthy condition of the kidneys.
urine stains linen it is positive evidence
of kidney trouble. Too frequent desire
to urinate or pain in the back is also
vinclng proof that the kidneys and
der are out of order.
DO.

There is comfort in the know ledge, sc
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer's Swamp
Root, the great kidney remedy, fulflU
every wish in relieving pain In the bach,
kidneys, liver, bladder and every part o!
the urinary paasagee. It corrects inabilIty to hold urine and scalding pain in
passing it, or bad effects following used
liquor, wine or beer, and overcomes that
unpleasant necessity of being compelled
to get up many times during the night to
urinate. The mild and the extraordinary
effect of Swamp-Root is Boon realized. It
stands the highest for its wonderful curee
of the most distressing cases. If you
need a medicine you should have the H
beet. Sold by druggists, price fifty centa
and one dollar.
You may bave a sample fl
bottle and pamphlet, both sent free fl
Mention The Ellswoeth fl
by mall.
American and send your address to Dr.
fl
Kilmer A Co., Blngbamton, N. Y. The
proprietors of tbia paper guarantee the
■
genulneneaa of this offer.

fl
fl
fl
fl
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Fred didn't blow his
jilted him the

because you

other night; he came right over and proto me. Maud (super-sweetly)—Did
posed
he? Then he must have got rid of hia
brains some other way.
“Who made you?” asked the primary
The little girl addressed eviteacher.
dently wishing to be accurate in her
reply: “God made me so long,” indicating the length of a short baby, “and I
growed the rest.”

fl

fl
fl

YOU CAN SAVE MONEY BY BUYING I
Meats, Fish, Canned Goods, Fruit, Nuts, etc., I

MARKET.!

Hurley’s CASH

You cannot be fooled when you buy

The very best of Corned Beef for 4 cts. per lb.
Good Roast Beef, 8 to 12 cts. per lb,
io lbs. Sweet Potatoes only 25 cts.
Golden Vale Bananas, 25 cts. per
dozen.
Native Pork always on hand. Salt Pork, 5 to 8 cts.
Look for mark-down sale Saturday, April 3, 1897.
Sunday dinners delivered Saturday night.

the

HTJM.2TZ”S

Do you know whether yon are haying yonr Dry Goods cheaply enongh ?

JOHN

i

C. L. MORAWG will tell yon.

:f;

a&rfinrttwmmte.

of the native women of Australia
queer idea of beauty.
They cut
themselves with shells, keep the wounds
open for a long time, and when they heal
huge scars are the result. These scars are
deemed highly ornamental.

CALLING THE DOCKET.

of

■liverware.”

a

Dora (sweetly)

tyfl

feeling gladdens more
flowers, handsome

Some

brains out

nufflifl

humotfl
goodfl
effectively thqfl
china and
expendt,^!

WHAT TO

have

wus

An old saying worth
remembering
housewife is tbst "Uood
gsrnlsbes, good will beautifies, and

every

how did he die?” asked the lady
who had come West to inquire after the
husband she had lost.
“Er—by request,
ma'am,” said the gentle cowboy, as
mildly and regretfully as possible.

nruukiin

some

one

hit’s rao’n likely we’d be celebratin'
but dat off-day.”

“And

Following theempanelmentof the traverse juries, the calling of the docket was
taken up. Chief Justice Peters, as usual,
tried to weed the docket of

er

“am

CilLF.S

I*.

CASH!
MARKET,
Hl/RLEY, Proprietor,

BLOCK. MMX STREET..

ELLSWORTH

R. PARKER CLOTHING CO.
OF
THE

THE

NEWEST

SPRING

JL2TD

LATEST

CAMPAIGN.

STYLES

IIT

UP-TO-DATE CLOTHING and FURNISHING GOODS.
j

_

We have

just received

plete assolUfent

a

large

and

II' you want the*

com-

of 2de. and dOc.

the*

Best Stiff Hat

1111

market, buy the

Spring Style Guyer,

of Steers, well matched.

particulars

and

prices inquire

the

of

second

CO.

lwf'3MslFcHlLDRENTSSjri

©
©
©

..

thttfl

x0,fl
fl
“Too much ob
good t'ing," u^fl
Uncle Eben,
danjuB. E! all de dipfl
In dc y’ah ‘ceppin’
Chrlatm-B

quarry

ARTHUR SHUTE &

I

iiuruiu a

p^fl

“Why,” Mid Sniffers, “I have >
that cries ‘Stop thief!’ so
naturally
every time I bear it I always stop.
what are yon fellows laughing about!"

press.

Neckwear for Easter Trade,

For full

C
©

were

JLZiZi

or

work.
Also

Isle,

OPENING

unusually large number of vessels lay
over Sunday, and some

in the harbor here

Working Oxen
A

W.

Tracy;

17.

ican went to

SECOND TRAVERSE JURY.

“Did you say that boy of yours was
ambitious?” “Ambitious! Well, I should
say! Why, that boy does nothing but
Bit around all day and think of the great
things lie’s going to do!”

Lynn,

to

J J f evidence
And

L35c.
gcgocececooocceooooogeg
a

j

J
|J

the I#

_

gone

Mrs. John Knowlton and daughter arrived home from Boston, where they
spent last week.

|

right
5 regain health, you must have 1
ft good food and digest it.
J
1

has

Mass., for several weeks’ visit.

may be restored if you start !
right. It takes fuel to run '>
an

Abbott

Charles

Rockland.

v.

Wood.

The first case on the list was placed on
trial Wednesday. This was an action for
false imprisonment for debt, brought by
Lewis Sousi against Lewis A. Joy, both of
Ellsworth. Plaintiff alleges that debt
was paid, and that receipt was lost in a
Are which destroyed his house.
The case was on trial when The Amer-

Joy, Albert R.,iforeman.Gouldsboro
Hodgkins, Frank L.Lamolne
Holmes, Rol>ert B.Ellsworth
Moore, James M.....Ellsworth
Franklin
Perkins, John D.
Waning, Oscar G.Dedham
Workman, Henry S.Sullivan
The jurors excused were George Grindle, Penobscot; William Lawton, Tremont; Johnson R. Lufkin, Deer Isle;
John P. Shepherd, Castine; Arthur D. F.
Snowman, Bucksport; William Snowman,
Bucksport, and Frank E.
Whitmore,
Eden.
The Ellsworth jurors drawn on the
extra panel were Charles James, Irving
Osgood and Libeos D. Patten.

“I don’t believe it is any use to vaccinate tor small-pox,” said a backwoods
Kentuckian, “for I had a child vaccinated,
and he fell out ot a window, and was
killed, in less than a week's time.”

has rejoined

Harbor

Hale A

THE FIRST TRIAL.

11 am or, Calvert G.Eden

Miss Cynthia Knowlton, of Stonington,
will teach the grammar school here, and
Miss Alice Lane, of this place, the pri-

Bass Harbor.

He>LTx

unuuic,

Loren W. Rumill has commenced digging a cellar and laying a foundation for mary.
a dwelling-house the coming summer.
Eugene.
April 12.
Capt. Charles Lunt, of schooner “George
loaded
with
H. Mills”, recently
stone at
Maud—Why has Lilian given np wearthe Sound, has been obliged to leave his
ing rational costume? Did Oeorge object?
vessel on account of poor health. Capt.
Ethel—Oh.no; he said he approved ot it,
Charles Stanley, of Southwest Harbor, because it would
prevent her attracting
will go the trip for him.
any other man’s admiration.
12.
L.
April

yjjp

v.

2000. Winter
Prescott.

Gray, Jesse B., 2d.Brooksvllle

A. V. Webb has chartered John Gross’
boat, and will use her in the fish business this summer.
Theodore Eaton, of Little Deer
Velma Greenlaw, of this place,
married Saturday, April 3.

Wednesday. April 14.
Joy. Redman; Hurley.
Thursday. April 7.1.

Sous!

1S87. Wood .V Co. v. Flnsoii A llrown.
Hamlin. Fellows.
2104. .Joy v. $ou*i. Hurley; Redman.
2237. Burrill Bank v. Bradley, l'etere;
Friday, April It).

Harriman, Isaac 1\, foreman.Orland
Adams, Henry S.Ellsworth
Ball, Henry A.Hancock
Billings, Parker B.Sedgwick
Branscom, James N.Mount Desert
Bulger, George W
Cranberry Isles
Carlisle, Levi T. .Surry
John
E.
Bluehill
Dority,
Dunham, W. II.Amherst

Susie V. Webb left for Winter Harbor
where she will teach this

West Tremont.

Hale's Honey of Horehouod and Tar is I
medicine that haa long been tested
prirate practice. Bold by druggists

|

and Parker Greenlaw went to
Boston Monday to join their yacht.

SMS

2p»7.

Bluehill; Allard Staple**. Orland.
Stenograplier— Kt ei. smith, Bangor.
Messenger—Frank F. Tilden.

East

FIRST TRAVERSE JURY.

Joseph

in Boston.

Sheriff—Lewis F. IIooitr,
Crier—William It. Iln.t.lNS, Itar Harbor.
Deputies—Roheht R. Joy, Gould-b«*r«»; Tons
M. VOOELL, ( a-tlne; A. II. Genn, Hueksport.
Frank W. Li nt, Tremont; A. I. Cousins,

visiting

and

and

I

in town.

are

J. C. Hammond is quite ill.
Miss Annie Bent, of Jonesport, is spending a few weeks here among friends.

Anril 12

of

dangerous,

South Gouldaboro.

has shipped with Capt.

Edward Simpson and wife

Mrs. Dudley Sargent bas returned
from East Sullivan, where sbe has been
visiting her daughter, Mrs. W. R. Hanna.

HOREHOUND

so

John Gross left for Boston Monday to
look for a job on a yacht.

bis absence

mi£’g
HONEY

to

Seth Lufkin spent Sunday at home.
Fred Pettee is cutting wood for Samuel Ames.

Harry Hooper is in the store of M.
Perlinskey, of Winter Harbor, during

;

12._Rae.

H. Campbell
Dow.

SPECIAL ASSIGNED LIST.

A large numbt r of ea<es were placed Oil
the general trial list. Tuesday afternoon
The special
was spent in assigning cases.
assigned list was follows:

Parker, Henry A.Bluehill
Walls, Samuel J. ....Mount Desert
Wescott, Joseph W.Surry
Wilbur, Lorenzo I).Ellsworth
Franklin
Williams, George C.
Williams, Walter A.Bucksport
The traverse jurors were then called.
It was an unusual circumstance that of a
panel of twenty-six jurors, seven were
excused, most of them on account of illness.
An extra panel was necessary to fill
The first and second
the Becond jury.
juries were called, however, at the opening
of the court, and as organized are as
follows:

Ocean vi lie.

was no

THE COURT.
Presiding Justice—John A. Peter#*.
Clerk—John F. Kmovi.ton.
Hunker, Jr.
County Attorney—.!

Grlndle Frank V.Castine
Hamblin, Jesse A.Deer Isle
Higgins, Edward 11.Eden
Keene, William R.Tremont

and

service at Union church
as
the pastor, Rev. J. T.
on Sunday,
Moore, is quite ill with the grip at bis
home in Sullivan Harbor.
Pearl.
April 12.
There

H.

it is what

April

with characteristic
wit, "I'm afraid Cuba will
get ber independence before that ease is
settled.”

Saturday, April
The following attorneys were present •2040. Milllken v. Osgood. Peasy; Peters.
v.
Hale A Hamlin. Dcasy.
Tower
2225. Smith
at the opening of the court:
2090. Sargent v. Jordan. Mason; King.
Hannibal E. Hamlin, A. F. Burnham,
2219. Garland v. Carr. Giles; King.
John B. Redman, Arno W. King, George
2238. Allen v. Williams. King; Giles.
B. Stuart, Fred L. Mason, Charles H.
Monday, April 19.
C.
Truman
Lord,
F.
Giles,
Drummey, L.
•2032. Milllken v. Sheridan. Peasy; Hale A
E.
Daniel
John A. Peters jr.,
Hurley,
Hamlin.
Ellsworth; Oscar P. Cunningham, Oscar 2222. Giles v. McAlister. Giles; Fellows.
F. Fellows, Bucksport; L. B. Deasy, E. S. 2251. Friend v. Blaisdel!. Mason; Fellows.
Clark, Charles H. Wood, John E. Bunker, 2263. Somes v. Martin. Peters; Wood.
22**4. Campbell v. Martin. Peters; Wood.
jr., B. E. Clark, Bar Harbor; E. P. Spofwnracs a to. v. lower,
Ttni*
rowrsi nwu.
ford, Deer Isle; George M. Warren, Cas- 2268. Suffolk Co. v. Tower. Peters; Wood.
tine; E. Webster French, George R. Ful- 2269. Valentine Co. v. Tower. Peters; Wood,
ler, Southwest Harbor; Bedford £. Tracy, |
Tvrtday, .4j>n't 20.
Winter Harbor; Judge T. W.
Yose, 2064. Morrison v. Sheavlln. Clark; Bunker.
2068. Tower v. Bosworth. Wood; Clark.
Bangor.
After the usual proclamation by the 2099. King v. Crabtree A Havey. Vose, Clark;
court crier, the roll of the grand jury,
Deasy.
empaneled at the October term, was 2171. Shober v. Stafford. Clark; Bunker.
2275
Hayford v. Harris. Wood; Lynam.
called. The jury is as follows:
Wednesday, April 21.
GRAND JURY.
2139. Reed v. Denlhy. Bunker; Sowle.
Wyman, Leri B., foreman.Ellsworth
Friday, .4pril S3.
Roberts, Joseph J., clerk.Winter Harbor 2247.
Sargent v. Goodwin. Fellows; King.
Cain, David P.Brooklln 2253. Bunker v. Smith. Mason ; Stuart.
Carter, Sydney A... .Sullivan 2260. Coe
Company v. Allen. Peters; King.
Cotton, Frank E.Orland 2067. Musgrave v. Farren. Wood ; Clark.
D.
P.Sedgwick 2276.
Dority,
Musgrave v. Farren. Wood; Clark.
Farnham, George M.Brooksvllle

social converse.
Refreshments were served at 4 p. m,
Although it was wet and muddy outside,
tbe Juniors were happy and were
very
anxious to be informed by the chairman
of birthday committee where the next
birthday party would be and when.

up from Winter

Senate in
remarked

readiness of

April term of the supreme judicial
of Hancock county convened Tuesday, Chief Justice John A. Peters pre10
o’clock.
at
Court opened
siding.
Prayer was offered by Rev. I). L. Yale.

me exterior of the Finn bouse.

ing games, singing

Dr. O’Brien, of Boston, was in town
this week for the purpose of selecting
one of the many beautiful cottages here
for the summer.

Mrs. Cora Smith and family have returned to their home at Bartlett, N. H.

proving.
April 12.

sea-

a

bay,

at

The

Miss Ida Day entertained eleven of tbe
Juniors at the parsonage last Tuesday
afternoon from 2 till 5, it being the thirteenth anniversary of her birthday. The
time was very pleasantly passed in play-

Harbor to-day in his yacht “Winnie”,
with a number of barrels of lobsters, also
some lumber.

A little girl came to the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Pettengill recently.

The grip has played havoc among
in this place for the past
weeks.
Forty were afflicted with
disease at one time. Nearly all are

Fred

States

EMPANELED—CASES

court

Mrs. Morang, of Edmunds, is spending
a few weeks with her friends
here, Rev.
and Mrs. E. W. Belcher, who were formerly settled in that charge.

L. U. Bragdon is repairing his stable,
which, when completed, will be very convenient.

George

Branch

Mrs. Gott’s many friends are glad to
know that she is so far recovered from
her recent illness as to sit up most of the
time.

Edward Fenton will live in town this
in one-half of the Whitaker
house.

Waltham.

people

ana also

summer

came

at

Mr. Withee has made, and is still making, decided improvements in the interior

were

Kane

at-

parsonage.
Fred Graves, wife and daughter Nettie
were guests of Rev. and Mrs.
Day Thursday and Friday.

son

Mrs. Relief Perkins, who will be eighty
years old in May, last week spun, double
and twisted nine skeins of yarn, besides
assisting about the housework.
H.
April 12.

1

the

summer.

Conners and grandson,
in town to-day.

an

1

Capt. H. C. Young is painting his
buildings before he leaves with bis
vessel this spring.
Miss Nettie Graves, of East Bluehill, is
spending a week with Miss Ida Day at

in town

Ernest Willey is employed for the
to work for Supt. Lawrence.

Work on the steamboat wharf at
Charles Tapley’s shore has commenced.
The wharf when completed will be 400
feet long.

;

W.

Goodale,

Frank Jordan is gaining after

I

present occupying so
position in the t nited
holding the Cuban jingos

KlNwoith, who is at

PRESIDING— conspicuous

ASSIGNED FOR TRIAL.

There will be appropriate services in
the Baptist church on Fast Day, April 22.

Capt. Nathan Bickford, of Winter Harbor, was in town this week.
George Cleaves will be employed by E.

Boston.

THE JURIES

Mrs. Lizzie Moon and three children,
have been ill, are now convalescent.

W. H. Lawrence is going to Boston for
few days on business.

R. Conners Co. this

G.

PETERS

JUSTICE

CHIEF

who

other pagen.

was

12.

grip.
Henry Phillips, who has been
Pond, is at home again.

recently.

Capt. George Blodgett, keeper of Saddle
Back light, is home for a few days.
Capt. I. W. Varnum, Lewis I. Varnum
and Harry Perkins leave this week for

it

tee

L. B. Sawyer, of Steuben,

Albert Wilson left, last week to join his
vessel in Rockland.

lead

*'

Sorrento.

F. E. Shepardson is in Bangor.
Dr. L. A. Sluwart returned from Portland Saturday.

[ cough

County News

HANCOCK COUNTY.

ill with

tack of

option a lady’s or gentleman’s Pierce
Special bicycle, price $1 HU,00.
The IO Competitors w ho send In the

For additional

other pages.

West Brooksvllle.

»

April

COUNTY NEWS.

COUNTY NEWS.

arc*

Presiding Elder H. W. Norton will
hold a quarterly conference at the Methodist vestry Saturday evening and will
preach Ht the church Sunday afternoon.

districts

option a lady's or gentleman's Cold Watch, price #25.
2. The Competitions will Clowe the l.nwt l>ny of
Each Month during 1H97, Coupons received toolate
for one month’s competition will be put into the next.
3. Competitors who obtain wrappers from unsold
soap in dealer’s stock will be disqualified. Employees
of Lever Brothers, Ltd., and their families, are debarred from competing.
4. A printed list of Winners in Competitor’s district
will be forwarded f o Competitor* in about mi day* alter
each competition closes.
5. Lever Brother*. Ltd., will endeavor to award the
ability and judgment,
prixes fairly to the best ofaltheir
1 who compete agree to aebut it is understood that
oept the award of l«ever Brothers, Ltd., aa final.
LEVER BROS.. Ltd.. New York. >

—--—

«<■*

*

ISCXI l.ar«Ml,>UIIIDrrsm coupons iroin in- uistrict in which they reside will F.nrh receive at winner’*

No. of I
N AME OF DISTRICT.
Dittrict ^(>w York
City, Brimklyn, Long
and Staten Islands. Mew Jersey.
MewYork State (nut-aide q/'X.V.City,
CV-—*
Brooklyn, Long and Staten lalandr),
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia and Dia3

County Xetrs

I

,

illiken and wife

up the bay to the
wharves this spring and load with wood,
was the “Eila
Eudora”, Capt. Remick.
She took a load of wood of E. N.
Osgood,
for Rockland.

pr
-Tin* 1 »h.tnnet itor «lm send*! in the
btNCi THIS TOP POKTION
LiirffPNt NmiiiImt «»i coup--ii> ir..m
the district in which he or sho resides
will receive !*HM> CiikIi.
The o Competitors who send in the
Next l.nruPst Number* of couwhich they
) pons from the distret in at
JWT Dves
winner's
reside w ill Kuril receive
* >VOM4 g
;

Wrapper w I• O hand corner)with *1 .Hiitu
of the DISTRICT Competitor lives In.

For additional

4

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT FOR
M

The first vessel to sail

WRAPPERS

Every month during 1*' r,i each of the
/os will l.e awarded as follows

t i«t

SOAP.” These (culled “C oupons") arc to be sent, postage
a
fully paid, enclosed with
sheet of paper slating Competitor’ll full name and address
nnd the number of Coupons
sent In, to Lever liras.. Ltd.*

*

other pa gen

made

£ £ 4

gQ^phta#*’*

see

The home of Rev. E. W. Belcher was
glad by the arrival of a little boy.

^

1.

SUNLICHT
r->

gtt

%

*,

County Xetrs

Surry.

Henry J.
grip.

PULES.

THEM.

ion[eonlaiii-

,-*»•; S ».*<*>;••■
.u

CjL

$3,480.00

wrapper* t*hni port
inv
the heading **SUNLICHT

I

k

| * I B tf* K I

Tot?.! g!»?? daring 12 ir?os, 1397, $40,800.00
HOW

/*

po«

"

Cash and Prizes given each mssth

f

.>

“seem to
old cases, which, as he put it,
the
stick like wax”. The first ease on
docket whs entered nt the October term,
in
IMki. The Chief Justice, recognizing
the plaintiff the distinguished citizen of

APRIL TERM.

ifeu

True’s Pin Worm Elixir

TBk
Is the best Worm Remedy made. It is likewise the best Remedy for all the complaints of children, such us Feverishness,
>'
Costiveness, Indigestion, Smir stomach, etc. It lias l»c«n a
ESaBEr
houNrhold rrmcdf for 45 yearn. 1 ts efficacy in such trouhies lias never been equalled. Purely vegetable and harmless. Price 35 cents.
Druggists, nr of the Proprietors.
DR. J. F. TRUE &. CO., Auburn,

•

>

A.C
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At all

Me.

to

1

or

to none in the

city.

Our CUSTOM DEPARTMENT is
$35. Over 400 styles to select from.

Spring

having

the

larg.-t business

it has

leader

of

them all

for

front

$20

of 1897.

ever

had.

Sufts

to

measure

REMEMBER : 111 buying of us you take no chances, as we allow customers to take our goods home
compare with others, and if they are not satisfactory, they can be returned, and money will be refunded.

to

examine

w. It. PARKER CLOTHING CO.

C1

j>

acknowledged

Stores

at

Ellsworth, Madison, Norway,

Oakland and

Machias,

Me.

M

||

